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SENLOG Slates Move
To Alabama; Clifford
Asks Sentinel Speedup
Relocation of HQ U.S. Sentinel
Logistics Command (SENLOG), a
major subordinate command of the
U.S. Anny Materiel Command, from
Washington, D.C. to Huntsville, Ala.,
is expected to be completed between
Aug. 15 and Sept. 1.
Charged with responsibility for
providing logistical. support to t!'e
Sentinel System, the Commun18t
Chinese-oriented ballistic missile defense aystem approved for deployment last September, SENLOG was
established in January 1968. Known
originally as the Sentinel Materiel
Support Command, it waS redesignated Apr. 16.
SENLOG is operating under the
command of Brig Gen Mahlon E.
Gates and during ita planning phase
has been located in the Nassif Building, Arlington, Va. The Sentinel System Command is headquartered at
Huntsville. Collocation of SENLOG
will facilitate its mission of inventory
management and maintenance of
(C<m.tinued un page 4)

Army Science Conference Acclaimed
For Excellence of Maior Presentations
Sure-thing bettors might logically lay strong..odds that the sixth A.r.my
Science Conference June 1&-21, at the U.S. Military Academy, West POIDt,
N.Y., will be long ~ognized as a high point of success.. Anny. Chief of Stat!'
Harold K. Johnson (since retired) and Dr. William G. McMillan helped to
assure that as the banquet and keynote speakers..
Anny Chief Scientist Dr. Marvin
E. Lasser, presiding chainnan, joined
with other conference officials in
acclaiming the overall quality of the
96 technical papers as "exceptionally
outstanding." Assistant Secretary of
the Anny (R&D) Dr. Russell D.
O'Neal presented Army Incentive
Awards Program prizes totaling
$3,600 for nine prize-winning papers.
Accolades were general also for
two panel diseussions fel}turing the
views of experts ncently in the combat zone of Vietnam----one on medical

Westmoreland Takes Role
As 25th Army Chief of Staff

(Continued om po.ge 40)

Maj Gi!n K. E. Wickham, Adjutant
General U.s. Army, gives oath to Gi!n.
eral W. C. Westmoreland &8 the 25lh
Army Chief of Stalf, July 3, at the
PentagolL

'Death March' Comrades Meet at Science Conference
Memories of a friendship born of the Battle of Bataan and the "Death
March" ater its fall in World War n came back to Army Chief of Stslf General Harold K. Johnson, Col M. H. Rosen and Dr_ K. C. Emerson at the Al'DQ"
Science Conference, June 20, at the United States Military Academy.
Poignancy was provided also by a
fresh aspect. General J obnson was
there to make his farewell major
address prior to his retirement from
the Army 11 days later. Few had
mOre cause to be regretful than Dr.
Emerson and Col Rosen, whose
friendship has endured through the
years.
Dr. Emerson is now special assistant to Dr. Russell O'Neal, Assistant
Secretary of the Army (R&D). Col
Rosen is director, Environments and
Threats, Institute of Land Combat,
HQ Anny Combat Developments
Command, Fort Belvoir, Va.
Prior to the outbreak of World
War II, nil were stationed together
at Fort McKinley in the Philippines.
General Johnson was ex"Cutive officer, General Harold K. Johnson, Chief of
57th Infantry Regiment. Col Rosen Stall" (Ret.). flanked by Col M. H.
was a Field Artillery battery com- Rosen and Dr. K. C. Emerson at
Army Science Conferenee reunion.
(Continued on pllg. 4)

AMC Realigns Headquarters;
Reduces Directorates to 11
Realignment of HQ U.S. Anny
Materiel Command organizational
structure was effected July 1, in line
with recent expansion of responsibil.
ities and further streamlining of
operations.
General Frank S. Besson. who has
commanded the AllIC ever since
it was a<:tivated AUK". 1, 1962, said
the changes would be accompUshed
within existing manpower ceilings
and would not require separation of
employes.
Discontinuance of three directorates and establishment of two new
directorates reduced the total from
12 to 11. The number of separate
offices remained at 12, but the Technical Data Office was redesignated
(Continued on page 5)
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General Johnson Gives farewell Address at ASC
The editor of the Army Re8earch and Dellelopment N 6W8maga2ine was a'f1Wng
tM8e prill~ged to Iwlar A ..ml/ Chief of Staff General Harold K. Johneon'8
far6WeU major addre8s prior to h.is retirement /rom the Army. In 1I0icing his
lIiew8 as the first Army Chief 0/ Staff eller to addree8 the biennial Army
Science Conference at the' U.s. MilitlL'rl/ ActLdemy. as guest 8peaJur at the
banquet June fO. GenertLl Johman impre8sed more than 500 listeners ae a num
of passionate sincerity 0/ pUrpojIe and dedication, ae weU 48 lL man of ra1'e
compassion and h.umility. His tLddress/ollow.:
A year ago I took it upon myself

to go down to The Judge Advocate
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General's School at Charlottesville,
Va., to talk to a worldwide conference
of our Command Judge Advocates.
Spealdng to them about some of the
thing!! I thought they should be
doing, I startled them a little by
asking them what they were doing
about our people who were ahsent
without leave.
The very obvious answer was that
they were participating in the trial•.
Some of them were defending, others
prosecuting the defendants.
So I asked how many had been in
a company orderly room in the last
year talking to soldiers to find out
why they were absent without leave.
Very few could say they had because
the Judge Advocates did not apparently look upon their job as one of
prevention: They took action after
the event had ocllurred. Too late.
Consequently, I decided to take the
same approach with the research
llommunity. But as the day approached. I reminded myself that I
would be clearly out of my bailiwick
if I were to try to talk to you about
things that you understand and I
don't. I am Crank to acknowledge a
high level of ignorance on my part-probably the highest level here in the
room.
So I am going to talk about twoperhaps two and a half-things. I
want to give you a very quick summary of things as I see them in Vietnam today. I know you have had
some detailed explanations of some
of the programs, although the ladies,
I guess, have not had_xcept secondhand.
Then I will talk to you a little bit
about what the Army is doing on the
problems in our cities, be<:ause in
these last days of my active service
one of the most distressing thiDgl! is
the poison in our public attitude. I
wonder sometimes if we really have
an antidote for it. It is difficult to
think of this country proceeding on
the path that we have followed for
the past months. One wonders where
ws will wind up. Why?
The first source of poison in public
attitudes arilleS from Vietnam. We
have had a picture that presents
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somehow almo.t everything that is
bad. I suppose there is a minor satisfaction in the thought that they
haven't presented everything that is
bad-just almost.
But we have seen very little of
what is good, even though many
favorable events are occurring in
Vietnam. I am not going to dwell tonight on just the things that are
good, but rather take a broad look at
the prospects. To do this I go back to
the first trip that I made out there in
the spring of 1964. At that time one
could travel all over the land. I
landed in a helicopter & little west of
Khe Sanb, got in a jeep, and went out
to the Laotian border. Admittedly, we
went pretty fast, but you could still
drive it in a jeep in those day•. The
same thing was true throughout the
rest of the country.
I went back in December of '64,
March of '66, December of '65, April
of '66, August of '66, December of '66.
July of '67, and December of '67. I
have spent the last three Christmases
out there. My most recent trip was in
April this year.
, It is well for us to remember that
in 1966, at the time the struggle
movement occurred out there, that
there were significant defections,
politically and militarily. As a consequence of that struggle movement,
two significant things occurred:
First the central government, foJ' the
first time, establlshed dominance over
a major subordinate element of the
country.
Elections were held; following that
event the constitution was written;
it was promulgated; national elections were held; and the president
and the vice pre.ident were installed.
Now this is basic to the events
during Tet, which I will refer to in
a moment.
In August of 1967, traveling all
over the country, admittedly with
rather elaborate security precautions,
getting on rivers and canals that
hadn't been opened up for a couple of
years, and that had heen recently
opened, and on roads over which
there had heen no regular traffic, and
moving over them with a relative
ease. I came awa.y persuaded that at
(Continued on page 56)
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24 Reservists at ASC Indicate High Caliber of USAR R&D Units
Searchers for scientific, engineering
and administrative talent of a high
order of excellence can find it in
abundance within nearly 1,200 members of U.S. Army Reserve Research
and Development Units, 24 of whom
were selected as participants in the
1968 Army Science Conference.
Often termed the "Standby InDepth Strength" for Army research
and development activities in any
national emergency, the USAR R&D
Units are comprised substantially of
men who have highly responsible
positions in academic, industrial and
private research organizations.
Consistently over a period of about
20 years, the USAR R&D Units have
received strong high-level support,
from the Secretary of the Army down
through the various Army R&D administrative echelons. The program
is sponsored by the Chief of R&D,
Department of the Army, with Lt
Col Kenneth G. Herring as assistant
for Reserve Affairs.
Admittedly, the program has suffered occasionally from periods of
lagging interest as many members
became more preoccupied with their
increased professional responsibilities
as they grew older. However, an
effort to stimulate an influx of fresh
talent from ROTC and other university graduates in science and engineering is producing resulta.
When the policy of selecting about
25 USAR R&D Unit members to
attend the Army Science Conference
was initiated in 1966. the Army R&D
Newsmagazine published a feature
article detailing SOme of their impressive qualifications and achievements.
Some reader. may have suspected
that the first selectees were well
above the average, but the 1968
choices are no less outstanding, as
the following brief sketches indicate:
COL HARRY L. WILLARD, COmmander of the 1114th R&D Unit. New
York City, has been a leader in the
USAR R&D Program since 1948,
which he helped to establish, and
served as executive officer of the
2201st Unit in Pittsburgh, Pa, Until
he moved to New York in 1957, he
held appointment as a senior and
administrative Fellow of Mellon
Institute
(now
Carnegie-Mellon
University).
Graduated from the University of
minois with a BS degree in chemical
engineering, he did graduate work
at the University of Pittsburgh,
Fordham and George Washington
Universities. His 30 years of industrial experience has ranged from
laboratory and administrative posiJULY-AUGUST 1968

U.S. ARMY RESERVE R&D UNIT MEMBERS, selected from nearly 1,200
in the program to provide a highly competent "Standby In.Deptb
Strength" of professional scientists. engineers and administrators for any
national emergency, attended the sixth Army Science Conference at the United
States Militsry Academy. June 18-21. Posed (left to right) are: First rOID, Lt Col
John V. Perry Jr, Lt Col Chester B. Shapero, Mai Phillip J. De Ivernois, Lt Col
Edward H. Lynch, Capt Salvador L. Camacho, Col Louis H. Kristof and Lt Col
Kenneth G. Herring. Second row, Capt Ronald StrickJett, Lt Col Martin P. Hines,
Lt Col George R. Jungerman, 1st Lt Bythel K. Cooper Jr, Lt Col Lester L.
Reagan and Col George C. Howard. Third rOID, 1st Lt Richard D. I\lcCormick,
Mai Robert R. Perry, Capt Eichen (not an R&D Reservist), !\Iaj Thomas J.
Parisot and Col Sidney L. Loveless. Fourth row, 1st Lt Reverdy E. Wright, Col
Harry L. Willard, Capt Gerald M. Leigh, Col Jaroslav V. Klima and Col Paul H.
Weswig. Lt Col John Neile.r and Capt Edmond D. Neuherger missed picture.
enroll~d

tions to senior ma.nagement, for the
past 10 years with Union Carbide
Corp.
Licensed as a professional engineer,
associated with important advances
in coal processing, petroleum, chemical and agricultural products, he is
a member of the American Chemical
Society, American Institute of Chemical Engineers and the New York
Academy of Sciences. He serves on
the council of judges for New York
City's School Science Fair.
MAJ E, W. HARTSOOK is with
the 1617th R&D Unit at State College, Pa., and has been active in
USAR R&D Unit activities since
shortly after discharge from active
duty in World War n. He participated in D-Day operations on Omaha
Beach and the Normandy Campaign,
Northern France and the Ardennes.
Maj Hartsook has a BS degree in
chemistry from West Virginia University and MS and PhD degrees
from the University of Illinois, where
he majored in nutrition and minored
in biochemistry and physiology. Since
1965 he has been professor of animal
nutrition at Pennsylvania State University, where he has been on the
faculty since 1954.
Known for more than 30 publications

in professional

journals, the

Proceedings of the Society of Experimental Bwlogy and Medici:n.e, A77Ulri-

can JO'lJ/l7l,/),! of Physic!ogy, a.nd A.,.chievee of Biochemistry and Biophyeics, he has centered his research on
nutritional biochemistry.
LT COL JOHN V. PERRY is an
associate professor of mechanical
engineering and member of the grad.
uate faculty at Texas A&M University. Affiliated with the 4004th R&D
Unit in Bryan, Tex., he served on the
Army Panel of Judges for the 19th
International Science Fair in Detroit,
Mich., in 1968.
Col Perry has a BS degree from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, MS
and PhD degrees from Texas A&M,
and is a graduate of the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff College.
Known as a teacher, researcher,
director of research in the fields of
machine design, vibrations and stress
analysis, and as a consultant, he has
worked as an engineer for Boeing
Aircraft Co., General Dynamics,
Douglas Aircraft Co., and Houston
Lighting and Power Co.
Registered as a professional engineer in Texas, he is a member of the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, American Society of Electrical Engineers, Tau Beta Pi and
Pi Tau Sigma.
LT COL J. H. NElLER has BS,
MS and PhD degrees in nuclear
(Continued on page 7'4)
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SENLOG Slates Move to Alabama; Clifford Asks Sentinel Speedup
(Continued frMn page 1)

SENLOG Commander Brig Gen Mah.
Ion E. Gates (right) visits Msj Gen
Charles W. EHler, CG of the U.S. Army
1issile Command, Redstone Arsenal,
Ala, where SENLOG is relocating.
engineering functions to support the
Sentinel System, an official explained.
Completion of the move to Hunts·
ville by Sept. 1, it was stated, is contingent upon availability of adequate
permanent facilities for the expanding staff. Until recently, a small
group of officers was concerned with
planning-phase activities.
Actual operations are now beginning and daily additions are being
made to the staff of highly skilled
civilian specialists. Because of the
specialized requirements, recruitment
is expected to continue for an extended period. Authorized strength
of 109 personnel, military and civilian, is expected to be augmented substantially in Fiscal Year 1969.
Col James W. Gilman was assigned
recently as deputy to Brig Gen Gates.
Other key officers are Col James F.
Prewett, director of Maintenance; Col
Cecil W. Hospelhorn, director of
Materiel Requirements; Lt Col John
P. Downey (liFted for early promotion to colonel), director of Management Systems and Data Automation; Lt Col Robert E. Bundy (listed
for promotion to colonel), comptrolI r; Lt Col Thomas L. Stovall, director of Distribution and Transporta.tion; and Charles L. Blue, administrative officer.

Clifford States Sentinel Views
Secretary of Defense Clark M.
Clifford advocated a speedup in developing the Sentinel System antiballistic missile defense, oriented
against the Chinese Communist
threat, at a recent press conference.
The time has come to get the Sentinel System off the drawing boards
and into actual development, he said.
4

Among reasons he advanced are:
"It's also my view that if the
Soviets are developing the ARM system, and we know they are developing
it, and we know they are deploying
it, 1 believe we are in a better posture
to reach agreement with t\;Iem on an
ultimate step toward disarming if
we also go about deployment of a system.
"I think our negotiations over the
past decades would indicate that this
is the better position for us to be in
if we hope to achieve some type of
resolution of this problem with the
Soviets."
Secretary Clifford said the Sentinel
System "constitutes and will constitute a defense against the Chinese
system. 1 attach particular significance to this, because in the years
that lie ahead, I believe we should
have a defense against the Chinese
system other than just a massive retaliatory attack.
"I believe that we are in a stronger
postu re if we have this kind of defense so that we can't be blackmailed
or forced into a certain position for
fear of the type of attack that China
could launch."

Explaining also that the Sentinel
System will be useful in the protection of the U.S. ballistic missile offensive capability, as well as for the
defense of American cities, Secretary
Clifford stated:
"Although, of course, as you know,
it will not prevent a massive attack
from a nation that launches one, it
can prove to be of importance in
protecting our retaliation.
"It is possible--we would hope not
probable--that some time there could
be an accidental launching. Too, it
seems to me that not sufficient attention has heen given to the fact that
another nation could possibly over the
next few years acquire some nuclear
capability, even though minor in nature. 1 believe this type of defense
system [Sentinel System] would prove
to be very valuable to us under those
circumstances. It
Estimates in 1967 of the possibility
of the Chinese Communists developing an operational ICBM capability
by the ea.rly 1970s he said, have been
tempered by the fad that they have
not yet test-launched sn ICBM and
are not expected to launch one "until
late this year at the earliest."

IDeath March' Comrades Meet at Science Conference
(Continued from page 1)
mander and Battalion S--3 in direct
support of the regiment. Both of
these organizations were part of the
Philippine
Division
(Philippine
Scants) and Dr. Emerson (Col.
USA, Ret.) was in HQ II Philippine
Corps.
When Bataan fell to the Japanese,
General Johnson, Col Rosen and Dr.
Emerson aU participated in the Death
March and were interned in Camp
O'Oonnel and Camp Cabanatuan. Dr.
Emerson was shipped to Japan, via
Formosa, and after confinement in
Japanese prison camps was liberated
in 1945.
General Johnson and Col Rosen
were passengers on the Oryoku Marn
being transported to Japan when it
was hit by U.S. Navy dive bombers.
Both swam to shore and were recaptured. They were on the Brazil
Mant when it met a similar fate Jan.
14, 1~45, in Formosa. Finally, as
passengers on the E'>I<lura Maru, they
arrived at Moji, Kyushu, Japan, Jan.
30, 1945, with some 300 of the survivors of the 1,600 that started the
trip.
Transported to Inchon (then called
Jinsen), Korea, in April 1945, General
Johnson and Col Rosen were liberated
from there in September 1945. Their
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paths crossed again when Col Rosen
served from 1959 to 1961 as a member of the faculty at the U.S. Anny
Command aDd General Staff College
when General Johnson was the commandant.
General Johnson visited Col Rosen
in April 1966 when the colonel was
commanding the area in which their
former prison camp was located.
They visited the old compound and
reminisced about the experience.

MICOM Adivates New Company
To Provide Calibration Services
Activation of the 95th Composite
(Calibration),
Service
Company
Metrology and Calibration Center,
was announced this past month by
the U.S. Army Missile Command.
Most of the approximately 100 men
to be assigned to the 95th will be
calibration specialists. Calibration
services will be provided for all
equipment the Anny uses in the
United States and overseas.
Worldwide calibration support responsibility was transferred from
Frankford .Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.,
to the Missile Command in 1967. Lt
Col Peter L. Horne is director of the
Anny Metrology and Calibration
Center.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

AMC Realigns Headquarters; Reduces Directorates
(Continued from page 1)

the Logistics Data Management Office because of assignment of additional functions.
Eliminated were the Directorate of
Major Items, the Directorate of Materiel Requirements and the Directorate
of Distribution and Transportation.
The Directorate of Development was
redesignated the Directorate of Development and Engineering.
General Besson said further studies
during the ensuing year will aim to
streamline the remaining headquarters elements which perform administrative and support functions. The
realignment was in consonance with
recommendations for organizational
changes made by the Department of

the Army logistical study group
headed by Lt Cen Frederick J. Brown
(USA, Ret.).
The Brown Board called for new
standard organizational structure for
the Army Materiel Command's subordinate major commands. The realignment also coincided with assumption by the AMC of responsibility and accountability for selected
high-llollar secondary items in overseas areas, and with the assumption
of maintenance program responsibility worldwide for Army equipment.
Because the HQ AMC staff ell>ments are rather widely separated
in Building T-7 near the Washington
National Airport, the Nassif Building at Bailey's Crossroads, Va., and

Work on Sentinel Shock Tube Test Facility Nears End
Effects of nuclear blast on the
operation of air-breathing engines of
the Sentinel System will be studied
in a shock tube facility nearing completion at the U.S. Army Ballistic
Research Laboratories (BRL), Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
The Sentinel System, oriented for
defense against a threat of a missile
attack by Communist China, receives
its precise power requirements from
generators capable of producing large
amounts of current within strict voltage and frequency limits. The system
must be able to operate under the
most adverse conditions, including the
environment of a nuclear explosion.
BRL scientists will study the
effects of simulated nuclear blasts
on both diesel and gas-turbine engines. Two shock tubes, which are
the world's longest of their type, will
be used in experiments.
One tube,
feet in diameter and
610 feet in length, will connect to the
intake of the test engine. The engine
will exhaust into a tube 8 feet in dia-

1>*

meter and 50() feet long.
While in operation, air is compressed in the "driver" sections of

the tubes. To simulate the heat of a
nw:lear blast, the air is heated to
400' F. While one of the engines
being tested is :running, an explosive
ruptures thin metal diaphragms
which hold back the superheated air;
thus a blast is simulated.
The blast causes a recoil or "kick"
of the tubes greater than that of a
massive gun. The tubes are anchored
to a reinforced concrete pier set deep
into the ground.
To compensate for the expansion
of the metal tubes, the facility is supported by wheels which move on a
railroad track.
During the entire test cycle, test
data will be recorded on tape and
fed into a computer for analysis.
The Shock Tube Facility is being
constructed by Arnold M. Diamond,
Inc., under the auspices of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. The facility will undergo tests later this year.

SROCK TUBE facility nears eompletion at Army Ballistie Laboratories, Aberdeen (Md.) Proving Ground. It will be used to study simulated nuclear-blast
effects on air-breathing engines of Sentinel System antiballistic missile defense.
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the Naval Gun Factory, in southeast
Washington. the realignment 1'1>quired some relocation of personnel.
Every effort possible was made to
place employes in positions of comparable responsibility and grade.

AlAe Releases New Signals
For MiUtary Wheeled Vehicles
Release of a new taillight and front
signal light for military wheeled
vehicles was announced in June by
the Army Tank-Automotive Command (USATAC), Warre'll, Mich.
Called the composite taillight, the
new unit adds federal safety standard
requirementa to military lighting
specifications. Made entirely of injection-molded polycarbonate plastic,
the unit represents the first widespread application of this plastic for
an important military item.
Mechanical properties of the polycarbonate plastic are considered excellent, based on intensive tests, including high impact strength and
deformation temperature. Signi:flcant
optical properties of polycarbonate
are its high (80 to 90 percent) transmission in the visible spectrum and
its low (2 to 3 percent) haze value.
It is intrinsically corrosion- and
fungus-r-esistant.
The new taillight will be incorporated in the M656 vehicle scheduled
for production in late 1968 and subsequ.ently will be incorporated on
other vehicles.

Dr. Eccleshall to Supervise
NDLAccelerator Operations
Dr. Donald Eccleshall, a nuclear
scientist, has joined the staff of the
Nuclear Defense Laboratory at Edgewood Arsenal as director of the
Cockcroft-Walton and Tandem Van
de Graaff accelerators.
Until he changed positions, he was
scientist-in-eharge of the Tandem
Accelerator facility at A1dennasten
Research Center in England. He will
supervise the activities of scientists
utilizing the accelerators.
Dr. Eccleshall received his BS dl>gree £rom the University of Liverpool
and remained at the University to
complete work on his PhD in the field
of meson physics in 1955, when he
joined the Aldermasten staff.
He received a leave-of-absence from
1961Hi7 to accept an offer from the
University of Pennsylvania to serve
as a research associate in the university's Tandem Accelerator facility.
His main area of research has been
in high~nergy physics and the field
of fission and eledromagnetic properties of nuclei.
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Maj Gen Izenour Takes TECUM Command
HQ u.s. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) ceremonies
July 16 at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., made Maj Gen Frank M. Izenour
successor to Maj Gen Leland G.
Cagwin, who replaced him in Korea
as CG of the 2d Infantry Division.
General Izenour now commands the
Army's primary materiel testing
organization, one of eight subordinate
elements of the Army Materiel Command. Reporting to him are some 20,000 military and civilian engineers,
scientists and technicians who man
TECOM's 15 proving grounds, service
test centers and special test activities.
Their test stations are located from
coast-to-coast, in Alaska and Panama
and include some of the nation's

most extensive military reservations.
Among them are Aberdeen, Jefferson
and Yuma (Ariz.) Proving Grounds,
White Sands (N.M.) Missile Range
and the Deseret Test Center, Utah.
Born in New Brighton, Pa., in
1913, General Izenour was graduated
from the U.S. Military Academy with
the Cia s of 1938. Commissioned in
the Infantry, he IICrved at Fort
Devens, Mass., and in Panama before
joining the 3d Infantry Division at
Fort Lewis, Wash., in 1941. He accompanied the division overseas in
ovember 1942 and participated with
it in eight campaigns in North
Africa, Sicily and Italy. He was commanding the division's 7th Infantry
Regiment in France when wounded in

DoD Approves JSHS Charter, Advisers
Renewal of the U.S. Army Junior
Science and Humanities Symposium
(JSHS) charter, appointment of Dr.
Bryce Crawford to the Advisory
Council, and reappointment of other
council members were approved recently by the Department of Defense.
Created in 1961, the JSHS Advisory Council provides continuing
evaluation of the program. Members
serve without reimbursement for time
and travel in advising the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (R&D) and
the Chief of Research and Development regarding JSBS objectives.
Dr. Crawford is dean of the Graduate School, University of Minnesota.

He received degrees in chemistry
from Stanford University (AB in
1934, AM in 1935 and PhD in 1937),
then studied under a National Research Foundation Fellowship at
Harvard (1937-39).
After a yeat' as a chemistry instructor at Yale University, he was
assistant and associate professor in
physical chemistry at the University
of Minnesota from 1940 to 1946, when
he was promoted to full professor.
In 1951hi1, he studied at the California Institute of Technology and at
Oxford University in England under
Guggenheim Foundation and Ful-bright Fellowships.
Two-year appointments to the
Army JSHS Advisory Council are
approved by the assistant Secretary
of the Army (R&D) and at Department of Defense level. Lt Gen A. W.
Betts, Chief of R&D, invited Dr.
Crawford to serve as a member.
The 12-member council consists of
two military representatives, an
executive secretary, and eight nongovernment representatives.
Brig Gen Charles D. Y. Ostrom Jr.,
6

Director of Army Research, Office,
Chief of Research and Development,
and Col Donovan F. Burton, commander cf the U.S. Army Research
Office-Durham (ARO-D), are the
military members. Mrs. Grace Boddie,
ARO-D, is e.xecutive secretary.
Dr. Ernst Weber, pt'esident of the
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
N.Y., is chairman of the council.
Other members are Dr. S. C. Donnelly, director of Nike-X Project
Operations, Western Electric Co.; Dr.
Ralph Gibson, director, Applied
Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins
University; and
Dr. Sherwood Githens Jr., professor of science educa.tion, Duke University; George F. Leist (Col, USA,
Ret.), Research and Engineering
Technical Center, Owens-Illinois Co.;
Dr. Harry L. Levy, professor of
humanities, Fordham University; Dr.
George R. Seidel, professor ()f chemistry, Delaware State College; and Dr.
M. H. Trytten, director, Office of
Scientific Personnel, National Academy of Sciences.

Dr. Bryce L. Crawford Jr.
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Mai Gen Frank l\t. Izenour
1944 and evacuated to the U.S.
Ft'om April 1964 until April 1967.
when he was sent to Korea, he was
assigned to HQ Department of the
Army in the Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel. Other
major assignments in his 30-year
Army career have included Trieste,
Korea and Germany. In Washington,
he served in the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Personnel, from
1953 to 1955.
Geneml Izenour is a 1947 graduate
of the Command and General Stsff
Ccllege and a former instructor. He
graduated from the Armed Forces
Staff College in 1950 and completed
the Army Wal' College course in 1953.
At Fort Benning, Ga., from 1957 to
1960, he dit'ected the Infantry School
Tactics Department and, later, served
as deputy assistant commandant and
director of instruction.
His decorations include the Silver
Star, Legion of Merit, Bronze Star
Medal (Valor), Army Commendation
Medal (Oak Leaf Cluster) and the
Purple Heart (Oak Leaf Cluster).

Deseret Merges With Dugway PG;
Col Watts Takes Deputy CO Post
Merging of Dugway (Utsh) Proving Ground with the Deser t Test
Center coincided with retirement of
Col John F. Mitchell as deputy commander of Yuma (Ariz.) Proving
Ground and the July 31 takeover by
Col James H. Watts as his successor.
Col Watts wss CO of Dugway P.G.
Col Armistead R. Harper, commander of Yuma Proving Ground,
announced the assignment of Col
Watts, a native Missourian with a
1942 BA degree in chemistry from
the University of Nebraska. Col
Watts served in the United States
and Europe during World War II.
Major assignments since then have
taken him to England, Brazil and
HQ U.S. A=y Materiel Command,
Washington, D.C.
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ECOM Labs Develop New Generation of Night-Vision Devices
"Taking the night from Charlie,"
eontinuingly important U.S. Army
stratagem in the Vietnam confliet,
is being ace:omplished with image intensification .night-visilln deviees discl~ by HQ Army Electronies Comm8JId (ECOM).
Maj Gen William B. Latta, wmmander of the Fort Monmouth (N.J.)
insta.llation. stated at a major press
eonference that he wnsiders the heretofore classiDed sta.rlight seopea "the
greatest untold story of the Vietnam
II

war."

Many of these advanced eleetronie
night-deteetion scopes have been in
South Vietnam since early 1966. Unclassified details of the devices, however, were not released to the public
until the press conference.
The new generation of night-vision
deviees, ranging from hand-held starlight scopes to larger night sights
for crew-served weapons, was developed mainly by the ECOM Night
ViRion Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, Va.
The systems amplify the dim glow
of the moon, stars, or even faint skyglow, and intensify it within the target area of the Mope. Soldiers uRing
the amplifier do not generate a light
source, such as the earlier infrared
versions for night vision, and thus
do not give away their position to an
enemy uRing a near-infrared viewer.

LOOKING AT THIS SCENE AT NIGHT, unaided, you could see llll mueh
with your eyes Rhut as open. but, when viewed through the starlight "ope,
a soldier and a tank stand out clearly from the wooded baekground.
ECOM reports that thousands of
night-vision devices have been fielded,
mostly to Southeast Asia, and that
the electronic viewers have enabled
troops to spot enemy movements in
the dark on countless oce....ions.
Three night-vision deviees, all
first-generation, currently in use are
the Small Sta.rlight Scope, AN/PV~
2; Crew-served Weapon Sight, AN/
TV8-2; and the Night Observation
Deviee, Medium Range, AN/TVS-4.
The Image Intensifier Tube, also
first-generation, is the prime oomponent of the three devices and has

Fort Belvoir Expands Night-Vision Facilities
Construction of two new facilities
to expand research in night vision
at Fort Belvoir, Va., where the Anny
Night Vision Laboratory is located,
was initiated at ceremonies in midJuly by offlciala Gf the U.S. Anny
Electronics Command (ECOM).
The 2-story facilities, a night
vision simulator building and a farin/rared laboratory are expected to
be completed in 14 months lUI part
of ECOM's Combat Surveillance,
Night Vision and Target Acquisition
Laboratories eomplex.
The main feature Gf the 37,000square-foot simulator building will be
the world's largest 3-dimensional terrain model (6,000 square feet). It
will ineorporate faithful reproduction
of both the spectral reflection-and
hea~mission
cbara.eteristics
of
terrain features and military ta.rgets.
The terra.in model will permit the
evaluation of evell airborne imaging
sensors at simulated altitudes up to
20,000 feet and under eontrollable
brightness conditions, from twilight
doW'll to deep starlight, incorporating
the elfects of atmospherle haze and
fog where warranted.
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The simulator building, with office
space for 80 ECOM management and
research personnel, also will feature
high resolutilJll projectiGn and display
equipment and an IBM 360-44 computer contrGl and analysia facility.
The Far Infrared Laboratory
building will provide offices and research facility areas for 60 members
of ECOM's Night Vision Laboratory
atalr in its 19,000 sq. ft. of floor space.
Congressman William L. Scott
(R-Va..) was guest of honor at
grou.nd-breaking ceremonies presided
over by Maj Gen William B. Latta,
ECOM commander, and Maj Gen
Arthur W. Oberbeek, eommandJng the
U.S. Army Engineerillg Center and
Fort Belvoir.
Taking part in the ceremonies were
Dr. Robert S. Wiseman, director of
ECOM's Combat Surveillance, Night
Vision and Target Acquisition Labor&torles complex; Benjamin Goldberg, deputy direetor of ECOM's
Night Vision Laboratory; John Johnson, who will direct the simulator
building'.
operations;
and
Dr.
Werner K. Weihe, direetor of the
Night Vision Lab'a technical area.

been produeed in 25mm and 40mm.
Profieienc:y of the U.S. rifleman
at night in South Vietnam has been
enhaneed by the night-vision devices
to the point where he needa to carry
only a fraetion of the ammunition
burden he had to tote before, it was
announeed at the PN8S eon/erence.
Success of the devices in Southeast
Asia has stimulated efforts for further improvements. Work i. progressing rapidly at ECOM's Night Vision
Laboratory to expand the capabilities
of the Army's research fa.eility and
to advance the state-of-the-art of seeing the enemy in the dark.
Dr. Robert Wiseman, director of
EC.OM's Combat Surveillance Night
Vision and Target Acquisition Laboratories, said development of the
technology of night vision is one of
the fastest growing of all the Army's
tactical applications of electronics.

NIGHT OBSERVATION SIGHT Is the
largest of an)' of the family of sights
developed b)' the ECOM Night Vision
Laboratory at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Mounted independent of a weapon,
the deviee can detect aetivit)' in faint
skyglow, moonlight or starlight at
distances extending to l,200 meter..
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Pamphlet 70..1 Reports FY-67 Behavioral, Social Science Research
Specmc applications of behavioral
and social science research findings
during FY 1967 by three agencies
of the Chief of Research and Development (CRD), Department of the
Army, are outlined for the first time
in a single publication.
Pamphlet 70-1 published by the
HQ U.S. Continental Army Command
(USCONARC) I is titled "Utilization
of Behavioral and Social Science Research Products," and cites reports
for the 1968-1967 period. About 136
items are described.
The eRD allocates a portion of the
total Department of the Army R&D
effort for the investigation of variables which influence selection, classification, and assignment of personnel, and actual perfonnance of the
individual during training and on the
job. The human element is considered
within the total environment, taking
into account training, job requirements, and the equipment used by
personnel in performing their tasks.
This research produces programs,
procedures, and techniques for improving human performance and
influencing motivation and leadership
in the military enviroTlJl1ent.
The three research organizations
and their areas of effort are: The
Behavioral Science Research Laboratory (BESRL), personnel measurement and utilization; the Human Resources Research Office (HumRRO)
of George Washington University, a
contract agency conducting research
in training, motivation and leadership; and the Center for research in
Social Systems (CRESS), American
University, also a. CRD contract
agency conducting research in the
social sciences.
Findings by these organizations are
used in development Or revision of
Army education and training programs.

The Anny wishes to promote wide
distribution of behavioral and social
science research reports and to further the application of new knowledge
by providing assistance to users.
Readers of Pamphlet 70-1 are encouraged to report other specific
examples of utilization to HQ USCONARC, ATTN: ATIT·RD-RD,
Fort Monroe, Va. 23361.
USCONARC
agencies
desiring
assistance in applying behavioral and
social science research findings should
address requests to the Fort Monroe
H Q. Others should send requests to
Chief of Research and Development,
Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. 20310.
Research utilization reported in
the USCONARC pamphlet is ar8

ranged into eight categories:
• Selection and Classification.
• Individual Training and Performance.
• Training for Leadership, Command and Control.
• Language and Area Training.
• Training Teehnology.
• Training Management.
• Unit Training and Performance.
• Special Operations Training.
HumRRO is the largest and has

the most widespread activities of the
three research agencies reported in
Pamphlet 70-1 and thus can show
the greatest utilization of research
products.
HQ USCONARC assigns research
uuits to support HumRRO divisions
at Fort Knox, Ky.; Fort Ord, Calif.;
Fort Benning, Ga..; Fort Bliss, Tex.,
and Fort Rucker, Ala. Following are
some representative cases of research
utilization by each of the agencies:

4 MICOM Scientists Earn S&E Achievement Awards
U.S. Army Missile Command Scientific and Engineering Achievement
Awards for 1968 were presented recently to four scientists of the Research
and Development Directorate.
Maj Gen Charles W. Eifler, CG of MJ:COM, presented the awards to Robert
L. Sitton, Dorwin L. Kilbourn and Teddy J. Peacher, all of the Advanced
Sensors Laboratory, and Dr. Thomas Roberts, Physical Sciences Laboratory.
Sitton, Kilbourn and Peacher were selected as a team for development of a
vastly improved optical beacon for use in command-guided missile systems at
no increase in co t over contemporary systems. Dr. Roberts was honored for
his research in high-energy electron physics and high-power laser technology.
A graduate of Auburn University, Kilbourn
joined the Missile Command in 1961 after having been employed as a research physicist by
Rohm and Haas. Sitton began his Missile
Command employment in 1960 after studying
at Auburn and worked on infrared and optical
techniques for detection, acquisition, discrimination and guidance.
Peacher joined MICOM following graduation from the University of Tennessee and has
been assigned continuously to the Electro-Optical Branch of the Advanced Laboratory.
Dr. Roberts, a research physicist, has played
a very active role in the laser research that
has col'lfducted by MICOM in recent years.
Since joining the Redstone research team in
1968, he has authorized a number of reports
and papers in his field and has appeared
before several scientiJic and Professional
organizatioll8.
He received his bachelor and master of
science degrees from the University of Georgia
and was granted his doctorate by No.rth Carolina State University last year.
Dr. Thomas G. Roberts

MlCOM SCIENTISTS Teddy Peacher, Robert Sitton and Dorwin Kilbourn
display optical beacon thai earned them Scientific and Engineering Awards.
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BESRL. A study of the procedure
of selecting candidate for waTrant
officer flight training (WOFT) by
interviews did not indicate SUCce88
in training. A flight-aptitude screening test (FAST) was found to be a
more definitive measure of success
than a GT score. Consequently, the
reception station program for accepting W.OFT applicants reduced the
GT score (rom 115 to 110, allowing
a greater input to the flight-aptitude
screening system. Approximately four
office man-hours are saved for each
applicant through elimination of the
interview board.
Similarly, a BESRL study showed
that the administration of board interviews of candidates for the Officers
Candidate School program and U.S.
Military Academy cadets did not follow a standard pattern. This variation reduced the validity of scores.
Doubtful validity of board interviews
led to the establishment of a singleofficer interview system. The interviewing officer at reception stations
either accepted or rejected applicants,
saving four manhours per applicant.
HumRRO. In connection with the
preparation of FM 28--17 "Redeye

Guided Missile System," the U.S.
Army Air Defense School had
requirement to establish visual se rch
and scan procedures and to establish
target-detection ranges. Two HumRRO reports provided ... basis for
establishing a visual target detection
range and the initiation of steps in
Redeye firing procedures.
Under
HumRRO
Work
Unit
LEAD, two programed booklets to
train leaders of small-infantry units
were prepared and used by ROTC
instructor groups at Canisius College,
Hampton Institute, Kansas State
College of Pittsburgh, Louisiana
State Univer ity and the Agricultural
and Mechanical College, New York
University, Ohio State University,
Ouachita Baptist University, University of Dlinois, University of Mississippi and the University of Missouri.
Usage reported varied from references to principal texts.
The booklets are said to be helpful
in &SSisting ROTC candidates to
develop a better awareness of the
knowledge and skills required by the
successful infantry ritle platoon
leader. One ROTC group reported
the texts particularly useful in ilIus-

Brig Gen foster Talces Dual Command at STRATCOM
Dual command responsibility was
assumed by Brig Gen Hugh H. Foster
Jr. when he recently became deputy
CG for Systems Acquisitions, Army
Strategic CommuniC&tions Command
HQ, Fort Huachuca, Ariz., in addition to CG of the Communications
Systems Agency (CSA), Fort Monmouth, N.J.
The action w&S taken to streamline
management policy for Systems
Acquisitions. It recognizes the close
relationship between STRATCOM's
staff at Fort Huachuca and eSA,
which concurrently functiolUl as the
Army Materiel Command project
manlLger for the Strategic Army
Communications Project. Activ...ted in
March 1967, CSA is a major subordinate command of STRATCOM.
STRATCOM officials said the appointment emphasizes the Army's role
for accomplishing Defense Conununication System/Strategic Army Communications (STARCOM) projects
and systems implementation.
Graduated from the U.S. Military
Academy in 1941, and a veteran of
Signal Corps service, General Foster
has completed graduate studies at
Harvard University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
and holds a m&8ter's degree in engineering from Purdue University.
A former commander of STRATCOM's operations in Korea, he has
the distinction of serving on the
faculties at both tbe U.S. Military
JULY-AUGUST 1968

Academy at West Point, N.Y., and
the U.S. Naval Academy.
Prior to assignment to STRATCOM in Korea, he served there concurrently ILS signal officer of the
United Nations Command and also
of U.S. Forces and as the assistant
chief of staff, CommuniC&tions Electronics for the Eighth U.S. Army.
Earlier in his C&reer he w&s with
the Electronics Proving Ground at
Hu&chuca, serving from 1954 to 1958
&8 chief, Operations Research Division, Combat Development Department.

General Foster hILS twice been
awarded the Legion oC Merit and the
Army Commendation Medal.

Brig Gen Hugh H. Foster Jr.

trating, in a simple manner, some of
the b&8ic principles of small-unit
tactics. The texts also are considered
models for programed texts th...t
would be of great assistance to ROTC
cadet studies of all types of tacties
and operations.
CRESS. The pamphlet devotes Section IX to a listing of some SO
CRESS publications and their reported usefulness to various Army
schools. Principal users and the number of publications in the programs
of instruction are: U.S. Army Special
Warfare Sehool--32; U.S. Army Civil
Mairs Scbool-7; and U.S. Army
Military Police Scbool-4.
The U.S. Army Command and General Staff College also listed several
CRESS publications as supplemental
material and background reading.
One publication on the mechanics of
subversion was prepared for the U.S.
Army Intelligence SchooL

Former DASA (R&D) Chairs
Harry Diamond Labs' SAC
Appointment of W. S. Hinman Jr.,
fonner Deputy Assistant Secretary
of the Army (R&D), &S chairman
of HDL's Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) was announced recently by Col L. C. Callahan, commander of the U.S. Army's Harry
Diamond Labs, Washington, D.C.
Since his retirement from government service in 1964. Hinman has
been a consultant to the HDL. He
was the first technical director of
HDL (then DOFL) from 1963 to
1962 and hILS served on SAC &S a
member for the 14 years the installation has been in existence.
The 11-member advisory group,
composed of leaders in industry, universities, and professional organizations, advises the installation and its
parent Army Materiel Comm&nd on
scientific, technological and general
matters pertaining to its mission.
Members appointed for the yeu
beginning July 1 are Harry Davis,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force for Special Projecta;
Martin Gola.nd, president, Southwest
Research Institute; Dr. G. K. Hartmann, technical director, N...va1
Ordn&nce Laboratory; Dr. Jack A.
Morton, vice president, Bell Telephone Laboratories; Dr. Daniel E.
Noble, vice chairman of the board,
Motorola, Inc.; Dr. Joseph E. Rowe,
director, Elec;tronic Physics La.boratory; Dr. Everard M. Williams, head
of the Department of Electrical Engineering, Carnegie Institute of Techdirector, HDL; Donald G. Fink.
general manager, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, and
Dr. James D. Meindl, associate professor, Stanford University.
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Clifford Approves THEMIS Contract Awards
Project THEMIS second-year contract ...wards for 43 new research programs in FY 1969 at acadenric institutions in 24 states and the District of Columbia have been approved
by Secretary of Defense Clark M.
Clifford.
Established by direction of President Johnson, Project THEMIS W1lS
initiated in September 1967 with contracts for 48 research programs in
28 states and the District of Columbia.
The objective is twofold: to create
new centers of scientific excellence
responsive to Department of Defense
(DoD) solution of problems in the
future; and to achieve a wider ge0graphical distribution of Defen~ research funds, giving preference to
institutions that receive little or no
DoD support of science.
The 43 programs selected for support were picked from 412 proposaJs
submitted by academic institutions.
The number was reduced to 96 by
preliminary screening by groups of
scientists. On-site visits then were
made for in-depth evaluation of each
of the 96 programs to select the 43.
Work on 16 programs will be performed for the Navy, with 14 for the
Air Force and 13 for the Army.
Institutions selected, the area of
research in which work will be performed and sponsoring agencies are:
ARMY-University of Cincinnati,
internal aerodynamics and aAr-breathing engines; Drexel Institute of Technology, powder metallurgy; Florida
State University, prediction of tropical wea.ther phenomena; University
of Iowa, vibration and stability of
military vehicles; Lehigh University,
nonlinear wave propagation; North
Dakota State University, control of
vectors of diseases of military importance; and
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
electrochemical power sources; Medical College of South Carolina, resuscitlLtion and treatment of wounded;
Stevens Institute of T""hno!ogy,
evaluation of terrain-vehicle systems;
Texas A&M University, aircraft
dynanrics for subsonic flight; Texas
Technological College, human performance under stre,ss; Vanderbilt
University, coating science and technology; University of Louisville,
studies of performance assessment
and enhancement; and University of
North Dakota, control of arthropods
of medical importance.
AIR FORCE-University of Arizona, PT""ision optical systems; State
University of Arizona, detectioo devices, techniques a.nd theory; Univer-
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sity of
Connecticut,
structural
fatigue; Drexel Institute of Technology, forcasting by satellite observations; University of Hawaii. online
computer systems;
Illinois
Institute of Technology, V-STOL
aerodynamics; Kent State University, liquid crystal detectors; and
University of Kentucky, metal deformation processing; University of
Mississippi,
biocontrol
systems;
North Carolina State University,
digital encoding .systems; University
of Tennessee, MHD power generation
and (separate program) remote sensors for environmental systems; University of Vermont, isolation and
sensory communication; University of
Virginia, atomic interactions in gases.
NAVY-Catholic University vitreous state structure and dynamics and
(separate program) dynanrics of

cable systems; Colorado State University, tropical weather disturbances
and surface e1fe<lts and (separate
program) predictability of low-altitude winds; Florida State University,
computer-assisted instruction
and
training; University of Iowa, application and theory of automata; J efferson Medical College, pathogenesis
of acute diarrheal disease; and
Kansas State University, electronic
components in nuclear radiation environment; Lehigh University, lowcycle fatigue in joined structures;
University of Missouri (Rolla), effect
of aqueous aerosols on atmospheric
processes; University of North
Dakota, high-pressure physiology;
Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute,
radiation effects on electronic materials; Rice University, coherent and
incoherent EM radiation; Southern
Methodist University, taU sties in
calibration methods; West Virginia
University, V/STOL aerodynamics.

Chaparral to Undergo Arctic, Tropic Tests
The Chaparral air-defense system
initial production testing by the U.S.
Army Air Defense Board was started
in July at Fort Bliss, Tex.
Modifications not previously tested,
usuaJly specified as a result of earlier
testing and development, will come
under special scrutiny. The Chaparral system is part of the larger
Chaparral/Vulcan air defense system
the Anny plans to field with battalion-size units. It uses the Navy's
infrared
(heat-seeking)
air-to-air
Sidewinder missile modified for a

elements of the Army's primary
materiel testing organization, conducted military potential tests at the
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake,
Calif., and the subsequent service
tests at Fort Bliss and other test
sites of the command.
Before Chaparral is approved for
issue, the effects of arctic 8J1d tropic
en';';ronments on the system and its
associated
components
will
be
evaluated by the board. Prepanltions
are being made to move test crews
and their equipment to the U.S. Army

surlace-to-air role.

Arc.tic Test Center at Fort Greely,

Under current concepts, Chaparral
complements the Vulcan system, a
6-barrel,. 20rnm weapon operating on
the Gatling gun principle. Together,
they provide a low-altitude air defense capability for commanders in
forward battle areas.
The U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command has been testing the
Chaparral system since 1965. The Air
Defense Board, one of the 16 major

Ala ka, and to the U.S. Army Tn>pic
Test Cen ter at Fort Clayton in
Panama for tests under extreme
climatic conditions.
Air Defense Board test officers 1>I1y
the Chaparral system is capable of
sustained operations in the field with
nominal resupply. It is mounted on
a single self-propelled tracked vellicle,
a modified M548 cargo carrier, which
is able to carry its launching station,
12 guided missiles and 5-man crew
with their combat gear and rations
for a minimum of thr<;>e days.
The firing detail consists of one
man; other crew members assist him
in detecting hostile aircraft.
The maintenance vans for use with
the Chaparral system are being
studied by the Air Defense Board at
the same time. One van, designed for
organizational maintenance, provides
necessary utility requirements and
carries aJI maintenance tools. The
second van is intended for maintenance at the support level; it includes
a subassembly test set for testing and
repairing the launch a.nd control unit
subassemblies.

Chaparral Air Defense System
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McBride Takes Deputy CG Post at AVCOM
Brig Gen George H. McBride. 47.
who commanded the Army Support
Command at Da Nang. Republic of
Vietnam. until January 1967, is the
new deputy CG of the Army Aviation
Materiel Command (AVCOM). St.
Louis, Mo.
A 1962 mechanical engineering
graduate of Alabama Polytechnical
Institute, General McBride was com-

Environmental Services Agency
Nears Full Operational Status
Full operational status of the new
Environmental Services Agency, acting for the Director of Defense Research and Engineering under the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. is expected to
be achieved by late summer.
The ESA will coordinate and
develop the DoD position for interagency and international environmental services affairs; it also will
provide DoD representation on committees for these agencies and military treaty organizations.
Brig Gen Roy W. Nelson Jr.• U.S.
Air Force, is special assistant for the
agency. He is charged with providing
support through the Air Force Air
Weather Service to the Army and
Navy
requirements
for
special
meteorological data for land and sea
operations. His deputy is Capt
Richard M. Cassidy, U.S. Navy.
More than 35,000 personnel are
concerned
with
environm.ental
sciences services within the Department of Defense. Operations of the
new agency, it was explained, are of
vital concern to the commander "who
must give the order to la.unch an air
strike, execute an amphibious assault,
or cross a rain-swollen river under
enemy

me.

II

Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul
Nitze has stated tha.t the Special
Assistant for Environmental Services
is expected to "have an important
role and exert a strong influence in
improving our military and defense
capability ... a.nd to maintain effective communication with all DoD components involved."
Environmental services have been
defined by the Secretary of Defense
as "the various combinations of
scientific, technica! and advisory
activities
(including
modification
processes) required to produce and
supply information On the past,
present and future states of space,
atmospheric, oceanographic and terrestrial environments for use in military decision-making processes."
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missioned there from the senior
ROTC. He served in several major
campaigns in Europe in World War
II and returned to civilian life for
some 15 months following the war,
as a design en.gineer with the General
Electric Co.
General McBride's basic branch is
the Ordnance Corps and he has
served in a wide variety of top staff
positions with the Chief of Ordnance,
the Ordnance School and Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md. He served for
roughly six years at Huntsville, Ala.,
with the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency, and at Redstone (Ala.) Arsena! in the Army Ordnance Guided
Missile School and, most recently,
with the Army Missile Command. In
1.964-66. he was project manager for
the Hawk missile.
He is a graduate of the Antiaircraft and Guided Missiles course at
Fort Bliss, Tex., the Command and
General Staff College, Fort Leaven-

Brig Gen George H. McBride
worth, Kans., and the Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
The general's decorations include
the Distinguished Service Medal, the
Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC), the Air Medal with three
OLGs, and the Army Comendation
Medal with two OLCs.

Luczak Succeeds Burba as MBT-70 Manager
When Maj Gen Edwin H. Burba
became deputy CG of the First Army
at Fort Meade, Md., July 1, Brig Gen
Bernard R. Luczak succeeded him
as U.S. program manager for testing
a·nd evaluation of the U.S.-Federal
Republic of Germany joint developmental Main Battle Tank 1970 program.
Genera! Burba had served since
October 1966 at HQ U.S. Army Ma,teriel Command, Washington, D.C., as
manager of the MBT-70 program.
Genera! Luczak was CG of the U.S.
Army Anununition Procurement and
Supply Agency, Joliet, Ill., until he
assumed his new duties.
Prior to the MBT-70 assignment.
General Burba was chief of the Joint
Military Assistance Advisory Group
(MAAG) in Korea. Remembered as

CG of the "Big Lift" in 1963 of the
2d Armored Division from Fort Hood,
Tex., to Germany, he served there
as CG of the Seventh Army Training
Center until reassigned to Washington, D.C., as deputy director, Opera-tion,s (J-3) , Joint Chiefs of Stall'.
General Luczak has devoted about
18 of his 22 years of Army service
to assignments in Army missile R&D
activities. From 1962 to 1964, he was
deputy to the CG of Air Defense Systems at HQ U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone (Ala.) Arsenal, and
also served as chief, Nike Nercules
Office. He haa a BS degree in industrial engineering from the University
of Pennsylvania and a master's degree in business administration from
Stanford University.

Maj Gen Edwin H. Burba
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Col Peter G. Olenchuk

Col Ephraim Mayper Gershater

MUCOM Announces CofS, Fort Detrick CO Changes
Assignment of Col Peter G. Olenchuk as c.h:ief of staff, effective July
1, was announced by HQ U.S. Army
Munitions Command, Dover, N.J. Col
Ephraim Mayper Gershater succeeded
him as CO at Fort Detrick, Mel.
Following graduation from the
Command and General Staff College
in 1969, Col Olenchuk was assigned
to the Office of the Chief of Research
and Development (OCRD).
After two years in the Life
Sciences Division, Army Research
Office, be was deputy chief, OCRD

Chemical-Biological Division until he
became a student at the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces. His
next assignment was on the Joint
Staff of the U.S. Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam, as chief, Chemical Operations.
Baeked by 23 years of Army service, he has a BS degree in chemistry
from Lebanon Valley College, a master's degree in chemistry from the
University of Wisconsin and a master's degree in business administration
from George Washington University.

Col Brown Takes Command of U.S. Army Engineer WES
Command of the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
(WES) at Vicksburg, Miss., was
assumed recently by Col Levi A.
Brown, who succeeds Col .John R.
Oswalt, Jr., now assigned to the U.S.
Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories. Fort Belvoir, Va.
Col Brown, who has been deputy
director for the past year, will be in
charge of an organization of 1,36ll
employees with a total work program
of over $33 million scheduled for
1968. The WES laboratory complex
is the principal research, testing, and
consulting facility of the Corps of
Engineers in the scientific fields of
hydraulics. soil mechanics, concrete,
mobility of military vehicles, nuclear
weapons effects, flexible and prefabricated pavement design, and related
fields.
Graduated. in 1946 from the U.S.
MiUtary Academy at West Point, Col
Brown also has a master's degree in
civil engineering from California Institute of Technology, a. civil engineer's degree from Columbia University, and is a graduate of the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff
College and the Army War College.
During a one-year tour in Vietnam,
he served successively as engineer
adviser to Vietnamese Army Head-
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quarters and as logistics plans officer
in the Hoodquarters of the U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group.
Other overseas assignmenta include
two tours of duty in Japan and one

in Germa.ny.
Col Brown is a registered professional engineer in the statea of Michigan and Mississippi, a Fellow of the
America.n Society of Civil Engineers,
and a member of the Society of
American Military Engineers, National Society of Professional Engineers and the American Concrete
Institute.

COL GERSHATER at 46 is an
outstanding example of an officer who
has taken advantage of his military
career opportunities to acquire higher
education. While assigned as an instructor a.t the University of N ebraska, he earned BS, BA and MA
degrees in chemistry and French.
After graduating with honors from
the Advanced Course of the Chemical
Corps School at Edgewood (Md.) Arsenal he received a BS in military
science from the University of Maryland. Graduation from the Command
and General Staff College in 1957 was
followed by four years as assistant
professor of chemistry at the United
States Military Academy.
A tour of duty as service training
adviser to GHQ. Chinese Army with
the Military Assistance Advisory
Group, China, was followed by his
return to Edgewood Arsenal in 1963,
first as chief of the Special Operations Division and then as deputy
commander.
Graduated from the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Washington, D.C., in 1966, he then was assigned to HQ U.S. Army Combat
Developments Command, Fort Belvoir, Va., as chemical-biological systems analysis officer. Meanwhile he
continued his studies at George
Washington University and received
an MSBA degree in June 1966.
From July 1, 1966 until assigned
to his present duties, he was a plans
officer in the Requirement and Development Division, Plans and Policy
Directorate, Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Washington, D.C. During this period
be stud ied at American University
and is a. candidate for an MST degree
in education.
Manufacturers Suppart Work

On Precious-Metal Circuits

Col Levi A. Brown

Ten manufacturers and users of
electrical contact materials have
agreed to continue a large research
program directed toward improved
precious-metal contacts for lowenergy circuits.
In progress for three yea.rs at the
Columbus Laboratories of Ba.ttelle
Memorial Institute, the program will
have the companies' joint financial
support for two more years.
Current sponsors of the work are:
Automatic
Electric
Laboratories,
Inc. ; Bell Telephone Laboratories;
Engelhard Industries, Inc.; FUtors,
Inc.; General Electric Co., Specialty
Control Department; Globe-Union,
Inc.; International Bu.siness Machines
Corp.; Micro Switch Division of
Honeywell; Northern Electric Co.,
Ltd.; and Univac Division of Sperry
Rand Corp.
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Collins Named ArmyDeputy Surgeon General
Brig Gen Glenn J. Collins, ehief
surgeon, U.S. Anny. Vietnam, has
been named Army Deputy Surgeon
General, effective in September, when
he will succeed Maj Gen James T.
McGibony, who will become chief surgeon, U.S. Army, Europe.
Prior to the Vietnam tour, he was
commandant of the Medical Field
Service School, Fort Sam Houston,
Tex., where he interned in 1935-36,
followed by duty at Oklahoma University Hospital in 1936-87. He then
entered private practice at the
McAlester Clinic, McAlester, Olda.
A native of Elmore City, Okla.,
General Collins received his BS degree in 1933 and his PhD in medicine
in 1935 from the University of Oklahoma. In June 1939, he was commissioned a first lieutenant in the Medical Corps, U.S. Army Reserve, and
received his Regular Anny commission in November 1939.
After a tour of duty in the Philippines, General Col1ins served in Germany from January 1946 until
November 1948. Then he was at

Noble Succeeds Woodbury
As Diredor of Civil Works
Newly appointed Director of Civil
Works for the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Brig Gen Charles C. Noble
succeeded Brig Gen Harry G. Woodbury Jr. when he retired recently
after serving in that position since
February 1967.
General Noble, deputy director
since June 1967, serves under Anny
Chief of Engineers Lt Gen William
F. Cassidy. His responsibilities include nationwide water resources investigation,

planning,

construction

and operations involving an annual
budget of approximately $1.2 billion.
The general has served in Korea
for two years as engineer, Eignth
U. S. Army, .assigned concurrently
as engineer, United Nations Command and for U. S. Forces, Korea.
He also served as director, Southeast Asia Construction Division,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (I&L). During a 1960-1963
tour of duty as an engineer with the
Ballistic Missile Construction office
in Los Angeles, Calif., General Noble
directed the construction of more
than a thousand ICBM facilities in
the western U. S.
Graduated from the U. S. Military
Academy in 1940 and the National
War College in 1964, he has a master's degree in international affairs
from George Wasbington University,
Washington, D.C., and a master's degree in civil engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

Brooke General Hospital for resi.
dency training in general surgery. He
was assigned to the Office of Tbe Surgeon Genexal from November 1951
until he was transferred to Gennany,
in September 1955, as chief, ,Operations Branch, Medical Division, HQ
USAREUR.
General Collins joined the newly
activated U.S. Army Hospital Center,
Germany, July I, 1957, and served
as its deputy commander and chief
of Plans and Operations until bis return to the U.S. in July 1958 to
attend the hospital administration
COUI'l!e at the Medical Field Service
School, Brooke Army Medical Center.
In June 1959, he began a 2-year tour
at Fort Leonard Wood, Miss., as post
surgeon and hospital commander,
then was assigned to Brooke Army
Medical Center as assistant cornman-

Brig Gen Glenn J. Collinll
dant, Medical Field Service School.
En August 1963, General Collins
was assigned to the Office of The Surgeon General as executive officer and
served there until returning as commandant, Medical Field Service
Scbool.

Franz, Friar Take Posts at Edgewood, Pine Bluff
Tbe new director of the Defense
Development and Engineering Labora.tories at Edgewood (Md.) Arsenal
is Lt Col Robert Francis Franz Jr.,
wbo took over from Col Clyde L.
Friar when he finished a 3-year tour
and became commander of Pine Bluff
(Ark.) Arsenal.
Until he assumed his new duties,
Col Franz was assigned to the Office
of the Cbief of Research and Development, HQ Department of the Army,
Wasbington, D.C. He served the last
two years of a 4-year tour as chief
of the Chemical-Biological Branch,
Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Div.
After receiving an MS degree in
bacteriology from the Universiw of
Wisconsin in 1966, Col Franz served
a 4-year tour in the Biological Laboratories, Fort Detrick, Md. He received a BS degree from Xa.vier University in 1951. He also has completed the Chemical Officer Advanced
Course, the CBR Weapons Orientation Course (serving later as instruc-

tor) and tbe Command and General
Staff College.
COL }'RIAR is backed by 26 years
01 Army service for bis new assignment at Pine !Bluff Arsenal. Commissioned in 1945, he served first as
c(llllpany co1DJDlUlder at Rocky Mountain Arsenal, Denver, Colo., then was
assigned to the 147th Chemical General Service Co. in Korea, and from
1951 to 1953 was at Fort Detrick.
Following graduation in 1955 fr(llll
Massachusetts Institute of Tecb·
nology with an MS degree in chemical
engineering, be served at Rocky
Mountain Arsenal until be attended
the Command and General Staff College. HiB next all8ignment was assistant chemical officer, HQ U.S. Army
Pacific.
Returned to the U.S. in 1962, he
attended the Armed Forces StaJf College, Norfolk, Va., and then was
assigned to the Office of the Chief of
Researcb and Development as chief,
Defense Branch, CBR Office in 1965-64.

Col Clyde L. Friar

Ll Col Robert F. Franz Ir.
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STRICOM Appoints New Concepts Study Group
Determination of joint operational
concepts for the strategic mobility
of the U.S. Armed Forces in the
1970-75 time frame is the mission
of a special study group appointed
recently at HQ Strike Command
(STRICOM), MacDill AFB, Fla.
Brig Gen Howard E. Kreidler
(U.S. Air Foree), deputy director
of STRICOM Operations (J-3), has
been named chairman of the study
group to analyze all aspects of strike
capability to deploy and employ joint
foreea on contingency operations or
to reinforce unified commands.
Designated "NEWCON
70-75"
(New Concepts, 1970-75), the group
will consider organizational changes
pending, present and new equipment,
weapons and weapons systems and
other military problems.
Formation of the group, it was explained, will involve prolonged effort
on the part of highly experienced
Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine
Corps personnel assigned to HQ
STRICOM. Contributions to the study
will be made by John O. Bell, dipl~
matic adviser to General Theodore
J. Conway, STRICOM Commanderin-Chief, and Dr. F. B. Kapper,
STRICOM scientific adviser.
Eventually, it is contemplated that
personnel from other U.S. Armed
Forces and commands may participate in the special joint study. The
Joint Operations Analysis and Test
Group (JOATG), a major staff
agency of STRICOM, will provide
the framework for the study group,
augmented by personnel of oth<u- HQ
STRICOM staff offices.
",Operational concepts must be continually reviewed and updated in view
of lessons learned from [the war in]
Southeast Asia and the modern hard-

ware and
aerospace
Results
primarily

products emerging from
technology," it was said.
of the study will benefit
the Strike Command but

DOC Surveys 000 Interest in COSMIC Program
The Defense Documentation Center
(DDC) is reviewing results of a survey to determine Department of Defense (DoD) interest in joining the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the University of Georgis in a program to
make computer programs and program documentation available to the
scientific community.
As this article was written, returns
from 111 of 129 Department of Defense R&D activities indicated a high
degree of interest in the Computer
Software Management and information Center (COSMI C) program.
Army R&D potential users and contributors include 61 activities of the
Office of the Chief of Research and
Development, Medical R&D Command, Chief of Engineers, and the
Army Materiel Command.
The survey was initisted by DDC
at the request of the Office of the
Director of Defense Research and
Engineering. Headed by Dr. Robert
B. Stegmaier Jr., the DDC is the centra.! facility of the DoD for the secondary distribution of scientific and
technical reports generated by Defense-funded R&D. It also operates
computer-based data banks of management and technical information
and is responsible for the development storage and retrieval systems.
COSMIC was initiated in 1966 as
part of the NASA Technology Utilization Program to increase the return
On the public investment in aero-

U.s. STRIKE COM~fAND Commander-in·Chief General Theodore J. Conway is
briefed by Brig Gen Howard E. Kreidler, STRICOM operations director snd
chlef of a new study group sppointed to determine joint operationsl concepts
for strategic mobility of the Armed ForceJl in the 1970-75 time frame.
At right is John O. Bell, a former U.s. am~dor now serving sa diplomatic
adviser to General Conway. In 1958, Conway was Director of Army Research.
AR~IY

will be applicable to the deployment
and employment of U.S. Anned Forces worldwide. This is in line with
one of STRHx)M's functions of supporting and carrying out the missions
assigned by Department of Defense.
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nautical and space lUltivities by encouraging and providing for the
transfer of technical knowledge to
private industry.
Since then, the Computer Center
has expanded its services in dis·
seminating computer programs and
computer
information
emanating
from NASA programs to industry,
business and educational institutions.
U adopted by the Department of
Defense, the COSMIC program would
be explained to include collection and
dissemination of program documentation and programs generated within
DoD R&D Communities.
The computer programs that are
acceptable to the COSMIC program
are all completely documented programs, These do not include standard
mathematical functitms, elementary
matematical and engineering problem solvers, or limited housekeeping
programs that cannot be used by anyone other than the innovator for the
purpose for which the program was
originally designed or for any secondary application.
Users of COSMIC are periodically
informed of computer programs as
they are added to the inventory. They
may request the program and documentation of any program announced
and may also request the source pro-

gram in either tape or card fonn.
Source program decks over 2,000
cards, however, will not be disseminated in card form but are provided
on magnetic tape in IBM Binary
Coded Decimal Format. All requests
for source programs on tape are pr~
vided on reels the Center furnishes.
COSMIC employs a professional
staff of statisticians, mathematicians,
biologists, numerical analysts, engineers, chemiste, physicist, and information and computer scientists for
reviewing all documentation.
The two major computer systems
in the Center are the IBM 360 Model
65 and the mM 7094 with two IBM
1401 systems serving as input/autput
peripheral units for the 7094. In additions, an IBM 1620 computer and
EAI TR.-20 a.nalog computer are
operated on an open-shop basis.
For additional information on DoD
participation in this program, address
all correspondence to the Defense
Documentation Center, Directorate
of Systems Development, ATTN:
DDC-D, Cameron Station, Alexan·
dria, Va. 22314.
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Col Millar Succeeds Healy as Kwajalein CO
Command of Kwajalein Missile
Range in the Marshall Islands,
Pacific Ocean, was assumed recently
by Col Donald B. Millar, whb succeeds Col F. C. Healy, now product
manager for Sentinel System munitions at Picatinny Arsenal, Dover,
N.J., HQ Army Munitions Command.
Prior to being assigned to Kwajalein nearly two years ~o, Col
Millar served at Norton Air Force
Base, Calif., assistant deputy for Reentry Systems to the commander of
the Air Force Space and MiSsile Systerns organization. He was also chief
of the Sentinel System Command's
field office at Norton and from 1964

Brig Gen Harvey Retires
After 30 Years Service
Brig Gen Clarence C. Harvey Jr.,
deputy commanding general for Air
Defense Systems at HQ U.S. Army
Missile Command, Redstone (Ala.)
Arsenal, left the Army July 31 after
30 years of military service. He has
served three years at Redstone.
The general and Mrs. Harvey will
ml>ve to the Monterey Peninsula in
California and this fall he will join
the faculty at Robert Louis Stevenson
School in Pebble Beach to teach math
and physics.
Among his Army as ignments, he
has taught at the Artillery School,
Fort Sill, Okla.; Guided Missile
School, Fort Bliss, Tex., and at the
U.S. Military Academy.
After graduating from West Point,
he studied at Columbia University
and attended the University of

to 1966 was assigned to the Office of
the Chief of R&D.
Kwajalein is the primary testing
ground for the Army's Sentinel System being deployed to protect the
United States against the limited
nuclear-armed bal1istic missile threat
being developed by the Communist
Chinese. It is a National Range
operated by the Army but used by
all the services and the Department
of Defense for RDT&E.
As commander of Kwajalein Mis·
sile Range, Col Millar is responsible
for supervising all the programs
being conducted there. He is also responsible for the welfare of the more
than 4,000 persons who live and work
at Kwajalein.
Since he reentered the service in
1948, following discharge from five
years service in World War II in the
Pacific, his assignments have included
serving as a member of the Military
Armistice Commission in Korea; as
test director for Phase 11 of the
SAGE/Missile Master Defense Systerns; as deputy for Operations and
Training
(G-3),
United
States

Col Donald B. Millar
Army, Hawaii; and as commander
of the 7th Battalion, 11th Artillery
in Southeast Asia.
He graduated from high school in
Wilmington, Del., and has attended
the University of Texas, the University of Ma.ryland and the University
of Hawaii. His decorations include
the Soldier's Medal for heroism, the
Army Commendation Medal, and the
Air Foree Commendation Medal.

CDC Creative Thinking Programs Pays Off for Ideas
Interest is mounting in the Creative Thinking Awards Program announced recently by the Army Combat Developments Command. Designed to stimulate original and
imaginative thinking by students in
the Army Service School System, the
program will provide pay and recog'nition for the best ideas.
Awards may be granted to any
student in some 20 of the Army's

in the Creative Thinking Awards Program must be stated in 1,000 words
or less; they may apply to the categories of materiel, technique, doctrine
or organization, and meet other
criteria such as identifying constraints and limitations in the idea.
CDC officials stress that the award
is for a clear and practical elabor....
tion of a new, imaginative idea, not
fl>r a good thesis. While looking for

Southern California, where he e.arned

caNex schools, such as the Command

creative and imaginative ideas for

a master's deg;ree in aeronautics and
guided missiles.
Before joining
Redstone, he was deputy chairman,
Guided Missiles and Astronautics Intel1igence Committee of the United
States Intelligence Board.

and

tactics, systems and organization for
the future Army, CDC's advance
thinkers will also judge ideas on
their potential for adoption.
In addition to being officially credited with the idea, a student winning
the Creative Thinking Award will
receive considerable cash or saving
bonds and an engraved trophy.
Student ideas which may not win
are not necessarily losers. Ideas
which appear to merit further CDC
review will be sent for staffing and
evaluation to the Fort Belvoir headquarters or the Pentagon.
"This is another way of showing
how firmly we believe in the primacy
of ideas over 'things' in the design of
a comhat effective Army," said Lt
Gen Harry W. O. Kinnard, CG of the
CDC. "We know that a contest of
arms 20 years from now must begin
with a contest of minds today. Our
Creative Thinking Award will reward
inventive people who see this point."

Brig G<!n Clarence C. Harve)' Jr.
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General

Leavenworth,

Staff
Kans.)

College,
the

Fort
Armor

School, Fort Knox, Ky., the Infantry
School, Fort Benning, Ga., and the
Artillery School, Fort Sill, Okla. In
addi tion to the Combat Arms schools,
the Creative Thinking Award may
be presented to one student per class
in the Combat Support and Service
Support Schools.
The program is being coordinated
by CDC Institute of Combined Arms
and Support (ICAS), collocated with
the Command and General St.'\ff College at Fort Leavenworth, and by the
commanders of other CDC arm-andbranch specializing agencies.
In most cases, CDC has such a
branch agency located on the same
post with its career branch school.
This is the source of the detailed eXpertise CDC draws on in developing
requirements for tactics, hardware
and organization for the .field Army.
Ideas submitted for consideration
AR~IY
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Major RDT&E, Procurement Contracts Exceed 1Billion Dollars
Fiscal Year 1968 closing-rush
awards swelled the total of Army research, development, test, evaluation
and procurement contracts, each exceeding $1 million, to a record $1,000,796,787 during the 2-month period
of this consolidated edition, The report covers contracts to July 8.
Consolidated Diesel Electric Co.
Division of GONDEC Corp. will receive $28,585,799 for the first-year increment of a $132,120,077 3-year procurement for 1 'A. -ton cargo trucks,
M561 (Gamma Goat).
AVCO Corp. was issued seven contracts totaling $93,380,432 for special
test equipment and tooling, expansion
and repair of production facilities,
and pt-oduction of T53-L--13 and
T55-L---ll tut-bine engines for helicopters.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.
gained three contract modifications
totaling $58,449,022 for operation of
a plant for production of propellants,
bags, tinet-s, ammunition components

and for support services. Kaiser Jeep
Corp. was issued a single-year contract for production of 6,633 M44
Series 2'h-ton trucks valued at $51,453,949.
Day and Zimmermann, Inc., received two contract modifications
totaling $45,162,265 for loading, assembling and packing of miscel1aneous ammunition items and components, and for maintenance of plant
facilities at Texarkana, Tex.
Mason and Hangar-Silas Mason
Co., Inc., was awarded three modifications totallng $41,134,086 for operation of a bomb productio.n plant and
support services at the Cornhusker
Army Ammunition Plant; for loading, assembling and packing mediumand large-caliber ammunition, ordnance items and components; and for
support services and operation of the
Army Ammunition Plant, Burllngton,
Iowa.
·General Motors Corp. received five
contracts totaling $36,286,698: $4,-

ECOM Evaluates Lightweight Power Source
Eval uation tests of a new fuel cell
that can produce 30 watts of electricity for eight hours on a solid fuel
charge the size of a pack of cigarettes
and a pint of water, are being conducted at the U.S. Army Electronics
Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J.
The lightweight power source for
ground combat electronic equipment
was developed from a. fuel cell similar
to that u.ed ro generate electricity
for the Gemini .pace capsule. The big
difference is that the Gemini version
used hydrogen gas directly. A solid
fuel (sodium aluminide hydride) is
used in the Anny to produce the hydrogen.
The common featnre of the original
aJ;ld new versions of the fuel ceUa i.
a plastic membrane that serves in the
process of converting chemical fuel
into electrical energy. Operation is
silent, and reloading is about as ClUIy
as brewing a cup of instant coffee.
Designed to power equipment 1!lUch
as compact field radio and radar sets,
the unit is 11 inches high, 12 inches
wide and four inches thick. Loaded
with solid metal hydride fuel and
water, it weighs 12'h pounds.
Intended to supply direct power for
a variety of equipment, the unit can
be sandwiched between the AN/pRC70 radio and a 4-pound rechargeable
battery to form a self-recharging
communications package weighing 35
pounds with a. carrying harness. (The
PRC-70 is under development.)
16

For operating equipment that ll8es
more than 30 watts during peak
periods, such as a radio set on
transmit mode, this combination of
fuel cell and rechargeable battery
provides the higher output on demand
and then replenishes its energy from
the fuel cell during periods of low
power consumption.
Fot- a number of purposes, the
fuel cell could thus do away with dry
batteries, or trips ro a recharging
point to energize storage batteries.
The fuel cell project is being carried out in the Power Sources Division of the ECOM's Eleetl"onic Components Laboratory. The project
engineer is Frank P. Malaspina. General Electric Co. is the contractor.

FUEL CELL undergoing tests by
Army produces 30 watts of electricity
for eight hours on a fuel charge
the size of a pack of cigarettes.
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757,470 for work on the XM70 (Main
Battle Tank); $2,876,194 for T63A-6A turbo-shaft engines for OH-6A
aircraft; $1,977,709 for generator
sets; $1,126,233 for
rebuilding!
retrofit of -oD-850 series 1ransmisions for the M48 combat tank, and
$5,615,003 as the first-year increment
to a $25,650,092 3-year procurement
fOl' diesel engines for M561 (Gamma
Goat) cargo trucks.
Southern Airways of Texas, Inc.,
gained a $28,270,000 modification to
a contract for helicopter pilot training and maintenance of aircraft and
related equipment.
Philco-Ford Corp. added a $24,100.398 for two definitizations of a previously awarded contract for Shillelagh guided missiles, and $3,172,666
for aid in operation of the Electronic
and Nucleonic Instrument Calibration
and Repair Facility at the White
Sands Missile Range.
Martin Marietta Corp. is receiving
$24,595,300 in a definitization of a
letter contnct and a $2,025,272 (FP-I) contt-act for Pershing groundsupport equipment. Bell Helicopter
Co. will get $24,085,145 for five contracts: $5,561,418 for rotary-,ving
blades; $10,865,000 for UH-l and
TH-l helicopters; $4,236,876 for
UH-l transmission assemblies; $1,421,851 for UH-l /light control
cylinder assemblies; and $2,000,000
for maintenance and repair parts and
support equipment for OR-58A helicopters.
IT&T Corp. will be paid $23,677,396
for radio sets AN!GRC-144 and
antenna alignment indicators. Norris
Industrie , Inc., was issued three contracts totaling $20,069,276 for 2.76inch rocket motor tubes, 152mm projectiles. and metal parts for 81mm
projectiles and 106mm cartridge
cases.
Colt's Inc., is receiving $19,911,821
under three contracts for M16A1 and
16 (5.56mm) rifles and for 2-round
magazine assemblies for the M16!
16A rille.
ElectI'ospace Corp. received a $2,260,476 fixed-price contract for the
first increment of a $19,261,841 4year procurement of radio sets and
components.
Six contracts totaling $18,000,569
were awarded to Chamberlain Manufacturing Corp., including a $4,828,608 modification for metal parts for
155mm projectiles; $4,761,700 for
modernization of support activities
for the 176mm and 155mm produc·tion program; $2,693,876 and $2,433,784 for metal parts for 81mm
projectiles; $1,892,407 for 4.2-inch
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projectiles; and $1,381,826 for metal
parts for 2.75-inch rockets.
Harvey Aluminum, Inc., will receive $15,835,406 in two contracts for
metal parts for 40mm cartridge cases
and lor loading, assembling and pack.
ing medium-caliber ammunition and
components. Bell Aerospace Corp. is
receiving $15,500,000 for AH-lJ
helicopters.
Boeing Co., added $13,008,267 under
four contracts for transmission assemblies and spare parts lor CH-47
helicopters, and for absorber assemblies, transmission shafts and rotarywing blades. Chrysler Corp. will receive $12,797,318 under three contracts for metal parts for 175mm
high-explosive projectiles and for
engineering services for the M60
tank.
Lockheed Electronics Co. is receiving $12,499,950 in four contracts for
rllldar equipment used in the fire con·
trol system of the 20mm antiaircraft
gun, for AN/TPM-22 D S/GS shop
sets with antennae, test panel ANI
VTS-l documentation and related
spare ~ubassemblies, for AN/VPS-2
radar sets for XM163 Weapons System (Vulcan Air Defense), and for
4.2-inch projectile canisters.
. Radio Corp. of America was
awarded a $12,218,706 cost-plusaward fee contract for operation and
maintenance of government-owned
radar and target acquisition ystems
at White Sands (N. Mex.) Missile
Range.
Continental Motors Corp. was
issuod five contracts totaling $11,585,292 for remanufacture or retrofit of replacement spares for multifuel engine assembUes for 2~ - and
5-ton trucks, for remanufacture of
government-furnished AVDS 1790-28
engine assemblies with metal containers, and for remanufacture of

systems; aLso, operation of the Army
Ammunition Plant, Shreveport, La.
Ford Motor Co. was awarded two
contracts totaling $10,227,364 for
1'-'- and 'h-ton utility trucks and
ambulances.
Cuntracta under $10 million. United
Aircraft Corp. will receive $9,697,850
on two contracts for spare T73-p--1
aircraft engines and T73-4l-l engines for CH-64A helicopters. Her·
cules Engines, Inc~ is receiving $9,665,856 under three separate contracts for LD465-l multifuel engines
assemblies lor 2'h-ton trucks, for
support services and operation of an
ordnance production facility at the
Radford Army Ammunition Plant,
and for support ervices and operation of a propellant-producing facility
at the Sunflower Army Ammunition
Plant.
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc., is
receiving $9,019,867 for operation of
a facility for TNT production and for
support services at the Volunteer
Army Ammunition Plant, Chattanooga, Tenn. Western Electric Co.
was issued two contracts totaling
$8,995,000 for overhaul of Nike Hercules systems and electronic shop sets
for Nike Hercules.
Texas Instruments, Inc. will be
paid $7,139,132 for AN/AAS-24
infrared detecting sets and $1,500,000
for classified electronic equipment.
Caterpillar Tractor Co. is furnishing
hydraulic-operated tractors for $8,579,040.
Curtis Wright Corp. will get a $3,152,642 as a first-year increment to
a $7,801,916 fixed-price contract for
2-year
procurement
of
tactical
imagery interpretation equipment.
Studebaker Corp. is receiving a $7,-

524,394 fixed-price contract for generator sets.
General Dynamics Corp. will get
$7,282,799 in two separate contracts
for Redeye trainer systems, XM49E3,
and for a 3-year procurement of radio
teletypewriter sets.
Honeywell, Inc., will receive $7,161,183 under five contracts for metal
parts for bomb and grenade fuU!s,
infrared target indicators, XM224
grenade fuze, and facilities to increase the fuze production capacity
at the Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant. Two contracts totaling
$6,285,800 went to Magnavox Co. for
AN/ARC-13l and AN/URC--68 radio
sets.
Motorola is being awarded three
contracts totaling $6,016,810 for
metal parts for fuzes for artillery
and mortar ammunition, AN/APS94 Radar Surveillance Sets, and
radar data receiver and transmitting
sets. Sylvania Electric Products, Inc..
gained a $5,954,803 definitization of
a classified contract.
White Motor Corp. is receiving
$5,853,803 for &'h-ton trucks; General Electric Co., $5,768,000 for 20mm subsystem armament and related
supplies for AG-IG Hueycobra helicopters; American Machine and
Foundry Co., $5,659,680 for metal
parts for 750-pound bombs; and
Talley Industries, Inc., Mesa, Ariz..
$5,364,375 (two contracts) for hand
grenllldes and colored smoke canisters; and Hughes Tool Co., $5,244,866
(three contracts) for Iroquois Night
Fighter and Night Tracker (INFANT), and hub and transmission
assemblies for OH~A helicopters.
(Cemtimud em page 18)

engine assemblies, with containers,

for replacement spares for M48 and
M60 tanks.
Raytheon Co. is Iurnishing, under
six separate contracts totaling $11,538,666, metal parts for bombs, detection devices, multiplexers, running
spl"'e part kits, refurbishing services
lor Hawk battery sets, M514AIE1
artillery proximity fuzes, and repair
and overhaul of 148 major items of
the Hawk missile system at various
overseas locations.
was
Holston
Defense
Corp.
awarded $10,797,636 in a modification
for operation of the Holston Army
Ammunition Plant, Kingsport, Tenn.,
and lor manufacture of various explosi ves and support services.
Sperry Rand's $10,722,922 in three
contracts calls for ANI ASN-43
gyromagnetic compas sets, ID-9981
ASN indicators and AM-3209/ASN
amplifiers for aircraft flight control
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ARIltY'S Am CUSHION VEHICLE designed for use in Southeast Asia races

through performance tests at speeds up to 70 mph. The hard bottom of the
craft is supported on a 4-foot·thick cushion of air, enabling it to travel with
ease over land, water, muck or marsh. Armament includes two machineguns
mounted on twin turrets atop the cabin, two pintle·mounted machineguns amid·
ship, one on either side, and a grenade launcher on tbe port bow. Three of the
craft were built for the Army by Textron's Bell Aerosystems Co. and were airlifted to Vietnam following extensive testing at Aberdeen Proving Ground, 1Itd.
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RDT&E, Procurement Contracts Exceed $1 Billion
(C<mtinued from page 11)
Contracts under $5 million. Rubber
fabricators, Inc., $4,762,040 for
pneumatic, 12-ton capacity pontoon
floats; Bowen-McLaughlin-York Co.,
$4,681,643 for retrofit of M48A1
tanks to M48A3 tank configuration;
Uni-lWyal, Inc., $4,669,577 for 12-ton
capacity pontoon floats; and
LTV Electrosystems, Inc., $4,266,634 Cor vehicular radio communication sets; R. G. LeTourneau, Inc.,
$4,242,966 (two contracts) for M131Al fin assemblies and metal parts for
750-pound bombs; North Electric Co.,
$4,115,840 for a Tactical Automatic
Switching System (SATSS) for
Seventh Army; Brunswick Corp.,
$4,~58,200 for chemical-filled (CS)
camsters; and
Ryan Aeronautical Co., $3,906,180
for repair parts in support of the
MQM--34D Target Missile area and
the MQM-34D Target Missile Flight
Service program (two contracts)·
Food Machinery Corp., $3,827,190 fo~
4.2-inch projectiles; General Electric
Co., $3,757,041 for AN/MPQ-4 radar
uts; Federal Cartridge Corp., $3,745,800 for operation of a governme';t-owned ammunition producing
facIlity at Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plants; and,
Cutter-Hammer, Inc., (two contracts) $3,68,8113 for AN/PPS-5
radar sets, ancillary items and related items; Eureka Williams Co.,
$3,666,300 for fuzes for 750-ponnd
bombs; Columbus (Ohio) Milpar
Manufacturing Co., $3,629,500 (two
contracts) for fin assemblies for 2.75inch rockets and for 81mm projectile
fuzes; Penland Paper Converting
Corp., $3,619.062 (three contracts)
for pr<>jectile and ammunition containers; and
Uni-Royal, Inc., $3,476,152 for
operation of a facility for production
of explosives, and for loading,
assembling and packing of mediumand large-ealiber items; Thiokol
Chemical Corp., $3,400,740 (two contracts) for technical chemical agent,
for operation of a government-owned
facility, and for loading, assembling
and packing of ammunition and related components; and
H. R. B. Singer, Inc., $3.215,500
for AN/ART-41A transmitting sets,
AN/AAS-14 detecting sets, maintenance floats for the AN/AAS-14
and TAQ-lA surveillance information
centers; Franchi Construction Co.,
Inc., $3,177,500 for rehabilitation of
six existing buildings to provide
laboratory and administration facilities for the Army Materiel Research
Agency; and
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Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp., $3,145,680 for M514A1E1
artillery proximity !uze6' Continental
Aviation and Engine~ring Corp.,
$3,105.832 for engineering support
for produc.tion of the Ld/LDS 465
family of multifuel engines and for
repair parts in support of the MQM34D Target Mi&iJe Flight Services
program; and
Marquardt Corp., $3,038,945 for
fin and nozzle assemblies for 2.75inch rockets; Northrop Corp., $2,981,733 for radio set components; Eastman Kodak Co., $2,964,926 for support services and operation of a government-owned facility for production
of various explosive6; and
Westinghouse Electric Corp., $2,794,735 for redesigning and modifying AN/TPS-27 radars to AN/
TPS-48
configuration;
Farmers
Chemical As~ociation, Inc. (Tyner,
Tenn.), $2,770,445 for production of
chen;icals, maintenance and support
servIces; and
Hawthorne Aviation, $2,567,591 for
aircraft maintenance services on fixed
and rotary-wing aircraft and related
test support; Northrop Carolina, Inc.,
$2,528,140 for 40mm cartridges;
Federal Container Corp., $2,520,625

Cor 105mm ammunition containers'
Bendix Corp., $2,520,000 for stabil:
ized platforms and amplifier control
power supply for the Pershing missile system; and
ITEK Corp., $2,505,141 for stabilized night sights; Consolidated Box
Co., Inc., $2,445,561 for ammunition
containers; Remington Arms Co.
Inc., $2,397,563 for operation of a
government-owned facility for production of various small arms ammunition; John Wood Co., $2,275,552
for fin assemblies (M131A1) tor
750-pound bombs; and
PRD Electronics, Inc., $2,233,651
for AN/USM-234 microwave Sllts;
American Fabricated Products Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind., $2,220,356 for fi~
assemblies for 81mm mortars; Kollsman Instrument Corp., $2,186,000 for
night observstion devices; Mohawk
Rubber Co., $2,144,688 for 5-ton truck
pneumatic tires; and
IBM Corp., $2,117,507 for one combat services support system (83) logistics data-processing subsystem;
Litton Systems, Inc., $2,056,325 for
test equipment to support AN/ASN86 inertial navigation sets; and General Time Corp., $2,017.839 for M125Al metal parts for artillery shells.
Contracts under $2 million. Brad's
Machine Products, Inc., $1,935,000 for

$31 Million Contract Let for Pershing Equipment
Production of Pershing missile
system ground support equipment
and power stations is the basis of a
$31 million procurement order announced July 2 by HQ Army Missile
Command, Redstone (Ala.) Arsenal.
A $29,095,300 contract is a secondyear follow-on for Pershin,g l-A
erector-launchers and other equipment to transport the 400-mile-range,
surface-to-surface missile, successfully test fired in Mareh 1968. Pro-

PERSHlNG missiles mounted on
erector-launchers at lIIarlin Marietta
Corporation's Orlando (FIll.) plant.
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duction of power stations to furnish
electrical energy for the 2-stage
nuclear-tipped weapon accounts fo;
the remaining $2,025,750.
The new Pel'/lhing I-A system
stems from the Anny's continuing
requirement for a faster rate <>f fire
increased reliability, less maintenanc~
and lower overall costs than the system deployed in Europe since 1964
wi~h U.S. ~ West Germany troop
Units. The bIggest change is a switch
from tracked to wheeled vehicles for
ground support, including the erectorlauncher.
An 8-wheeled prime mover carries
the erector-launcher. Other improvements center on the programer/test
station, which provides countdown
facilities, and a completely new battery control central Linked by communications to higher headquarters
for use as a command post.
The system is engineered for rapid
ground movement from one firing
position to the next and can be transported in a 0-130 aircraft.
Most of the work on the $31 million
contract will be done by Ma.rtin
Marietta's Orlando (Fla.) Division
under a fixed-price incentive agreement although some will be done at
the finn's Baltimore (Md.) operation.
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metal parts for artillery shells;
Muncie (Ind.) Gear Works, Inc.,
$1,900,250 for fin and nozzle assemblies for Z.75-inch rockets; Blount
Brothers Corp., $1,875,000 tor rehabilitation, conversion and new construction at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant; Etowah Manufacturing Co., Inc., $1.825.125 for metal
parts for artillery shells; Raymark
Cargo. Inc., $1.822.792 tor packing
container services at the Oakland
(Calif) Army Base; Vatronics, Inc.,
$1,769,850 for time fuzes; and
Triangle Electronics Manufacturing Co., Inc., $1,774,107 for cable
assemblies, electrical connector plugs
and preformed ....; re grips; Revere
Copper and Brass, Inc., $1,759,220
for cup cases and bullet jacket cups
for .30- and .5O-caliber ammunition;
and
Donovan Construction Co. (New
Brighton, Minn.), $1,740.852 for
metal parts for 155mm projectiles;
F. T. S. Corp. (Denver, Colo.),
$1,736,870 for 275-inch rocket fin and
nozzle
assemblies;
Phalo
Corp.
(Shrewsbury, Mass.), $1,733,238 for
cable aSsemblies with electrical connector plugs and wire grips; and
Jette Power, Inc. (Peekskill, N.Y.),
$1,714,060 for gasoline engine driven
generator sets; Scovill Manufacturing Co., $1,669,253 for grenade fuzes;
Hunter Outdoor Products, Inc., $1,638.063 for tank assemblies; and
Stevens
Manufacturing
Co.

(Ebensburg, Pa.), $1,629,247 for 1%·
ton cargo trailers and 1% -ton trailer
chassis; Whittaker Corp. (Saugua,
Calif.), $1,613,700 for igniters for
2.75-inch rocket motors; Paci1ic Car
and Foundry Co., $1,600,000 for overhaul and conversion of MHO ar·
tillery guns to aelf-propelled fulltracked MI07 guns; and
Maremont Corp. (Saco, Maine),
$1,561,016 for 7.62mm machineguns
with spare barrels and bipod assemblies; Poloron Producta. Inc., $1,491,000 for M131A fin assemblies for
750-pound bombs; Computer Sciences
Corp., $1,465,116 for internal pr<r
cedures and automatic data procesaing programs with a training pr<r
gram; and
Page Conununications Engineers,
Inc., $1,453.000 for engineering services and equipment for integrated
wide band communications system in
Vietnam;
International
Terminal
Operating Co., Inc., $1,404,338 for
filling containers and related services; Lockheed Aircraft Corp., $1,397.873 for equipment and services
in connection with underground
nuclear testing at the Nevada site;
and
Pace Corp. (Memphis, Tenn.),
$1,390,194
for
surface
flares;
Kennedy Van Saun Corp. (Da.nville,
Pa.), $1,357,500 for metal parts for
projectiles; Varo, Inc., $1,346,700
for AN/TVS-3 searchlights; Mine
Safety Appliances Co., $1,342,522

Hueycobra Armed With IM28 Weapon System
All AG--IG Hueycobra helicopters
being shipped to the Vietnam conflict
are now being equipped with the
XM28 weapon &ystem, giving crews
more firepower than they have ever
had, the Department of the Army

Production and deployment of the
of the Hueycobra. are conducted
under the overall management of the
Commodity :Management Office, HQ
Army Weapons Command, Rock
Island (Dl.) Arsenal.

announced.

Flexibility in delivering the firepower is a feature of the XM28 system. Three combina.tions of weaponry
are mounted in the AH-IG chin
turret-two M134 high-rate-of-fire
machineguns, two XM129 highvelocity grenade launchers, or one ot
each. Rapid change of these combinations is possible, a feature facilitating
repair or replacement.
Each AH-IG alao has two armament racks under each of its stub
wings. These racks can carry 7.62mm
automatic gun pods capa.ble of firing
2,000 or 4,00(} shots a minute; or
either a 7- 01' 19-tube 2.75-ine.h rocket
launcher.
The XM129 grenade launcher fires
its 40mrn rounds at ra.tes of 425 to
4liO shots a minute, using the same
fragmentation projectiles that have
proved highly effective in Vietnam.
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for multiyear procurement for M17A1 field protective masks; Firestone
Tire and Rubber Co., $1,332,445 for
loading, assembling and packing of
ammunition and related cmnponentl
at the Ravenna Army Ammunition
Plant; and
Union Carbide Corp., $1.310,031 for
dry batteries; "fills Manufacturing
Co. (Asheville, N.C.), $1,303,800 tor
cargo parachutes; Sharpe and Hamaker, Inc. (Arlington. Va.), $1.286,682 for construction of a Night
Vision Simulator Laboratory at Fort
Belvoir, Va.; MachIett Laboratories,
Inc. . (StBtn!0rd. Conn.), $1,244,000
for unage mtensifier assemblies for
the night vision program; and
Akwa Downey Conatruction Co.
(Milwaukee, Wis.), $1,238,628 for
construction of a communication electronic $hop and an addition to an
exis~ing ~uto maintenance shop inc1udlDg SIte preparation, excavation
and aU support utilities; Burroughs
Corp.. $1,237,489 for automatic
mes~e processing equipment; and
Umted
Ammunition
Container
Corp., $1,233,881 for ammunition
containers; Gunnar I. Johnson and
Son, Inc., $1,228,000 for construction
of 200. and 600-meter testing ranges
at the Twin Cities (Minn.) Army
Ammunition Plant; AiR.eseareh Manufacturing Co. of Arizona, $1,226700
for gas turbine engines and con~n
e1'S for the Army Medical Unit Selfcontained Transportable (MUST) .
and
'
Bell and Howell Corp., $1,185,338
for metal parts for 81mrn projectile
fuzes; Irving Air Chute Co., Inc.,
$1,124.470 for cargo paraehutea'
Flinchbaugh Ptoduct&, Inc. (Red
Lion, Pa..), $1,112,324 for metal parta
for 90mrn projectiles; and
l\fissouri ~ Laboratories,
Inc.. $1,101,936 for 195 patient ward
containers for MUST; TRW, Inc.,
$1,081,452 for electrical equipment
shelters; Whirlpool Corp., $1,040,918
for 90mm projectiles. XM594; and
Pioneer Recovery Systems. Inc.
(Manchester, Conn.), $1.000,110 for
cargo parachutes.

WECOM's First Research Chl.f

Retires After 23·Year Career

AVIATION TEST BOARD member
makes adjustment to chin turret of
Xl\I.28. At left is 1\1134 high-rate-of-6re
7.62mm machineglln. At right is X 1129
high-velocity 40mm grenade launcher.

Gerald Reinamith, who served u
chief of the research office when the
Army Wespons Command was sctivated in August 1962. ended a 23.year
career in Army research and engineering actlvltiea by retiring Aug_ 31.
Under his leadership, the research
office was responsible for recommend·
ing research programa and for reviewing and directlng research performed
at WECOl\1 subordinate ilUltallationa.
He lind his wife wiII establish real·
dence in Cape Coral. FIa.
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U.S. ARMY MATHEMATICS STEERING Committee memo
bers gathered recently at the Harry Diamond Laboratories,
Washington, D.C., for the 25th meeting of the Al\lSC since
it was established in February 1956. Only 26 members were
present and only 23 were available for this picture, believed
the only one ever taken of the group. Dr. L R. Hershner
Jr~ chief of the Physical and Engineering Sciencea Division,
Army Research Office, Office of the Chief of R&D, DA, has
served as chairman of the AMSC for the past eight years.
Seated (1. to r.) are Jerome H. N. Selman, Picatinny
Arsenal, Dover, N.J.; Gerard T. Dobrindt, Aberdeen (Jl.ld.)
Proving Ground; Col Stefano Vivona, Walter Reed Army
Inatitute of Research, Washington, D.C.; Joseph Kirshner,
Harry Diamond Laboratories (BDL), Dr. Walter D. Foster,
Fort Detrick, Md.; lst Lt Michael A. Moses, Office of the
Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, DA; Dr. Richard Soland
(standing), Research Analysis Corp.; Capt W. Stephen

Piper (standing), Assistant Viee Chief of Staff, DA; Dr.
John H. Giese (standing), Aberdeen Proving Ground; Sidney Sobelman, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations, D A; Dr. Alan S. Galbraith, Army Research
Office-Durham, N.C.; Dr. I. R. Hershner Jr.; Fred Frishman, AMSC Secretary, Army Research Office, Washington,
D.C.; Joseph Weinstein, Electronics Command (ECOM),
Fort ]'Ilonmouth, N.J.; Lawrence A. Gambino, Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Va.; 1st Lt
G. A. Shanholt, Fort Belvoir; Dr. Siegfried H. Lehnigk,
Redstone (Ala.) Arsenal; Dr. Walter Pressman, ECOM;
Dr. Francis J. Murray, Duke University, Durham, N.C.;
Prof. Robert M. Thrall, University of l\lichigan; Dr. Gil·
ford Quarles, chief scientific adviser, Office of the Chief of
Engineers, DA; Dr. Ernest P. Paxton, Fort Eustis, Va.;
Dr. J. Barkley Rosser, director, Mathematics Research
Center, U.S. Army, University of Wisconsin.

Edgewood Staging Design of Experiments Meet
Lt Gen William B. Bunker, deputy
CG of the U.S. Army Materiel Command, and three distinguished professors have accepted invitations tD
speak at the 14th Army Conference
on Design of Experiments, Oct. 2326, at Edgewood Arsenal, Md.
General Bunker will give the introductory address on "Design of
Experiments." Prof. Rolf E. Barg'mann of the University of Georgia at
Athena will follow with "Structure
and Classification of Patterns."
Other speakers between clinical and
technical sessions will be Prof.
Acheson J. Duncan, Johns Hopkins
University, "Bulk Sampling," and
Prof. Emanuel Parzen, Stanford
University, "Time Series."
The U.S. Army Research OfficeDurham, N.C., has set Aug. 30 as the
deadline for submission of synopses
Tarbert Gets APG Director's Award
Recipient of the 1968 Dlndoro. Award at
Aberdun U.1d.) Provlna Ground Denlopment
and Proof Senlta ill John B. Tarbert, a
unior teat director.
Employed in the same teat di..,i.ion for the
put 18

Sped.)

,,~.r8

and a a.enior test director in the

Equlpm~nt

(Electronic.) Branch .inee

1954. Tarbert W&8 tomml!l'lded b" Col Paul A..
Troup. Jr•• DArPS direttoI'.
The citation noted hlJ "'DcCfUfDI IUtd
till'll!'" ctlmpletion" of the U.S.

Army Teet

and E...lq....lon Command's hi.heal priorit,.
prohei "",hiroh .rruted the Dil!partme:nt of
Ddense plane on the c=ondud 01 the wa.r In

80utheut Alia."' The proied involved tnt

and nalu.Uon .of tht effect. of dl:l~cllon and
tranlmfuion devices. within I C"mo.nth time
hame.
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of papers tD be presented at the technical and clinical sessions.
The Design of Experiments Conference is sponsored by the Army
Mathematics
Steering
Committee
chaired by Dr. Ivan R. Hershner
Jr., chief of the Physical and Engineering Sciences Division. Office 01 the

Chief of Research and Development,
Department of the Army.

Conference Chairman Dr. Frank
E. Grubbs, associate directDr, U.S.
Army Ballistic Research LaboratDnes, Aberdeen (Md.) Proving
Ground, has requested that nominations for the Samuel S. Wilks Award
be forwarded to him or to Dr.
Francis G. Dressel, Mathematics
Division, ARO-D, Box CM, Duke
Station, Durham.
Award of the Wilks Memorial
Medai is a highlight of the aDJIua!
meeting of statisticians.

AMSC Sponsors Army Mathematicians Meet at WECOM
HQ u.s. Army Weapons Command
at Rock Island (Ill.) Arsenal was
host tD the recent 14th Conference
of Army Mathematicians, sponsored
by the Army Mathematics Steering
Committee on behalf of the Army
Clue! or Research and Development.
About 100 mathematicians from
Army installations throughout the
United States attended the 2-day
program. Featnred were addresses
by Col Lothrop Mittenthal, U.S.
Army
R&D
Group,
Frankfort,
Germany, and Col Leonard M.
Orman, acting deputy commander of
WECOM.
WECOM's Dr. Alexandu Hammer
was master of ceremonies at the conference dinner. Col J. J. Albertson,
arsenal commander, gave the welcome.
Six of the technical papers presented were authored by WECOM
personnel, as follows: Stephen D.
Beck, Watervliet Arsenal (WA),
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"Finite Fourier Transforms in Plane
Polar Coordinates"; Dr. Jagdish
Chandra, WA, "The Generalization
of the Gronwall-BelLma,n Inequality
in Partially Ordered Banach Spaces,"
coauthored "rith Dr. B. A. Fleischman of Rensselaer Polytechnic In·
stitute; and
Dr. Royce Beckett, Rock Island
Arsenal (RIA), "Optimization of a
Dynamical Response of a Structure";
R. Steven Newell, RIA, "Optimal
Design of Structures with Angular
Deflection Restrictions," coauthored
with Dr. (Capt) Edward Haug Jr.;
Dr. Eugene Brunelle, W A, "Perturbation Solutions of the Conical
Shell Vibration Problem"; and Dr.
Chi-Neng Shen, WA, "Analysis of
Heat Exchangu Dynamics with
Stochastic Parameter Variations and
Closed Loop Control," coauthored by
Peter Jasinski and Manfred Wittler.
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UStFRC Army Observen
Report to Duty Stations
For MBT Development Tests
United States and Federal Republic
of Germany senior Army observers
for maln battle tank for the 1970s
(MBT-70) developmental tests are
now at their duty stations.
In making this anonuncement, HQ
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), Aberdeen (Md.)
Proving Grou.nd, said the tests are
beginning on the 6O-foot-long heavy
equipment transporter. Six U.S. and
six German prototypes are beillg
delivered for tests at U.S. and West
Germany provillg grounds.
Stationed at Aberdeen as chief of
the German observer group is Lt
Col Ralph Rodenhauser, veteran
Bundeswehr
tank
officer
from
Munich, Bavaria, who has been with
the MBT-70 program since 1966.
Initially, he was with the Joint
Engineering Agency, a subordinate
element of the U.S./FRG MBT-70
Program Management Board, where
General Motors Corp. produced the

Lt Col Ralph Rodenhauser

Col Ralph C. Waara

U.S. MBT-70 prototypes. He is responsible for supervising German observerS at Aberdeen, also those with
the U.S. Army Armor and Engineer
Board at Fort Knox, Ky., and elsewhere as required.
Col Rodenhauser'/I experience as a
tank officer began with one of the
first German armored units in the
19305. His American counterpart in
Germany is Lt Col Ralph C. Waara, a
40-year-old annor officer from St.
Ignace, Mich., who is stationed ill
Koblenz, Germany. Detachments at

Col Boller Becomes Director of GElD
Responsibility for general equipment testing for the U.S. Army Test
and Evaluation Command (TECOM)
was as,sumed in July by Col Quellen
D. Boller. Col James O. Daulton
headed the General Equipment Testing
Directorate
(GETD)
from
November 1965 until his recent assignment to Fort Bragg, N.C.
Col Boller joined the HQ TECOM
stafl' after nearly five years in the
office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Military Operations and Reserve
Forces, U.S. Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, Va. He heads one
of the eight commodity-oriented testing directorates that coordinate the
test programs conducted by TECOM's
15 proving grounds, service test
boards, environmental test centers
and special test activities.
The GETD is responsible for items
commonly used by engineer, quartermaster and transportation units and
for general use items not within the
jurisdietion of other direetorates. In
these categories of equipment are
items such as general-purpose vehicles, materials-handling equipment,
marine and railway gear, individual
clothing and equipment.
Col BoUer graduated from the U.S.
Military Academy with the Class of
1943 and received his master's degree
in automotive engineering from the
University of Michigan in 1949. His
military education includes graduation from the Artillery School adJULY-AUGUST 1968

vanced course and from the Army
Command and General Stafl' College.
Commissioned in the Coast Artillery Corps during World War II, he
served initially on the Atlantic coast
with the 359th AAA Searchlight
Battalion. In the Philippines from
1945 to 1947, he took part in the
Leyte and Luzon campaigns and
served in the Manila provost marshal's office after the city was recaptured by the Sixth Army.
His first assignment with the Continental Army Command was R&D
coordinator in connection with the
development of combat vehicles from
1959 to 1962. He was then assigned
to Korea as commander of the 5th
Howitzer Battalion of the 82d
Artillery until he returned to
CONARC.

Col Quellen D. Boller

Col Chester C. Sargen t

German proving grounds near Meppen and Trier are under his supervision. A third detachment will be at
Munster-Lager when tests begin.
Col Waara has been an armor
officer since 1952 and in recent years
has been assigned to Germany (three
yea,.,. with the 4th Infantry Division), Alaska and South Vietnam.
Assigned to HQ TECOM in January
1966, he was awarded the Army Commendation Medal ill recognition of
his accomplishments prior to departure for Germany.
The U.S. test program is directed
from HQ TECOM by Col Chester C.
Sargent, MBT-70 systelDll test mana·
ger. He exercises operational control
over the U.S. observer group in
Germany and has the German group
attached to his office.

NIPA Selects AMC Analyst
For 196B-69 Education Award
David L. Stanbrough, a management analyst for HQ Army Missile
Command since 1966, has been selected by the board of trustees of the
National Institute of Public Aft'airs
to receive a career education award
for the 1968-69 aea.demie year.
Chosen in national competition
because of his exceptional ability,
outstanding performance, and high
potential for future leadership in
U.S. Government, he is among 23
federal employes selected for the
1968-69 program.
Stanbrough began his federal service with the Army Aviation Command
in 1962, soon after completing work
for his MA degree from the University of Chattanooga. He received his
BA degree in 1960 from Tennessee
Temple College..
Stanbrough will attend the University of Virginia's Woodrow Wilson
Department of Government and Foreign Affairs. Instruetion stresses
basic understanding of governmental
processes and institutions and the
development of critical judgment,
analysis and oommunicative facility.
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AFIP Schedules Forensic Dentistry Course, Oct. 7-11
Members of the dental, legal and
law enforcement professions will
participate at the Anned Forces
Institute of Pathology
(AFIP),
Washington, D.C., Oct. 7-11, in the
only forensic dentistry course in the
United States.
AFIP Director Capt Bruce H.
Smith, USN (Me), said the program,
one of the few of its kind in the
world, is presented to develop a
critically needed nucleus of dentists
trained in the principles of identifIcation and dental jurisprudence to
respond to the collective requirements
of the three professions.
The faculty will include dentists
wi th experience in forensic odontology, general and oral pathologists,
law enforcement officials, lawyers,
anthropologists and an identification
expert.
The course will provide the first
opportunity for an American audience to hear Dr. Soren KeiserNielsen, professor of forensic odontology, Royal Dental College, Copenhagen, Denmark, who will be on the
faculty.
Lecture subjects will include Recent Advances in Identification;
Dental
Identification
in
Mass
Disasters; The Relationship between
Forensic Dentistry and the Federal
Bureau of Investigs.tion; Study of
Bite Marks; and Professional Liability.
Course Director Col William G.
Sprague, USAF, Dental Corps, said
the course "is essential in this
country as the sole medium for con-

tinuing dialogue among the three
professions."

USACDC Establishes RILO
As Army-Industry Contract
Organization of a new Research
and Industrial Liaison Office (RILO)
til provide coordination between
Army, industry and science planners
was announced in July by HQ U.S.
Combat
Developments
Command,
Fort Belvoir, Va.
Headed by Lt Col James W. Ryan.
RILO is intended to help establish
face-to-face contact between Combat
Developments Command headquarters
staff personnel and their research
counterparts in industry. Seminars,
briefings and informal meetings will
be used for this purpose, and the
office will work closely with the CDC
Scientific Advisory Group.
RILO is preparing a booklet on its
operations. Persons or organizations
desiring to receive this document
should contact RILO, HQ Army
Combat
Developments
Command,
Fort Belvoir. Va. 22060.
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In the science of identification, he
said, the spiraling rate of air traffic
has posed great challenges to officials.
Fires following air crashes often
destroy the bodies, leaving teeth
and dental restorations as the only
identifying structures.
In criminal invCl'tigation, many
police officers are not aware that the
dentist trained in forensic odontology
is often able to judge age, sex, race
and even occupation from teeth and
associated structures and bite marks.
Police have been helped to solve

crimes by forensic odontologists who
examined food from which bites have
been taken and the imprints of teeth
on bodies of victims of violent death.
Features of the course include a
laboratory session on identification of
human remains by comparison of
dental records and a mock trial
depicting the role of the dentist as an
expert witness or defendent.
Members of the law enforcement,
legal and dental professlons are
invited to make application by writing
to
the
Director,
ATTN:
MEDEM-PG, Armed Forces Institute of Pa.thology, Washington, D.C.

DCA Contract to Modernize 9 Centers
Modernization of a portion of the AUTODIN (Automatic Digital Network)
has been contracted for by the Defense Communications Agency (DCAl,
Washington, D.C. AUTODIN is a ds.ta transmission and switching network
and is an essential part of the Defense Communications System.
DCA a.warded the contract through its Defense Commercial Communications
Office (DECCO), Scott Air Force Base, TIL, which will service the contract.
It calls for estimated monthJy recurring-use charges of $595,000, including
amortization and operating expenses.
The Western Union Telegraph Co. will invest approximately $20 million
in this project, with RCA Corp. and Control Data Corp. as subcontractors.
The project will include replacement of some equipment at all nine of the
AUTODIN centers presently provided by Western Union, located at Albany,
Ga., Andrews Air Force Base, Md., Fort Detrick, Md., Gentile Air Force
Station, Ohio, Ha.ncock Air Force Station, N.Y., McClellan Air Force Base,
Calif., Norton Air Force Base, Calif., Tinker Air Force Base, Okla., and Wahia'wa. Hawaii.
Completion of construction will improve the operational efficiency and reliability of operations and will reduce pOwer and air-conditioning requirements.
The first site is scheduled for completion by Sept. 30, 1969, with the last
site completed by Mar. 15, 1971.

Unique Structure to House Joint Command HQ at APG
When the new Joint Command
Headquarters building under renovation and construction at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md., is completed
it ia expected to be unique among
contemporary structures of its type
in this country.
Decorative panels will cover exterior walls of the entire second story of
the 3-story edifice. Installation should
be completed within the near future.
Each panel is 23 feet 4 inches high
by 5 feet wide, weighs 2 tons (precast concrete, steel reinforced), and
has a natural aggregate finish in a
white cement frame. Strescon Industries, White Marsh, Md., is producing the panels in five types.
Approximately 216 panels will be
used in the con truction. Each panel
will hang by clips and is attached to
the steel framing by bolts. A slotting
arrangement allows each panel to
fit snugly and the unusual "hanging"
method of attachment completely
eliminates the necessity for a special
support foundation.
Members of the Proving Ground's
Engineering Support Services Divi-
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sian, who are working closely with
construction engineers, stated that
the panels would almost completely
eliminate damage from concussion
while substantlally reducing tremors
created by gun firing.
The new headquarters building was
designed to utilize the existing framework of the former Ordnance Center
and School Museum. When completed,
the building will be 190 feet wide by
340 feet long and will contain 154,000
square feet of tloor s,pace.

"PANELISTS" prepare to "seat" a
decorative concrete panel as a mobile
crane swings it into place on framework of Joint Command Headquarters
building at Aberdeen Proving Ground.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

Key Officials Attend Opening of Quality Control Lab Operational Crews for Vulcan
Ceremonies for the opening of a
Medical Quality Control Laboratory,
a $750,000 facility at the Philadelphia (Pa..) Defense Personnel Support Center, 2800 South 20th Street,
attracted many distinguished officials.
Brig Gen William M. Mantz, commander of the center, said the laboratory facilities are capable of covering
the full scope of testing and
evaluating medical mAteriel, ranging
from drugs to surgical and hOllpital
supplies. Cmdr Henry S. Rudolph,
MSC, U.S. Navy, is laboratory chief.
Among responsibilities of the laboratory will be supporting medical
procurement by testing and evaluating precontract award and production samples, examining depot medical stock samples to determine suitability for issue and use, and analyzing and examining manufactured
drugs and chemicals for compliance
with speci1lcations.
The new laboratory traces its
history back to the early days of
World War U, when it was organized
under the Army Medical Department
for testing medical materiel purchased by the Army and Navy Pr0curement Agency in Brooklyn, N.Y.
In 1965, the Philadelphia Defense
Personnel Support Center assumed
the mission of supplying medical mAteriel to the military. Most operations
of the former Defense Medical Snpply Center were moved. Due to lack
of sp~ in Philadelphia, the Medical
Quality Control Laboratory remained
in Brooklyn.

The laboratory is a branch of the
Division of Technical Operations,
Directorate of Medical Materiel.
Key scientific personnel moved from
Brooklyn include Thomas Guild,
laboratory chief, Ferdinand Stoll,
senior chemist, and Robert Baclawski,
senior engineer.
Gould, a graduate of Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute, has more than
25 years experIence in chemical and
drug testing. Stoll has a master's
degree from Purdue UnIversity and
was formerly professor of pharmacy
at the University of Kentucky. Ba.clawski graduated from Ohio State
University and has 26 years experience in medical materiel testing.

Operational ere.... for the Vulcan
weapon system, the U.s. Army's newest air defense, have started training
at Fort Bliss, Tex., following extensive
testing of the system at Aberdeen
(Md.) Proving Ground.
Based on the Gatling Gun principle,
the 20-mm XM 168 Vulcan is an aircooled, rotating, multiple-barrel type
automatic gun that /ires up to 3,000
rouuds a minute. The gun is operated
by an electric drive and fires electrically primed Iinkless ammunition from
each of its six rotating barrels.
Development of the Vulcan gun WIllI
accomplished under contract with
General Electric Co. at BOJ'lington, VI.

leAF Prepares Seconcl Text on Defense R&D
Defense Research and Development, the sooond of two texts p.....
pared by the Industrial College of the
Armed Forces (ICAF) to replace the
1960 edition of Res8O/1'ch and DevelOpme1'!t, is edited by Ralph Sanders,
ICAF professor of public administration.
Based on intensive research, this
181-page textbook serves as a complement to the Iirst text, Science and
Technology: Vital NatUYnal Assets,
published in 1966.
Covering many aspects of the operation of the scientific and technological programs of the Department of
Defense, DefeMe ReselJlrch and Development examines in detail the

Army Appoints Romm Civil Defense Director
u.s. Army responsibility for Civil Defense is now vested in Joseph RolJllJl,
a 17-year veteran of the Departm nt of Defense, who recEntly took over as
diTeCtor after serving since Jan. 1 as acting director.
Transferred to the Office of the Quartermaster GeneraJ in the War Department in J 941, after serving about a year with the Bureau of the Census,
Romm has climbed the ladder of progressively responsible assignments.
After 10 years with the Army, he transferred to the Department of Defense
in 1951, He was assistant director of Civil Defense from 1961 until he became
acting director, following resignation of William P. Durkee.
As staff director for Vulnerability Analysis in the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Installations and Logistics, he was responsible for a
program for assessing effecta of possible at•
tack on industrial resources. He developed programs for introducing nuclear damage assumptions into military logistics planning, and was
one of the founders of the Defense Department Damage Assessment Center, now the
National Military Command System Support
Center.
Born in New York City on Nov. 2, 1920, he
is a 19'40 graduate of City College of New
York, where he majored in mathematics and
biology. He holds a master's degree in economics from American University.
During World War n, he served two years
in the European Theater of Operations with
the Army Signal Intelligence Division.
Joseph Romm
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Begin Training at Fort Bliss

relationship between defense and
science and technology.
The chapters were written individually by seven members of the
196&-67 Industrial College class and
coordinated by the editor.
One of the main areas explored by
the authors concerns the responsibilities of defense R&D management
and the various roles played by
timing, creativity, discipline and decision in this vital field.
"Largely organized around DoD's
development of the R&D spectrum,"
the text provides both a general
background and detailed analyses of
defense R&D management, development, organization, research, and
past and future performance.
Special attention is paid to the progression of R&D "from investigations
of fundamental natural phenomena
to building a piece of hardware,"
with detailed examination of the
various phases involved.•
Included within this examination
are studies on R&D philo ophy,
structure and managerial practices;
the relationship between military
requirements and R&D scientific
and technological programs; research, exploratory and advsnced
development;
contract definition;
the process of weapon development;
fulfillment of military requirements
of the United States; cooperation
with allies; and the past B(:complishments of defense R&D with an eye to
future trends in managernen t.
As only a limited number of copies
of Defense Research and Development are in print, the text is not
available for general sale. Copies
are being distributed selectively to
government agencies and on a study
program basis to those individuals or
agencies having s. career or professional interest in the subject.
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$2.1 Million Building Started for Simulator at RIA
Groundbreaking ceremonies for
construetion of a $2.1 million building to house the first Army test device capable of simulating motions of
an armored vehicle or a helieopter,
while absorbing and measuring forces
of the weapon being fired, were held
recently at Rock Island (111.) Arsenal.
When installed, the simulator will
enable Army Weapons Command
(WECOM) researehers and engineers to develop, more quickly and
economically,
improved
gun-type
armament for self-propelled artillery,
armored vehicles and helieopters.
The building is scheduled for completion in July 1969.
Representing Brig Gen William
J. Durrenberger, CG of WE COM, Col
Leonard M. Orman, deputy CG,
turned over the first shovelful of dirt
at the groundbreaking eeremonies.
Because of the close relationship of
the vibration effects of the weapon on
the vehicle and the vibration of the
vehicle on the armament, a large
portion of the research will be devoted to the mount--the hardware
joining the vehicle and the armament.
WECOM engineers will be able to
duplicate these vibrations on the neW
simulator. While the simulator is in
operation, the weapon mounted on it
will actually be fired to duplicate
the complete interaction of weapon,
mount and vehicle or "platform."
The simulator will be located in
the center of the building. A 20-toncapaeity crane will make it possible
to move large tank guns, helicopter

frames, and other bulky weaponry
items into position on the simulator
for remote-eontrolled firing down a
l,OOG-inch range.
A control room for the range will
give the researchers an unobstructed
view of the simulator in action. Data
acquisition devices will give WECOM
engineers information about the test
being conducted. A eomputer system
will be used to store and evaluate
acquired data.
A second 1,OOO-inch range will

have environmental contrcls that
will give a temperature variation
from 90· below zero t> 200· above.
Two other ranges, each 100 meters
long, with remote firing control rooms
and adjustable lighting that will give
almost perfect simulation of natural
light conditions 24 hours a day, will
also be included in the new building.
The 545-foot long, !l3-foot-wide
building will be constructed by the
Priester Construction Co. of Davenport, Towa. Contracts for production
and installation of the simulator test
devices have not been awarded.

Redstone Arsenal to Test S/D-500 Information System
"Push-button" access to more than
3.6 million pages of technical reports
will be provided by a new high-speed
information retrieval system at the
Redstone Scientific Information Center, Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
The center provides library services
to both the Missile Command and the
Marshall Space Flight Center as an
administrative element of the Army
Missile Command's Research and
Development Directorate.
The S/D-500 System, which has
intermixed format
storage and
retrieval capability, was shown
publicly for the first time by Sanders
As ociates, Inc., at the recent National Microfilm Association Show in
Chicago. It consists of a microimage
repository that can hold and display
intermixed microimages of all sizes
and format and a remote televisiontype display terminal and keyboard.
Arrangements call for the initial

Gudaitis Takes MICOM Hawk Project OHice Post
Designation of William Gudaitis as acting deputy project manager of the
Hawk Project Office was announced recently by HQ Army Missile Command.
Employed by MICOM since 1960, he has served as technical director of the
Army Inertial Guidance and Control Laboratory where he was instrumental
in setting up the Army Inertial Guidance Management and Technology Center
for Army-wide coordination of inertial system and component R&D.
Gudaitis received the Army Meritorious Civilian Service Award in 1964 and
in 1965 became the first Army employe to receive
an Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship Award for a year
of study at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, leading to an MS degree in management.
Following his return from MIT, Gudaitis was
transferred to the Research and Development
Directorate's Advanced Sensors Laboratory as
deputy director, later serving as acting director.
Before joining the government, he worked for
the Chrysler Corp. Missile Division in missile
guidance and control, and with the Bendix Corp.
Research Laboratories in radar system and computer design.
Gudaitis earned a BS degree in physics from
the University of Detroit and has done graduate
work at both Harvard and at MIT. He is a senior
member of both the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers and the American Institute
William Gudailis
of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
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system, including one display terminal, a power file and a special
hard-copy printer, to be delivered at
the center within seven months for
acceptance tests.
The data storage and retrieval
system will locate a specific page of
information, display it on a TV-like
screen for viewing and printout a
permanent copy-all automatically
and in a matter of seconds.
The Redstone center will use the
system to house a sample collection
of reports and to begin investigation
of automatic image-handling techniques as part of its participation in
the ATLIS (Army Technical Library
Improvement Study) efforts sponsored by the Army Research Office.
Reports will be stored in the
system's 8 lC 10-foot repository after
they have been reduced photographically onto "microfiche."
When a viewer wishes to see a
specific report or page, he will enter
a request for it through the keyboard. The item will be selected
au tomatically and pictured on tbe
display terminal at the viewer's desk
by a built-in closed-circuit television
system. A special hard-coPY printer
will permit the user to obtain papex
copies of the information being displayed.
The system to be delivered to Redstone will be standardized on "Cosati"
microfiche cards. The repository can
store up to 50,000 of these cards, with
72 pages imaged on each card. The
remote display terminal will be 10eated about 600 feet from the datastorage unit.

MacArthur Papers Available
The late General Douglas MacArthur's personal papers are now available for examination. Inquiries about
the nature of these papers and requests for access to them should be
forwarded to Philip P. Brower, director, Bureau of Archives, lacArthur
Memorial, 198 Bank Street, Norfolk,
Va. 23510.
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000 Announces Plans for DSCS Program
Announcement of a decision to
proceed with the next phase of the
Defen e Satellite Communications
System (DSCS), involving development and acqui ition of new satellites and terrestrial terminals, was
made in July by the Department of
Defense.
Dr. Gardiner 1.. Tucker, Deputy
Director of Defense Research and
Engineering (Electronics and Information Systems), informed the
House of Representatives Military
Operations Subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee of the
decision in recent testimony.
Procurement of the new satellites
and development of the new terminal
types, he said, will be initiated in
FY 1969. Some of the new satellites
are expected to be placed in synchronous, equatorial orbit by late
1970 or early 1971.
Both "earth coverage" and "narrow
beam" antennas will be built into the
new satellites. The first will direct
most of the satellite radiated power
toward the earth, providing relatively
uniform coverage of that portion of
the earth visible to the satellite. The

narrow-beam antennas will focus
their radiated energy to illwninate an
area of one to two thousand miles in
diameter on the earth's surface.
The narrow-beam antennas will be
steerable, so that the beams may be
directed toward any selected area of
the earth visible to the satellite. The
satellites are to be positioned above
the equator 80 that most of the
earth's surface will be visible to at
least one of the satellites at all times.
This next phase of the Defense
Satellite Communications System will
provide many more channels for
unique and vital military needs than
are provided by the initial syatem.
The concentration of radiated power
provided by the narrow beams will
enable establishment of channels to
highly transportable terminals having
smaller antennas.
Commercial satellite and other
common carrier communications systems will continue to be used for
transmission of a substantial load of
routine traffic between the United
States and overseas locations.
The program to establish the advanced system will be under the man-

USAEPG Completes Tests on AN/PPS·5 Radar Set
Final engineering and reliability
testing of the U.S. Army AN/PP8-5
Surveillance Radar Set, currently i.n
use in the Vietnam conflict, was completed recently at the US. Army
Electronic Proving Ground, Fort
Huachuca, Ariz. The unit is the most
modern of its type.
Weighing about 120 pounds, the
unit nonnally is carried and operated
by three men. Two silver-zinc batteries

provide

power

and

it

ARPA Awards $6.5 MiDion
For Upstage Missile Program
Award of the first increment of
$6.5 million of a planned $25.8
million contract Cor an experimental
missile configuration known as
Project Upstage, a part of the continuing research on ballistic missile
systems, was announced June 28.
Advanced
Research
Projects
Agency (ARPA) awarded the contract to the Douglas Missile and
Space Syatems Division, McDonnellDouglas Corp., as a follow-on to
Project Defender programs.
Flight tests will be conducted later
in the program at White Sands Millsile Range, N. Mex.
Work on the Upstage program will
be directed by the Nike-X Development Office (NXDO) at Redstone
Arsenal. The NXDO manages the
program for the U.S. Army Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense
Agency of OCRD.

STRATeOM Liaison Office
Established at Fart Monroe

is

equipped with a 50-Coot cable for
remote operation. A distinguishing
feature is its wing-like, disc-shaped
antenna.
Ruggedly constructed, the set Is
designed for all-weather use by
tactical units. Moving targets, such
as foot troops, vehicles and other
units, are indicated to the operator
through a headset by an audio tone
superimposed on background noise,
or visually on rOOar display scopes.
Final testing in the USAEPG
Environmental Division of the Applied Mechanics Directorate included
operation, perfonnance and reliability
of the unit under simulated climatic
and physical stresses.
Instrumentation provided a precise
recording of results oC exposure to
extremes of wind, altitude, sand and
dust, temperature and humidity,
vibration, shock, immersion, salt fog,
jungle fungus and corrosion.
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Assisting in the tests was a representative of the Airborne Instruments
Co., Deer Park, N.Y., prime contractor for the ANjPPS-5. The
USAEPG was represented by D. R.
Pittman, chief of the Surveillance
Test Division. Frank J. Leyva ran the
engineering tests and CWO George
A. Van Horn supervised reliability.

agement of the Defense Communica.tions Agency. DCA also will exercise
operational control over the system
when it is established.
The Department of the Army will
be responsible for development and
acquisition of land terminals. The
Navy will be responsible for the
development and acquisition of shipboard terminals. The Air Force will
be responsible for the development,
acquisition, launch and on-orblt control of the satellites and for development of airborne tenninals that
might be used with the system.
Requests for proposals on the new
satellites will be issued to industry
later this summer.

AN/PPS-S Surveillance Radar Set i8
shown at White Sands (N. Mex.) Missile Range Environmentsl Pretest
Shop. AI left is the control indieator
and on the tripad is the receivertransmiller with antenna mounted in
place. Test equipment is on the bench.
Hidden behind the antenna i8 the
silver-"inc battery power supply unit.

Establishment of a Strategic Communications
Command
(STRATCOM) liaison office at HQ Continent>l1 Army Command, Fort Monroe,
V,,-, became effective Aug. 1.
The office will be an element of
STRATCOM to assure cooNination
of various engineering, installation
and construction programs in which
both commanders are interested. It
will also serve as B coordinated
planning point in support of component command activities of the
commanding general. CONARC, in
support of the commander-in-chief,
U.S. Strike Command (CINSTRlKE)
and commander-in-ehieC, Atlantic
(CINCLANT).
As an added project, the new office
will provide coonlinated communica.tions support proportionate to the
planned force deployment in event of
civil disturbances.
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Arsenal commanders in taking the
salute during the formal review and
parade. More than 2,000 observed the
ceremonies.
After the parade, a memorial service was held at a monument erected
in June 1925 to bonor 75 members of
the 1st Gas Regiment who were killed
during World War I. Col CeraI'
and A. A. Hawthorne of Pittsburgh,
Pa., who served 60 years ago with
Company B, placed a wreath on the
memorial

FIRST GAS REGThlENT VETERANS shown rellUJUllCmg during Edgewood
Arsenal's June 22 Celebration of the 50th anniversary of U.s. Army Chemical
Corps are (I. to r.) Henry C. Molter, Conneaut, Ohio; John Temple, Folsom, Pa.;
R. V. Jordan, orth Chatham, N.Y.; and Carl E. V. Berger, Tacoma Park, :Md.

Chemical Corps Veterans Celebrate 50th Anniversary
Half a century passed in review,
highlighted by recollections of 18 BUrvivors of the "Hell Fire Boys" of the
1st Gas Regiment who pioneered
chemical warf8l'e, when the U.S.
Army Chemical Corps recently celebrated its 50th anniversary at Edgewood Arsenal, Md.
Retired General Anthony McAuliffe, a former Army Chief Chemical officer, headed an illustrious
gathering of past and present
leaders of the Chemical Corps in
making the most of the oceasion. As
was befitting, with the Hell Fire
Boys assembled once again from all
parts of the United States, sentiment
flowed freely.
General McAuliffe, tetter known
to the world for his "Nuts" reply to
the German demand for surrender of
U.S. Forces at Bastogne in the World
War II Battle of the Bulge, joined
with Arsenal Commander Col Paul
R. Cerar in welcoming the celebrants.
Following by little more than a

month the 50th anniversarY of the
founding of Edgewood Arsenal, the
Army Chemical Corps celebration on
June 22 featured awards ceremonies,
a parade, a huge picnic, sports,
games, dancing and the general good
fellowship sparked by old friendships.
It turned people "on."
Among veterans who gathered
from many parte of the nation was
Andrew A. Benson, Holdredge, Nebr.,
a former medic with the Hell Fire
Boys who fought in more than 130
actions in the "war to end all wars."
Patriarchal-looking Dr. Ralph F.
Beard of Kennebunkport, Maine, was
on hand to join in the reminiscing,
as was Henry C. Molter of Conneaut,
Ohio, who was awarded the Distin·
guished Service Cross for extra·
ordinary heroism while serving as a
sergeant witb Company B of the Hell
Fire Boys in F,ance.
Members of the 1st Gas Regiment
and former chiefs of the Chemical
Corps joined with past Edgewood

"LEFTOVER CLUB" shown discussing early days at Edgewood Arsenal with
Col Paul R. Cerar, present commander, are (1. to T.) Rosella Nagall, Gertrude
Kutzleb, Agnes Duggan, Alice Amos and Julia Morgan. Tbat's right_ll Miuesl
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Separate Career Fields Formed
To Tailor Artillery Assignments
Formation of two separate career
fields for all artillery officers was
announced recently by the Department of the Army. Artillery officers
below the grade of colonel will be
managed as either air defense artillery or field artillery officers by their
respective career branches.
Field artillery officers will remain
in the present artillery branch. A
separate office for the career management of air defense artillery officers will be established.
Artillery colonels will continue to
be managed by the Colonels Division,
Office of Personnel Opera.tions, because of the more generalized career
requirement for officers at this grade
a.nd length of service.
The doctrines, missions. equipment
and techniques of air defense artillery and field artillery have created
two widely separate fields, causing a
need for separate concentration of
skills and efforta Two career
branches will provide a. tailored response to the dual mi.a!rions assigned
and to the anticipated professional
requirements of future weapons systems.
Active Army arti1lery officers
whose previous branch experience haa
been solely air defense or field arti1lery ,vill remain in tha.t particular
career field. Those who bave bad
assignments in both fields will be
tentatively assigned to the career
field for which they appear to be best
qualified. They will be encouraged
to submit a preference. Such preferences will be reviewed and con·
sidered in light of career branch
requlrements.
Newly commissioned officers will
continue to be given a choice within
limits established by worldwide mili·
tary requirements. The assignment
policies for enlisted men are not
affected by this program.
Insignia for the new branch of air
defense artillery and the current artillery branch insignia remains the
authorized insignia for wear.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

Battelle Reviews Metallic Device Implant Efforts
Successful implantation of metallic
devices III the human body is requiring increasingly the combined
skills of orthopedic surgeons, metallurgists, chemists, engineers and
anatomi sts.
Dr. Horace J. Grover of the Columbus (Ohio) Laboratories of Battelle
Memorial Institute, :reported :recently
on this modern-da.y interdisciplina.ry
effort in a Battelle Technical Beview article.
In the past decades, he states, surgeons ha.ve become particularly
concerned with metals and engineering in relation to bone and joint
surgery. Developments in materials,
design and application techniques
have raised orthopedics to a level of
sophistication requiring coordinated
technology of numerous specialists.
Hanoful effects of incompatible
materials point up the need for collabora:tion between metallurgists and
urgeons. Incompatibility "may not
only contribute to pain and delay of
healing but also to stress corrosion or
to corrosion fatigue in the device
itself," emphasizes Dr. Grover.
Other material characteristics the
orthopedic
team
must
contend

with are fatigue strength, elastic
modulus, density, surface hardness
and coefficient of surface friction.
Design problems hll,ve to be worked
out to ensure that the part will fulfill its purpose under various conditions or twisting, bending and compression forees.
Implantation is the province of the
surgeon, but engineering and scientific knowledge is also important at
this point. Dr. Grover says a small
nick, scratch or dent might proouce
a stress concentration, resulting in
fatigue. Bending a bone plate several

CDC Speakers Review Land Combat System Progress
Progress in designing the total
Land Combat System (Army) for
future yeus was reported by speakers from the U.S. Army Combat
Developments Comma:nd (CDC) at
the recent International-Standardization Program "TEAL-12" conference
at Fort Benning, Ga.
TEAL is shoTt for Tactics, Equipment and Logistics and is the a:nnual
meeting of the vice chiefs of staff of
the "ABCA Armies" of America,
Britain, Canada and Australia.
New Zealand is an associate ABCA

AFRRI Adds British Scientist to Staff
British scientist Dr. George M. Meaburn, noted for his work in pulse radiolysis, recently became a member of the research sta:lf at the Armed Forces
Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI), Bethesda, Md.
Assigned to the Chemistry Division, Physical Sciences Department, Dr.
Meaburn will continue his studies of the effecta of a short burst, or pulse,
of ionizing radiation administered to a volume of gas or liquid.
The ra<liation creates free radicals, or unattached electrically charged
molecules, from the components of the gas or liquid. He will be concerned with
formation of free radicals and combination with other atoms or molecules.
What happens when free radicals are formed by ionizing radiation is extremely pertinent to AFRRl's research program. Institute scientists investigate the effects of ionizing radiation on biological systems, in an attempt to
determine what damage ceCUl"$, how it occurs, a:nd how it may be treated.
Research has shown that a large portion of the damage caused by ioni:ci'ng
radiation may be due to the creation of free radicals in water and aqueous
solutions in the body. These free radicals and their combinations interfere
with the I,lroper functioning of the body's liquid systems and can therefore
affect the entire body.
Dr. Meaburn will use the AFRRI electron
linear accelerator (UNAC), currently being
installed, in his experiments. The LINAC is
capable of producing the short bursts of
radiation which create free radicals in water
or an aqueous solution.
Until recently, he was a research chemist
for six years with the Comissariat a l'Energie
Atomique in Saclay, France, following two
years as a research associa:te in the Chemistry
Division at Argonne (Ul.) National Laboratory. From 1954 to 1956, he was a.ssistant
experimental officer, United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority, Ha:rwell, England.
Dr. Meabnrn has a BS degree in chemistry
(1954) and a PhD degree in radiation chemistry (1960) from the University of Leeds.
Dr. George 1\1. Meaburn
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times, to conform to an irregular
bone surface "might cause local work
hardening, loss of ductility, and local
residual stresses, all of which might
weaken the plate for its intended
use,"
Research and development of implants along engineering-scientific
lines has been limited to date to the
efforts of a few surgeons and to
studies by a few device manufacturers and even fewer universities.
"Many existing questions could be
answered by larger-scale employment of modern methods of science
and engineering in cooperation with
physicians," Dr. Grover contends.

member. The TEAL group reviews
the ABCA Armies' programs to assure the highest degree of international standardization in the development of weapons, equipment and
development procedures.
The Combat Developments Command group was headed by Lt Gen
Harry W. O. Kinnard, commanding
general. Col Norman Farrell, commander of CDC's Institute of Land
Combat at Fort Belvoir, Va., headed
the briefing team. Attending were
Col Russell W. Bertholf Jr., chief,
International Division, CDC Directorate of Plans, and Col Clande S.
Hamilton, chief of the Conceptuai
Design Directorate, Institute of Land
Combat.

Hornig Announces Promotion
Of Col Aines to Head COSATI
Presidential Science Adviser Dr.
Donald F. Hornig, whose four titles
include that of cbairman of the Federal Council for Science and Technology, 1'eCently announced appointment of Col Andrew A. Aines
(USA, Ret.) as chairman of the
FCST Committee on Scientific and
Technical Information.
Col Aines, former chiet, Scientific
and Technical Information Office,
ARO, and the first director of Army
Technical Information (1962-64),
had served in a dual capacity as
acting cha:irman and executive secretary of COSATI since the departure
of William T. Knox as chainnan
Nov. 1, 1966. In June 1964, Col Aines
was assigned to the Office of the
Director of Defense Technical Information. ,
Some of the views of the new
COSATI chairman on the rapid developments in communications technology were introduced into the May
23,
1968, C01tgressio:nal Record
(pages E4551 to 54) by Senator
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania as a
"thought-provoking address."
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CDC Completes QMDO for Soil Stabilization
Efforts to provide better ground
mobility by rapid soil stabilization
and dust control are being studied by
the U.S. Army Combat Developments
Command, Fort Belvoir, Va.
Realizing that present and future
concepts of land and air operation
are predicted on rapid reaction and
high mobility for military forces,
the CDC planners have completed a
Qualitative Materiel Development
Objective (QMDO) for soil stabilization.
A QMDO is a Department of the
Army approved statement of a military need for development of new
materiel. Maj Theodore L. Doherty
Jr., Mobility Division, CDC Materiel
Directorate, the action officer on the
project, said "to achieve this objective, the employment of new and
different materiels, techniques and
equipment other than the conventional means will be stressed."
If and when it becomes a reality,
the rapid soil stabilization system will
be used primarily by engineer combat and construction units for stabilizing road, beach, air landing,
weapon firing, logistical storage,
medical treatment facility and other
areas which require improved soil
surfaces.
The system is intended to increase

the stability of soil to support foot
troops, animals, vehicles, weapons
and aircraft in most land &reas
and under varied environmental
conditions; also, to treat the surface
sufficiently to retain its stsbility when
wet and, when dry, to suppress and
control dust.

MICOM Engineer Designs Infared Data Link
What do you use to monitor a missile during "a hazard test 1" Leon
H. Riley, an engineer in the Army
Uiasile Command Test and Reliability
Evaluation Laboratory, designed a
unique new infrared data link to do
the job.
Missiles in combat are constantly
exposed to a variety of radio and
radar signals. The purpose of the
hazard test is to determine if a
missile might accidentally fire when
so exposed. During the Test, a disarmed missile is bombarded with signals while a small on-board monitor
sends data on the missile's behavior
to the test team some distance away.
The problem in hazard testing has
been that the monitor sent the data
in the form of another radio signal,
thus interfering with the test. In
Riley's system, the monitor on-board

ECOM Advisory Group Selects New Chairman
Edward Goldstein, an executive with American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., has been named chairman of the 8-member Electronics Advisory Group of
the U.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM) at Fort Monmouth, N.J.
Goldstein succeeds Donald G. Fink, general manager of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), after serving as vice chairman
of the group for the past three years.
Maj Gen William B. Latta, CG of ECOM, also announced appointment of
Dr. Ernst Weber as vice chairman. Dr. Weber is president of the Polytechnic
Institute of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Composed of leaders from industry, universities and profes ional organizations, the group advises the ECOM commanding general on scientific, technological and other matters of broad scope relating to the command's mission.
Prior to his association with AT&T in New York, Goldstein was director
of the Military Communications Systems Engineering Center for Bell Telephone Laboratories. He holds a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from the University of Minnesota and has done graduate work
at Stevens Institute of Technology.
Other members of the Electronics Advisory
Group are Dr. Andrew Longacre, profe sor of
engineering at Syracuse University; Dr. C.
Stark Draper, director of the Instrumentation
Laboratory at MIT and Institute professor
emeritus; and
Dr. James B. Angell, professor of e1ectTical
engineering and director of the SoUd-State
Laboratory at Stanford University; Prof.
Enoch J. Durbin of the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Sciences at Princeton
University, and Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, who
is provost of MIT, and was scientific adviser
to the late President Kennedy.
Edward Goldstein
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Dust control itself is considered
vital. Studie have shown that dust
creates tremendous logistical problem . For example, under severe dust
conditions rotor blades of helicopters
have to be replaced in about 200 to
300 hours rather than an estimated
1,100 hours, and helicopter engines
have to be replaced in about onethird to one-half the usage under
normal environmental conditions.
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turn the data into a pencil-thin beam
of infrared light and shoots it out the
nose of the missile. The receiver
picks up this light, turns it back into
electrical impulses and feeds it into
an oscilloscope, where engineers can
view it.
Riley experimented with 15 models
before achieving the 5-channel transmitter-receiver combination he baa
today. His plans call for a 10- and
possibly 20-channel model in the near
future.
The infrared data link has been
used in hazard tests on the TOW
missile. and is also used for radio
frequency effecta tests on TOW, Sergeant and Lance.
Riley has worked on his data link
throughout most of his four years in
the Research and Development Directorate. Born in Headland, Ala., he
attended Auburn University and
graduated in 195~ with a. BS degree
in chemical engineering. After serving in the U.S. Air Force for three
years, he returned to Auburn for a
bachelors degr~ in electrical engineering. He was with Thiokol Chemical Corp. until he joined the MICOM
research staff.

ENGINEER Leon H, Riley points to
smsll light-emitting diode which is
the heart of his infrsred dsta link
developed at Redstone Arsenal, AIa.
IULY-AUGUST 1968

USACDC Completes Phase I of UTTAS Study
Phase I of a critical study to
establish aircraft performance requirements for tactical movement of
Army troops in the 1975-1985 time
frame has been completed by the U.S.
Army Combat Developments Command (CDC), Fort Belvoir, Va.
Called UTTAS for Utility Tactical
Transport Aircraft Systems, the
study was started in August 1967
by RQ CDC's Doctrine Directorate,
with active input from CDC Combat
Arms Group, Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., and Army Aviation All"ncy at
Fort Rucker, Ala.
Phase I defines the mission and
performance "design envelope" (region) for the sought-for aircraft to
move troops, units and their supplies and equipment in the 1975-85
tactical zone.
Aircraft resulting from the final
UTTAS studies may replace the

MERDC Awards Contrad
To Reduce AVLB Weight
Weight reduction exceeding 60 percent in the U.S. Army's Armed Vehicle Launched Bridge (AVLB) is
the objective of a contract awarded
by the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir, Va..
AVLB officials said the new version
will retain the 60-foot length and 60ton load capacity, but it is expected
to weigh about 13,000 pounds as
eompared to 29,800 pounds for the
model currently in service.
The $38,408 contract with the
Washington Aluminum Co., Inc.,
Baltimore, Md., calls for fabrication
and delivery of one experimentsl
design for the bridge this fall. It is
to be made from 7005 and 7039
aluminum alloy extrusions and will
have extruded magnesium curbs.
Weight reduction will be accomplished by employing some of the
same principals and materials developed for the armored personnel
carrier recently designed by the
Mobility Equipment R&D Center for
use in Vietnam.
Kaiser Aluminum Co. is producing
the extruded orthotropic plate decking which will provide the roadway
surface and act also as the primary
load-carrying member. Two treadways are joined by bolted cross
braces to form the roadway.
The bridge will have a geared noneccentric hinge at the folding point
of the two leaves to provide a. completely flush bottom flange when it is
in the open position_ The folding
mechanism will include a hydraulic
cylinder of lightweight materials.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

UR-1 (Huey) series helicopters of
today and start a transition toward
an ultimate "family" of future aircraft. The UTTAS should be capable
of all-weather day/night operations,
troop lift, medical eva.eua.tion, command-control and communications,
administrative and special missions.
Characteristics such as speed,
hover criteria, concealability, payload and many others emerging from
the CDC study milestone will now
undergo technical approach and trade
off studies in Phase II. During this
phase, the Army will, for the first
time, request suggested technical

approacl1es to its air.mobility needa
from industry.
CDC, commanded by Lt Oen Harry
W. O. Kinnard, is responsible for the
UTTAS concept formulation studies.
The main proponent of the UTTAS
study is CDC Doctrine Directorate's
Joint Operations Division, with Lt
Col Gerald W. Kirklighter (Air Support Branch) as action officer.
Combat Arms Group, a CDC subordinate headquarters commanded by
Col Richard G. Murdock, is composed
of six combat arms "expertise"
all"ncies. The Aviation Agency, also
deeply involved in the UTTAS study,
is commanded by Col Howard I.
Lukens.

ECOM Single-Diode Design Reploces 18 Formerly Used
Army Electronics Command development of a single diode instead of
18 formerly used in a device to protect combat radios against breakdowns is expected to save an estimated $1.26 million through FY
1970.
As reported by the command's
Value Engineering Agency, an electrical transient suppressor was developed internally on a crash basis by
the Electronic Components Laboratory. It protects radio sets, including
the AN/VRC-12 and the AN/GRC106, from transistor burn-outs caused
by the effects of voltage transients

in tracked vehicles, such as armored
personnel carriers and tanks.
Following initial design of the suppressor using an 1S-diode array,
ECOM engineers bought a small
quantity of large single diodes in
May 1967. A value engineering study
at a cost of $6,000 then showed tha.t
one of the l8r!l" diodes was equal to
18 of the others.
The Value Engineering All"ncy
points out that, as with many materiel items, the procurement projectiOll8 could be changed but that in
any event savings will be "very
substantial."

WRAIR Awards Holl Medal to Lt Col Sheetz
Recipient of the Hoff Medal for outstanding scholarship in the annual Military Medicine and Allied Sciences course at Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research is Lt Col Walter L. Scheetz. The medal was established in 1897, four
years after the Army Medical School wss founded and first directed by Capt
Walter Reed.
Designed to keep doctors aware of the late developmen.ts in their pl'ofession,
the Military Medicine and Allied Sciences course is a continuation of the original Army Medical School course. Participants are chosen on the basis of the
clinical ability and professional ability they have demonstrated.
The 9-month course is spent reviewing current opinion of medically important aspects of the physical and life sciences and studying the means for retrieving, storing and communicating information. Studies include applied
medicine, infectious disease and the behavioral sciences.
Each participant develops a research project which constitutes a significant
contribution to the expanding body of medical knowledge. Lt Col Scheetz reported on "Cyanoacrylate Tissue Adhesive:
Thrombogenic EfI'ect," a study of the effect of
n-butyl 2-cyanoacrylate in the femoral vessels
of dogs. His research indicates that better
techniques and/or other adhesives must be
found before using such agents in small vessel injury.
Brig Gen Frederic J. Hughes Jr., commander of Walter Reed General Hospital,
brought congratulations to graduates from Col
William D. Tigertt, director of Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research. Col Donald L.
Howie, chief of the Life Sciences Division,
Army Research Office, Office of the Chief of
Lt Col Walter 1.. Sheetz
R&D, also extended congratulations.
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Ladies' Day Ceremonies Honor 3 AMC Researchers

LADIES' DAY AWARDS c..remonies at the Pentagon featured Meritorious
Civilian Service Award to Mrs. Virginia W. Perry (left), and Exceptional
Civilian Service Awards to Mrs. Mary V. Klicka and Mrs. Sarah W.
Clements. Secretary of the Army Stanley R. Resor presented the awards.
Distinctive
accomplishments in
project management, design of food
rations and in operations researeh
analysis were commended by Secretary of the .AnDy Stanley R. Resor
at the Department of the Army
Second Annual Ladies' Day Awards
Ceremony.
Decorations for Exceptional Civilian Service, the .AnDy'S highest
award for a civilian employe, were
presented to Mrs. Sarah W. Clements
and Mrs. Mary V. Klicka. Mrs.
Virginia W. Perry received the Meritorious Civilian Service Award, the
.AnDy's second highest civilia.n employe honor. All are U.S. Army
Materiel Command employes.
Ceremonies at the Pentagon, Washington, D.C., attracted a substantial
gathering of fellow employes and
well-wishers of the recipients. The
awards were made through the Anny
Incentive Awards Program.
In her capaeity as acting special
assistant for AMC Project Management, Mrs. Clements was recognized
for her outstanding leadership and
administrative skills. She was cited
for a "substantive" contribution to
the success of about 60 weapon and
equipment systems acquisition programs funded annually in excess of
$4 billion, on which she used "vertical" management techniques.
Backed by 22 years of U.S. Government service, Mrs. Clements is a
native of Chickasha., Okla., and was
a Phi Beta Kappa at the University
of Oklahoma, where she received
baehelor and master's degrees. She
was a research associate at the university a.nd later was state director
of Oklahoma archaeological projects.
After serving 10 yean with the
Federal Aviation Administration, she
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traJl8ferred in 1956 to the Office of
the Chief of Ordnance, Department
of the Army, as a weapons system
staff officer. She was a program
analyst in the AMC Comptroller and
Director of Programs Office when
she was promoted to the Office of
Special Assistant for Project Management in 1964.
MRS. KLICKA is employed as a.
ration design specialist at the U.S.
Army Natick (Mass.) Laboratories
and has been concerned with nutri-

tional problems since she entered
U.S. Government service in 1951.
The Exceptional Civilian Service
Award, however, recognized her work
for the U.S. .AnDed Forces since
1947
in
providing
"significant
creative ability and leadership" in the
planning and design of operational,
survival and special rations; also,
for her guidance of researchers and
technologists in development of new
or improved food for space f1jghts.
Author of numerous publications
in j oumals and proceedings of
scientific meetings, Mrs. Klicka also
is widely known as a lecturer on
nutrition before professional and lay
groups. She has a bachelor's degree
from the University of Washington
and a master's from the University of
Chicago.
MRS. PERRY, an operations research analyst with the Army
Logistics Management Center, Fort
Lee, Va., was cited for many "significant contributions" to the improveme)\t of Anny logistics management. She was credited with setting
up efficient management methods in
determining Army replacement needs
for major equipment.
Graduated from Smith College in
1940 with a BA degree in mathematics, Mrs. Perry was a Phi Beta
Kappa
student.
She
continued
graduate work at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and at the College
of William and Mary.

Dr. Ley Succeeds Goddard as FDA Commissioner
Commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration became the new

title of Dr. Herbert L. Ley Jr., a 1961~3 member of the U.S. Army Research
staff, when he succeeded Dr. James L. Goddard, who resigned effective July l.
While assigned to the Army Research Office, Office of the Chief of Research
and Development, Dr. Ley was chief of the Medical and Biological Branch and
acting chief of the Scientific Analysis Branch.
Prior to his selection by Dr. Goddard to head the Bureau of Medicine, Dr.
Ley served three years in the Harvard University School of Public Health,
first as associate professor and then as chalrman, Department of Microbiology.
He was professor of bacteriology, microbiology and community health and department chairman at George Washington University, Washington, D.C., from
1958 to 1961.
Dr. Ley served his internship at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston,
following graduation (cum laude) from Harvard Mediczl School in 1946. Then
he entered the Army Medical Corps and while in service in 1951 earned a master's degree (cum laude) from Harvard School
of Public Health.
During 1955-58 duty as chief, Preventive
Medicine Research Branch, R&D Division,
Office of The Surgeon General, he made field
studies in Malaya, Korea and Vietnam. Much
of his research has involved use of biotics in
treating typhus and typhoid and he is the
author of more than 30 publications in scientific journals and medical textbooks.
When appointed to the Food and Drug Administration in 1966, he was serving as a
member of the U.S. Army Scientific Advisory
Dr. Herbert L. Ley Jr.
Panel and is presently a consultant to ASAP.
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Mobility Expert Bekker's Books Acclaimed
Acclaim of a high order for
Introduetum to Terrain Vehide
Systems, such as "a monumental
work," is rewarding Dr. M. G.
(Greg) Bekker for a volume produced
in two parts under contract with the
U.S. Army Research Office-Durham
(ARO-D), Durham, N.C.
Eminently
qualified
evaluators
have been unanimous to date in
hailing the book, scheduled for
)Jublication, tentatively this fall, by
the University of Michigan Press.
Formerly chief of land locomotion
}'esearch at the U.S. Army TankWarren,
Automotive
Com.mand,
Mich., Dr. Bekker has continued in
this field since 1960 with AC
Electronics Defense Research Laboratories, General Motors Corp., Santa
Barbara, Calif.
As ociates have recognized hi.s
work by calling him the "father of
our off-road and articulated vehicle
concepts for travel on rough terrain
of the earth and moon." Comments
in reviews of his new books include,
"No one else could have produced

such a complete and aU-encompll8lling work. The chapters which discuss
adaptation of systems cost-effectiveness techniques to off-road vehicle
evaluation problems are novel and
hadly needed.
"This is a work to stand beside the
six volumes of Durand's Aerodynamics Theory and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology laboratory
series of the forties."
Dr. Bekker recently became the
second non-Swedish person to receive
Sweden's Royal Military Technical
Assodation medal for professional
achievement.
Sven Berge of the Royal Swedish
Army Ordnance Administration in
Stockholm presented the award for
Dr. Bekker's contributions to the
development of theory and practice
for off-road locomotion a.nd for
fostering the concept of articulated
vehicles, one of which now is standard equipment for the Swedish Army.
Dr. Bekker was recognized with the
Anny Meritorious Civilian Service
Award for his work in organizing the

'Pulse Energy Discriminator' Inventors Get Patent
Two scientists of the U.S. Army
Missile Command's Research and Development Directorate have received
a patent for invention of a test
system which reaches into the very
heart of a missile.
James B. Wright and J. Darryl
Holder. both electrical engineers
with the Army Inertial Guidance and
Control Laboratory and Center, call
their inven tion a pulse energy
discriminator. Complete testing of a
firing system previously required
actual firing of the missile. With
the Wright-Holder pulse energy discriminator, a firing system can be
tested before firing, preventing fail-

Holder is a native of Roanoke,
Ala. He received his BS degree in
electrical engineering from Auburn
University in 1961. After graduation,
he held a position with the Boeing
Co. in Seattle, Wash. for a short time
before coming to tk Misslle Command in 1962.
Although the Wright-Holder team
has a patent on the pulse energy
discriminator, the U.S. Government
is permitted to utilize the invention
without payment of royalties, since
the device was developed in an Army
research labora.tory.

ures.

Wright, a veteran of 14 years with
the Missile Command, has two
patents pending, and the pair is
awaiting another patent.
Born in Water Valley, Miss.,
Wright began training as a civilian
in Army Signal Corps Radio School
in Paducah and Lexington, Ky. In
May· 1943, he was inducted into the
Army. After his discharge in 1946,
he attended the University of South·
ern Mississippi, graduating in 1950
with a BS degree in mathematics.
From 1950 to 1954. Wright was
associated with the U.S. Air Force
at Keesler Air Force Base. In 1954
he came to Redstone Arsenal to
begin 14 years with the Army Inertial Guidance and Control La.boratory
and Center.
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INVENTORS' James D. Wright (Idt)
and J. Darryl Holder demonstrate
"pulse energy discriminator" for which
they recently r~eived a patent.

.Dr. !I[. G: Bekker
Land Locomotion Research Laboratory, now a part of the Army
Tank-Automotive Commsnd. He has
received numerous other a.wards and
citations.
In 1961 he was the coorga.nizer
and U.S. national secretary of the
First International Conference on
Soil-Vehicle Systems, held in Italy,
and he is cofounder of the International Society for Terrain-Vehicle
Systems.
Distinction has come to him in a
series of progressively responsible
research and teaching assignments.
He was a staff member of the Johns
Hopkins University O~rations Research Office, a research professor
in the Stevens Institute of Technology Graduate School and head of
its Motor Vehicle Laboratory, and a
special lecturer at the University of
Michiga.n School of Engineering.
A retired lieutenant colonel of the
Canadian Army. he served as head of
research in vehicle mobility with the
Canadian Department of National
Defence. In the United States, he
served with the Ground Warfare
Panel of the President's Science Advisory Committee.
Dr. Bekker is a graduate of the
Warsaw (Poland) Institute of Technology. The Technical University of
Munich (Gennany) awarded him the
degree of doctor of engineering,
honoris causa, in recognition of his
contributions toward a synthesis of
various disciplines in the mechanics
of ground locomotion and terrainvehicle systems.
Holder of several patents for
vehicular mobility inventions, he is
the author of numerous articles and
technical papers published in U.S.
and international professional maga.zines. The University of Michigan
Press has published two of his
books: Theory of Land LocrmwtitmThe Mecha.nics of Vehicle Mobility
and Off-the-Road Locomotwn--Researeh and Development in Teroramechanics.
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Reservist Compiles Snail Fever Monograph
Much of the known information on
clinical and pathological aapects
of bilharziasis, known also as schistosomiasis or snail fever, a dreaded
debilitating disease in most tropical
climates, is compiled in a 357-page
monograph edited late in 1967 by an
Army Reserve R&D unit officer.
Col Fathollah K. Mostofi, Medical
Corps, is a physician on the staff of
the Anned Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), Washington, D.C., and
a member of the 1622d R&D Training Unit (Research).
Dr. Mostofi received the Army Exceptional Civilian Service Award in

Indiana University Publishes
Science, Technology Listing

I

.

eience, Technowgll, and Public
Policll, Vol. 1, a selected and annotilted bibliography, haR been published
and distributed by the Department of
Government,
Indiana
University.
Prepared for the National Science
Foundation, the bibliography was
compiled by Prof. Lynton K. Caldwell, asisisted by William B. DeVille
and Hedvah L. Shucbman. Divided
into 12 sections. Vol. I lists about
5,000 books, monographs and government documents classified into 12
major sections and 46 sub ections.
The bibliography is restricted to
material published in English (including translations) from 1945
through 1967, the period of advances
in science and technology symbolized
by the controlled release of nuclear
energy, the penetration of outer
space, and the discovery of the structure of heredity.
The 12 major sections include
Bibliographies and Research Tools;
Philosophy of Science; History of
Science and Technology; Nature and
Impact of Science and Technology;
Science, Politics and Government;
Science, Technology, and the Law;
Science, Education and the Universities; and
Scientific and Technical Personnel;
Scientific Organizations and Institutions; Organization and Management of Research; Science, the
Humanities,
and
Religion;
and
Science and Society.
The editors invite the opinions and
suggestions of users, including comments regarding material that should
have been listed and proposals for
improvement in the plan of classification.
Individual requests for copies of
the bibliography should be directed
to the Office of Planning and Policy
Studies, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C. 20550.
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1967 for his AFIP work, but he considers his interest and research in
bilharziasis as "simply one of my
hobbies."
Published by Springer-Verlag of
New York City, the book reports on
the e.xperiences and findings of men
of medicine and scientists invited to
contribute to a symposium organized
by Dr. Mostofi. The 31 chapters, two
authored by Dr. Mostofi, are written
in most cases by more than one investigator on various aspects of the
disease.
Dr. Mostofi states that the diaease
has been a major problem in every
military campaign in Africa. The
French troops in the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt, the British and
Australian troops in South Africa
during the Boer War and the Australian troops in Egypt during World
War I ceased to be effective fighting
units when infected.
Snail fever is widespread not only
in Africa and the Far East, but the
Middle and Near East and Latin
America. are feeling its scourge. More
than 200 million people suffer from
it, accrding to world health estimates, and it is spreading. Every

new irrigation project may bring
with it the debilitating disease.
The oncomelania snail, common in
fresh water, carries uschi.sto." The
life cycle begins as eggs are shed by
infected animals, or man, usually by
the fecal or urinary route. They
hatch and the larvae infect the bodies
of the snails. When the larvae mature
to a free-swimming stage (cer.
cariaB), they leave the snail for the
surrounding pond or stream as microscopic hazards to health.
"AU that a soldier has to do," said
Dr. Mostofi, "is to get his hands or
feet wet in any fresh water in any
contaminated area. Infection, even
when very mild, causes a severe
incapacitating reaction in the newcomer."
In World War II, Dr. M08tofl
states, "A large number of British
and African troops in Nigeria suffered heavy casualties; more than 2,500 AmeriCllJlS acquired the disease
during the liberation of the Philippine Islands.
"The U.S. Army Medical Research
and Development Command has been
especially interested in this research.
Largely through the efforts of the
U.S. Army Medical Corps, the disease
has almost completely disappeared
from parts of the Far East."

NBS Develops Image Converter for 000
Viewing and photographing normally invisible infrared light now is
possible with a simple, inexpensive
image converter developed for the
Department of Defense by the National Bureau of Standards.
The converter WD.I! described recently at a meeting of the Optical
Society of America in Washington,
D.C., as possibly an "economical"
member of a "generally expensive
and complicated" family with widespread applications.
Applications of devices that change
infrared into visible images are
used, for example, in military nightvision instruments and in the medical
diagnosis of certain types of cancer.
In the new device, which has been
successfully used in the laboratory,
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a concave mirror focuses an infrared
image on a special plate. This energy
alters the color of the plate by chang·
ing humidity conditions, thus making
the image visible.
The special plate (the converter)
is produced by putting fine-grain
photographic emulsion in contact
with mercury. The emulsion then is
exposed to light from a helium-neon
laser through the back of the glass
on which it is deposited.
The reflected light from the mer·
cury combines with light from the
laser to produce standing waves of
light in the emulsion. When the
plate is developed, the standing waves
become closely spaced layers of silver
grains. The layers give the plate a
color changing from red to blue and
then to white a the humidity is
increased.
Change in color is caused by absorption of moisture from the air
which expands the gelatin of the
emulsion, thllB increasing the distance between the layers of silver
which produce the color.
An infrared image focused on the
plate changes the humidity enough
to visibly change the plate's color.
A diffuse light shining on the plate
reveals the infrared image which
Can be seen and photographed.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

President's

roc Program Gets Results at WSMR

If you want the job done right,
results of at least One project indicate, use Y.oCs-personnel employed by White Sands Missile
Range under the President's Youth
Opportunity Campaign.
Based on a recent experimental
assignment completed by a YOC
group, their employment is a good
investment. Ten high school students
reduced a large amount of meteoro-

Picatinny School Provides
Skilled Tool, Die-Makers
Essentiality of highly skilled tool
and die-makers in Army in-house
laboratories to fabricate models of
materiel concepts of scientists and
design engineers often may be overlooked, but not at Picatinny Arsenal,
Dover, N.J.
Picatinny's Toolmaker Apprentice
School recently graduated 15 men
who completed a 4-year course of onthe-job training on various machines
and instruction in mathematics and
mechanical drawing. Picatinny CO
Col Roger Ray presented certificates
of courSe completion.
Operated under the direction of
Otto V. Freund, cha.innan of the
apprenticeship board, the school is
supervised by Donald F. Buchanan.
Other members of the board are
Charles G. Schomp, Gerald L.
Goldsworthy, Ronald Seals and
Harold Werthein. John R. Simkins,
Js.m~. Donaldson and Joseph E.
DOnID1 are instructors.

VALIDATED SAVINGS of 23,200 to
the U.s. Government resulted at Picatinny Arsenal whIm a production controller and a tool, die and gauge-maker
foreman combined their ideas to improve the method of producing a friction, fiberglass plate. James J. Mahtook, controller, and Harry Simon
Oeft} increased production Seven times
by their innovation of the process.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

logieal data in about a third of the
time and at less than half the cost
previously required by an adult group
for a comparable amoUJlt, supervisors report.
The project began in October 1967.
The prime objective was to reduce,
code, keypunch and process by computer a large amount of climatological wind and temperature data for
the Tropospheric Branch, Atmospheric Sciences Office. The procedure was
for the YOC personnel to reduce
strip-charts in terms of hourIy
averages, and code the data on
standard coding forms.
The coded data were then keypunched and processed by computer.
Card listings of the punched data
were checked by YOC personnel, and
after computer-processing, the resuitant data summaries were partially analyzed by the YOCs. This consisted of graphing the results and
assembling the graphs in a logical
order for further analysis by meteorological personnel.
The students also reduced and
coded wind and temperature profile

data, did some fairly complicated
statistical computations by desk
calculators, and graphed wind and
temperature profiles.
Costs of data. reduction ran as high
as $5 a manhour and processing was
rather slow, a WSMR official said,
when this work was done on contract.
A comparison of the efficiency of
the closely supervised YOCs with the
previous operation revealed that, for
the same amount of data. points, the
YOCs did in four months what the
other group required one year to do.
Where the YOCs required three-anda-third man-years, the other group
required 10; where the YOCS costs,
including overhead in manhours, WBll
$2.12, it was $5 for the other.
"It is felt that YOC personnel
utilized in this operation gained as
much from the experiment as did the
U.S. Government," stated James M.
Patton, chief of Training and Development Branch. Civilian Personnel
Office, WSMR. "They learned a considerable amount about the approach
to solving scientific problems and
gained an insight into the procedure
of preparing information for processing on a computer."

MICOM Employs 350 Students Under VOC Program
The Youth Opportunity Campaign
at Redstone (Ala.) Arsenal, HQ
U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM), is burgeoning for the fourth
straight year. with a record 350 students employed during the summer.
Under the YOC Program, m06t
federal agencies are encouraged to
hire at least one youth for every
100 regular employes. MICOM is
doubling that voluntary quota and is
the largest summer employer in
northern Alabama.
This year's total of 350 represents
an increase of 80 more than in 1965
and is double the "pioneer" group in
1965. Employment is not all that is
expanding. Counseling was initiated
in 1967 and is being broadened this
year. Mrs. Viola Adams, the counselor, has a bachelor's degree from
Alabama A&M College and 21 years
teaching experience.
Assisting her is a newcomer, Mrs.
Rachel D. Sykes, to meet requ.iremeuts of the expanded program.
Mrs. Sykes has a master's degree
in counseling and guidance from
Mississippi State University and has
been a teacher for six years.
John Nelson, project coordinator
for the MICOM Civilian Personnel
Office, believes that both students
and supervisors have profited by
improvement of the YOC activities at

Redstone. Supervisors who have
worked a.t Redstone for the past
three years are now more awa.re of
the problems involved and more
proficient in helping students adapt
themselves to a work environment.

SCIENTIFIC CALENDAR
Symposium on Phy.lol~~.l Basit for Human Work Perfonnance. lPOR80recJ by OTSG.

Boston Univenib sod American Colleae 01

Sports Med,ieine. BofItort.. Mus.,
2....tb

[nternatlonal

'Coqreu

Au~. 24.
Phy.lo~le&1

Sciences, sponsored 'by OAR. Wuhlns'ton, D.C.•
Aug'. 26-30.

1&.tNudfllLr Conference of the International
Atomic Eneray Aaeney. N.Y.C•• Aua. 26-30.
National Con.fere:nee .nd Exhibition of the
A.lOCi.tion tor Computing Maebinery, La.a
VerlU, Nev•• AUK, 27-29.
lnter-Ame:riean Symposium on HeeJtb As.peete of the Inte1:'oatioDal JrJo'vement of Ani-male, 8Ponsored by 08e. Pa.n America.n Health
Org*niut~n and AFOSR. San Antonio. Tex..•
Au". 21HlO.
2d Jnte:,mlltional Confere-nr.e on LIQ.uld Crya...
tal. BPonaorOO by OSR and Kent State Un!·
'Venlty, Kent, Ohio, Auzust (date undetermined).
International Conference on Light Scattering Spectra in Solida IponBOred by ARo-D
and the !nternatl,onal Union ot Pure and Ap.plied Ph,..l.., N.Y.C. Sept. 3-6.
156th National Meeting of the Am.erican.
ChemJeal Society, Atlantic City. N,J .• Sept.
B-13.
SympOSium OD Solid Mechanics. BlJOnJlOred
b. AMC-AMRA, Baltimore, Md., Sept. 10-11.
16tb International Meeting of the InBtitutlt
of M&nagement Seienee8, Cleveland. Ohio, Sept,
11-18.
17th Dtdenae Confto.re..nee on Nondestruetive
Tcatin.l'. apoDaorea by the Air Tutnlng Comttland, San Antonio, Te:x:., SeJ)t. 18-20.
6t-h [nternational Power Sources Symp08ium.
Brighton. Englanc:l, Sept. 42-26.
Fan Meeting and Materiala Teatlntr Exblbit,
spOnsored by ASTM. AUa.DU, Ga., Sept 29Od.4.
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DISTINGUISHED S E R V ICE
MEDAL. Mo.; Gen. uZo.nd G. Co.gwm
received the DSM in recognition of
his accomplishments during the past
two years as commander of the
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command
(TECOM).
Aberdeen
Proving Ground. Md. General Cagwin

General Frllnk S. BesllOn, CG of the
Army l'llllteriel Command, presents
DSM to Maj Gen Leland G. CIlgwin
for services as CG of the Army Test
and EvalUAtion Command (TECO!!I).
recently took command of the 2d
Infantry Division in Korea.
Maj Gtm. James T. McGib=y was
awarded the DSM for his service as
Deputy Surgeon General in the
Office of The Surgeon General
(OTSG), DA, Washington. D.C.,
during the period April 1965 to
July 1968. General McGibony is now
Chief Surgeon, U.S. Army. Europe.
PHILIPPINE LEGION OF HONOR. Col Waite,. A. K08tecki, a
survivor of the Bawn death march,
now serving as CO of Fort Myers
Andrew Rader Army Clinic, was
recognized with this a ward for his
continued dedicated service to the
people of the Philippines during
World War II as a prisoner of
the Japanese, and since. Col Kostecki also is serving as the U.S.
Army's chief medical liaison to the
Philippine Embassy.
MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE
(MCSA).
Manf,.ed
Gale,
chief of the Mobility Equipment
R&D Center's (MERDC) Intrusion
Detection and Sensor Laboratory.
Fort Belvoir. Va., received the
Army's second highest civilian employe award for his major contribu-

tions to the Army's detection and
sensor program.
Otto H. V<m L08tmitz.... formerly
the
Anny
Materiel
Command's
(AMC) special assistant for armament and special assistant to the
project manager for Cheyenne, was
presented the MCSA for his "im_
measurable contribution to the U.S.
Army's armament and lire control
mission." He is now .serving as
director of research and engineering.
Amron Corp.• Waukesha., Wis.
Joh.,. L. Co....te,. and Sam. DiVita,
employed in the Army Electronics
Command's
(ECOM)
Eleetronic
Components Laboratory, were honored with the MCSA for work on microwave duplexing switching and beam
plasma devices, and for development
of electronic ceramics for the Army
and the Department of Defense.
Mo."".,. Dio.mond received the
MCSA for his outstanding performance of duty during May 1960
through May 1968 as technical
manager and senior scientist with
the Atmospheric Science Office at
White Sands (N. Max.) Missile
Range (WSMR). John L. T,.aub
earned the MCSA for establishing
the chemical process laboratory of
the Edgewood (Md.) Arsenal Research Laboratories.
Robert A. Mille..., Edgewood (Md.)
Arsenal. became an MCSA recipient
for bravery in administering first
aid and evacuating four comrades
when a helicopter carrying the group
crashed in a test-site landing area in
the Everglades National Park, Fla.
SILVER STAR. C<JI Stewart C.
M C1Jer, assigned as executive, Office
of the Chief of Research and Development (OCRD). when Col Fn.nk
R. Bates Jr. departed July 15 for a
new assignment, was awarded the
Silver Star for "gallantry in action
involving close combat with an armed
hostile force in Vietnam on Nov. 19,
1967." From Apr. 1968 until he
assumed his new duties. he was deputy director, Missile and Space
Directorate, OCRD.
LEGION OF MERIT. Co! F,.ank
A. BOotes J.... received the LOM for
outstanding performance of duties
as OCRD executive and (earlier)
chief of the Nuclear, Chemical and
Biological Division and then deputy
director, Missiles and Space Division,
OCRD. The award recognized his
"significant contribution
to
the
R&D Program" from July 1965 to
July 1968. He is now assigned to
Rhode Island University with the
U.S.
Army
Instructor
Group.
Co! Dono.ld L. Howie, chief of
the Life Sciences Division, Army
Research Office, OCRD. was awarded
the LOM for "outstanding and
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meritorious service" from May 1962
to November 1967 as chief, Medical
Research Branch, then as chief of
the Plans, Programs and Funds
Division, and finally as deputy
commander, U.S. Army Medical
R&D Command, Office of The
Surgeon General. The citation recognized his "inspiring leadel'1lhip"
which "resulted in the establishment
in Vietnam of a medical research
effort which has met the challenge
of a potentially dangerous medical
situation."
Col Jok.,. D. Hickell. now retired.
was awarded the mst OLC to the
Legion of Merit for service as chief.
Grant Aid Division. Army Materiel
Command. Co! Chan-La H. Cu,.tis was
similarly honored for outstanding
service as deputy director of management in the Office of the Comptroller
of the Army. He is presently assigned
to the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) in Vietnam.
Co! W. A. Vo.n Sandt was presented the LOM and first Oak Leaf
Cluster (OLC) for service from
August 1965 to November 1967 as
chief, Signal Branch. Officer Personnel Directorate. Office of Personnel Operations. HQ, Department of
the Army (DA), and as CO. U.S.
Army
Strategic
Communications
Command
(STRATCOM-CONUS).
He is now chief, Defense Communications Agency. Pacific.
Co! Spencer Baen,
Shillelagh
weapon system project manager. and
Col Jo.mes N. Lothf'O'P, TOW missile project manager, U.S. Army
Missile Command (MICOM). Redstone (Ala.) Arsenal. also received
the LOM upon completion of duty
tours. Col Baen has been assigned to
duty in Germany and Col Lothrop
has retired from active duty.
Col Jruk P. Libby, upon his recent retirement, was awarded the
LOM for service as MBT-70 Systems
test manager. TECOM. Lt Col Albert
B. Suttu J,.. was similarly honored
for outstanding service as chief of
the Air Movement Branch, Air
Mobility Division, OCRD. He was
cited for notable R&D accomplishments on the CH-5-lA and the XV9A heavy-lift heHcopters and on the
demonstration engine and aircraft
engine programs.
Receiving the LOM from the U.S.
Army Combat Developments Command (CDC) were Lt Col Pete"
N. WolkonskJI, Environments and
Threats Directorate. Institute of
Land Combat, for his service as
CO. 219th Military Intelligence Detachment, II Field Force, Vietnam;
Lt Co! Robe...t L. MendenhaU. Environments and Threats Directorate;
Lt Col F,.ed D. Tucker, Evaluation
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Lt Col Fred D. Tucker. Evaluation
Directorate; Lt Col Joh.... C. Kirsch..
Evaluation
Directorate;
Lt Col
Arthur Cummings (now retired).
Conceptual Design Directorate; and
Lt Col Gordon M. Einluw.e. Doctrine
Directorate.
JOINT SERVICE COMMENDATION MEDAL. Lt Col James R. W.
Imkeep, now with Plans Division,
OCRD. received the JSCM for meritorious service as stalf officer
and executive officer, Military Assistance Directorate, HQ U.S. European Command, from July 1964 to
July 1967. He was cited for helping
to roordinate delivery of U.S. Army
"multimillion-dollar missile system
components" to NATO countries.
ARMY COMMENDATION
MEDAL. Col Robert E. Va... Gilder
received the 2d OLe to the ACM
for meritorious service as special
project officer, Medical Intelligence
Coordination Office, Office of The
Surgeon General, from November
1964
to
December
1965,
and
subsequently as special assistant
to the Surgeon General for Intelligence, with concurrent duty as
chief, Medical Intelligence Office.
OTSG, from December 1965 to July
1968.
Lt Col Henry E. Maes, now with
the Life Sciences Division, Army
Research Office, OCRD, was awarded
the 1st OLC to the ACM for outstanding service as supply staff
officer and as chief, Materiel Divi-

sion, Combat Developments Command
Medical Service Agency, Fort Sam
Houston. Tex., from January 1965
to December 1967.
Lt CDI J ok.. H. Cain earned the
1st OLC to the ACM for distinguishing himself by exceptionally
meritorious service as deputy com·
mander of MERDC from September
1966 to June 1968. He is now attending George Washington University
to oomplete work on a master's
degree.
Ma; Larry T. Walker was honored
with the 2d OLC to the ACM for
service with STRATCOM-CONUS
from 1965 to 1967. He is now Automatic Data Processing Systems plans
officer. Ma; Hazel W. Johnson, ANC,
chief of the Field Equipment Branch,
U.S. Army Medical R&D Command,
received the ACM for meritorious
service at Valley Forge General
Hospital, Phoenixville, Pa., as supervisor of the Centralized Materiel
Section.
Capt Ronald Von Frevmann, now
IIllsigned to U.S. Army Behavioral
Science Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C., was recognized by award
of the ACM for service in 1966-67
as a member of HQ and HQ and
Service Battery. 2d Battalion, 9th
Artillery, 3d Brigade Task Force,
25th Infantry Division, in the Republic of Vietnam.
1st Lt James W. Blackburn
Jr., chief of Logistics Division.
STRATCOM Pentagon Telecommuni·

Moglia Becomes 2nd 50- Year Employe at Picatinny
In this age of specialization, versatility is perhaps the outstanding trait of
Peter Moglia who recently became the second 50-year employe at Picatinny
Arsenal, Dover, .J.
Like his friend Wilfred Hosking, who recently became the first to serve 50
years at Picatinny, "Pete" joined the arsenal as a laborer at $2 a day and
stayed to earn the high esteem of his fellow employes as "an a11-aroUlllll man."
Assigned primarily as deputy chief of the AdD"inistration Division, Moglia
is also printing control officer, post restaurant officer, fund coordinator, and
adviser to the commanding officer on many matters.
One noteworthy advance he introduced was the use of motion picture film
for munitions ballistic studies. That won him an achievement award from the
Army Chief of Ordnance.
When the Munitions Command (MUCOM) was formed, with Picatinny
Arsenal designated as headquarters, Pete was responsible for estsblishment of a nationwide command printing and publications control program. He still controls it.
His part in the now highly endorsed onoo-g,.
year campaign to replace the numerous charity
fund drives held at government agencies earned
him a commendation by the Secretary of the
Army and the Civil Service Commission.
He is also known as one of the organizers of
the first baseball and bowling teams at Picatinny
and, as a killed tennis player, raised money for
construction of three courts.
Pete also organized the Twenty-Year Club and
a Technical Divi ion Social Club; published for
many years the P~atinnll Barrage, an employe
newspaper; and has served as president of the
Civilian Welfare Council.
Peter !\toglia
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cations Center, received the ACM for
"outstanding service in the resupply
of tactical signa I operations in the
Republic of Vietnam. 1st Lt John
C. Runski, operations officer, STRATCOM-CONUS, was similarly honored
for performance of exceptionally
meritorious service in support of
U.S. objectives in the counterinsurgency effort in Vietnam.
Sgt Ma; JJerna.rd P. Y'lI.rchik,
MERDC, and SFC Leo B. Hi.g(Jinr
botham, MH-1A Detachment, Nuclear Power Field Office (NPFO),
Fort Belvoir, Va., SFC Howard L.
Russell, NPFO,were presented the
ACM. Ruasell's award was for
service in his previous assignment
as
an
instructor
at
Brooke
Army Medical Center, Fort Sam
Houston, Tex.
30-YEAR AWARDS. The U.S.
Army
Satellite
Communications
Agency,
Fort Monmouth,
N.J.,
presented 30-year Length of Service Awards to George F. Sen.... director of Engineering, and Homer P.
Hendricks&1t, Programs Directorate.
The Office of the Chief of Engineers, Washington, D.C., presented
30-year awards to John M. Alley,
Personnel Administration; ReginaJd,
A. Barron, Peter T. Egan Jr., Donald
M. Elliot, Harry A. Ernst, Charles
W. Fletcher, B~ L. Hobb., GUll C.
Sandefur, Augmt J. Smet and Walter
G. Sutton, all assigned to Civil
Works.
Also, to Woodrow L. Berge and
Charle. S. Deem, Real Estate; Bela
J. Bodmer. Bert W. Farrington,
Joseph M. Patania and Mary L.
Ryla'lUi.er, Topography and Military
Engineering; John T. Bruton, Chester L. Eva, F'I'ank R. Hann, Frank
R. Maguire, J.ohn W. Mall Jr., M.
Robert Millard, Perf"l/ F. Wendell
and George F. Wigger, Military
Construction; Man...ing E. Seltzer.
General Counsel; James R. Malley
and Minna Werner, Office of the
Engineer Comptroller.

MICOM Engineers File for Patent
On 'Stress CorrosIon Monitor'
Engineers Bernie J. Cobb and John
H. Honeycutt have filed for a patent
on a ftstress corrosion monitor l
which they developed in their work
at the Structures and Mechanics
Laboratory of the U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
Designed to observe day-to-day
effects of corrosion on materials
under stress, the invention consists
of a cylindrical chamber and sensing units that give continuous
information on the condition of the
sample. Tbe monitor is helpful in
problems such as the design of mi..
sile fuel tanks.
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Harold B. Croskery

Daniel J. Shearin

Victor C. Young

3 AMC Personnel Selected for ICAF Course
Department of the Army civilian
employe representation in the Industrial ColIege of the Armed Forces
(ICAF) 1968-69 resident course,
starting in August to train personnel
for important command, staff and
policy-making positions, is 75 percent
from the Army Materiel Command.
The percentage sounds impresaive,
but actually only four Army civilians
are allocated by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff each year for the ICAF course.
Selected for the honor are Harold
B. Croskery and Daniel J. Shearin,
HQ Army Materiel Command; Victor
S. Young, Army Electronics Command (ECOM), Fort Monmouth,
N.J.; and Theodore J. Hamilton,
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel.
Under the apportionment selection
system for the course, 33 civilians
are selected each year. Since 1964,
of the Army representatives, 16 have
been employes of the Materiel Command.
The course runs from August
through June and covers the economic
and industrial aspects of national
security. Management of defense
programs and resourcea is treated
in a broad political, socisl and
military context, an concerned with
national security.
ICAF haa a cooperative arrangement with George Washington University (GWU), Washington, D.C.,
that enables students who have a
bachelor's degree to earn a master
of science degree in business administration.
CROSKERY is backed by 22 years
of U.S. Government service and is
deputy project manager of the
Chaparral-Vulcan missile air defense
system involving more than $1 billion.
His
responsibilities
include
all
phases of research, development, procurement, production, distribution,
and logistic support required to field
this highly COlTIplex system.
A graduate of American University, he previously served as AMC's
project msnager staff officer for the
36

Sheridan/Shillelagh and TOW weapons systems. Prior to that time he
was a section chief in the research
and development division in the
Army's Chief of Ordnance office.
SHEARIN, chief of the Project!
Commodity Management Branch, Office of the Comptroller and Director of
Programs, AMC, was graduated from
Pennsylvania State College in 1949
and is now a master's degree candidate at GWU. He is responsible
for technical and management analy-

sis of plaJUl covering all major Army
weapons and equipment systems.
These systems consume approximately 50 percent of the annual
AMC budget of $15 billion.
Shearin served as a branch chief
with the Office of the Chief Chemical
Officer until he joined the AMC staff
in J anunry 1963. During World
War II he served in the Army as
an enlisted man and commissioned
officer. Recalled during the Korean
Conilict, he was assigned in Korea
as a. transportation officer.
YOUNG is chief of the Cost Research and Methodology Branch,
Coat Analysis Division, Electronics
Command, and has been assigned to
Fort Monmouth since 1963. A
Certified Public Accountant since
1958, he was graduated from St.
Mary's University, San Antonio,
Tex., in 1955 and received an MBA
degree from Syracuse University
in 1962.
HAMILTON has been assigned
to the Civilian Personnel Field
Office in Chicago, m., since 1961
and is currently field representative.
He has an AB degree from Western
Reserve University, Clevelsnd, Ohio.

Trident Scholar Selected for AFRRI Research
The Armed Forces Radiobiology
Research Institute (AFRRI), Bethesda, Md., will participate for the
first time in the U.S. Naval Academy's Trident Scholar Program established in 1968.
Midshipman Simon A. Hershon has
been named by Superintendent (Rear
Adm) Draper L. Kauffman of the
Naval Academy to conduct an
independent research project at the
institute for the 196~9 academic
year. He is one of 16 students chosen
this year as Trident Scholars.
The Trident Scholar Program
enables outstanding midshipmen to
conduct individual research as the
major part of their senior academic
program. Each scholar carriea a
reduced load of courses and works
closely with advisers from the
Academy's faculty.
Hershon, whose major is applied
science and mathematics, will work
toward developing a method for
detecting minute amounts of fluoride.
This research is of particular interest to the Navy because of the
existence of fluorine in the ocean
which affects the hardness and
corrosion-resJstance of solJds_pecially ship hulls.
Fluoride elements present in extremely small amounts normally are
detected through activation analysis;
they are made radioactive and the
pattern of the radiation emitted
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reveals
the
elements
present.
However, fluorine is not readily
activated by usual means. Hershon's
project will be devoted principally
to developing and characterizing a
satisfactory activation
procedure,
using
AFRRI's
electron
linear
accelerator (LINAC) as a source of
radiation.
The LINAC is one of several
sourees
used
radiation-producing
at the institute in its own research
program. For other AFRRI nuclear
reactor resea.reh capabilities, see
December 1966 (psge 16), February
1968 (page 19), and May 1968 (page
13) ANlty R&D Newsmagazine.

MIDSHIPMAN Simon A. Hershon
(right) and Lt Anton Vierling, adviser.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

CSC Changes Disability Retirement Procedures
Disability retirement procedural
changes were effected July 1 by
the U.S. Civil Service CoIDIlliBsion
after lengthy consultation with
agencies, personnel directors, employe
union officials and medical practitioners.
Primarily, the changes relate to
the handling of eases initiated by
agency managers. Basic requirements
for eligibility to retire on dis·
ability remain unchanged. Employes
initiating their own applications have
the same appeal rights allowed by
the Bureau of Retirement and Insur·
ance when applications are rejected.
Objectives of the revised pI'<>cedures are to provide federal employes with maximum assurance of
fair treatment and a just decision
in all cases where disability retirement is initiated by management
officials.
Specific steps will have to be fol·
lowed in referring employes for
physical or mental examination.
Avenues of appeal are clearly prescribed for both employe and agency.
At least two of three members
of a panel of agency officials must
agree that such action is warranted
before a psychiatric examination
may be ordered. The CSC recommends that the panel consist of the
immedia.te supervisor or manager,
a personnel official, and the agency
meclical officer if one is available.

After being notified in writing as
to why he is being sent for a fitnessfor-duty examination, the employe,
if he objects, may submit the names
of board...:ertified psychiatrists or
other approprie.te medical specialists
to whom he would willingly report.
In the event he calls for examination by a private practitioner, the
employe will not be charged for the
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the
Civil
Service
Commission.
An unqualified right to representation is guaranteed to the employe
and he may name his own representative if psychiatric examination Is
inclieated. If he does not, the agency
must offer him assistance and, if
he still declines, must appoint a
representative, who will receive
copies of all pertinent documents.

Col Stanley Heads TECOM Infantry Materiel Testing
Col LeRoy S. Stanley, new director
of the Infantry Me.teriel Testing
Directorate at the U.S. Army
Test and
Evaluation Command
(TECOM), Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., succeeded Col Robert B. Tully
when he departed service in Vietnam.
A master parachutist and Special
Forces officer, Col Stanley served
with the U.S. Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam, from February
1967 to March 1968 as senior adviser
to the Vietnamese airborne division.
He is a 1942 graduate of Oklahoma
State College, has an MA degree
in international
relations
from
George Washington University, and
has completed one-year residence
courses at the Command and General

USAEPG Tests Antenna Kits
For Improved Range in Jungle
Improved radio range in dense
tropical jungle areas of Southeast
Asia Is the goal set for two new
reduced weight antenna kits tested
rooently at the U.S. Army Electronics
Proving Ground (USAEPG), Fort
Huachuca, Ariz.
The 20-pound "Tactical ExtendedRange Antenna Systems for Manpack
Radio Sets" conwn parts for two
15-foot antennas or one 30-foot
antenna. Each is equipped with all
the wire, stakes, fiberglass mast
sections, antenna turners and accessories necessary for quick assembly.
The AN/GRA-93 kit for HF (2
to 30 megaHertz) and the ANjPRA·
6 for VHF (30 to 76 megaHertz)
radios are designed for use with FM
aTlli singlesideband radios. They are
expected to quadruple the radio
range of soldiers on patrol.
Gain, increased range and environmental safety characteristics
tests have been completed. Tested
also were the increase in powerhandling capability of the antennas,
and the ability to operate in temperatures from -40"F. to +120·F.

ex~woo, ~Iuding furth~ ~
~ation should it be required by

Col LeRoy S. Stanley

Staff College (1966) and the Army
War College (1964).
Commissioned in the Infantry in
1942, he served in Europe during
World War II with the 176th Infantry Regiment, 29th Infantry Division.
He took part in the Northern France,
Rhineland and Central Europe Campaigns.

Postwar assignments have included
duty with the sta1f and faeulty of
the Infantry School e.t Fort Benning,
Ga. ; the European Command In
Germany; 2d Infantry's 9th Infantry
Regiment in Korea; Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Military
Operations in Washington, D.C.; and
the Military Assistance Advisory
Group in Spa.in.
Upon returning from Spain in
1963, Col Stanley served a 8~·year
tour of duty at Fort Bragg, N.C.
There he directed the SpeciaJ War'
fare School's Unconventional Warfare Department and, in September
1965, assumed command of the 3d
Special Forces Group (Airborne),
until assigned to Vietnam.
Among his decorations are the
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal
(two OLC), Vietnamese National
Order
(5th
Class),
Vietnamese
Gallantry Cross with Palm and Gold
Star, Vietnamese Honor Medal (1st
Class), and the Royal Order of the
White Elephant (Thailand).

MERDC Orders Jet System to Breach Concrete Barriers
Feasibility of using a water cannon for breaching rock and concrete barriers
and emplacing demolition munitions is being investigated by the Army.
The Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center (MERDC) ,
Fort Belvoir, Va., has awarded a $74,873 contre.ct to Exotech Inc.. Rockville,
Md., for an advanced design experimental pneumatic model of the cannon.
Scheduled for delivery in February 1969, the model will be designed to fire
five shots a second at a pressure of 100,000 pounds per square inch. The pulsed
water.jet velocity will be approximately 3,800 feet per second.
MERDC scientists believe that this will be the first pulsed water-jet system
at this high pressure level developed in the United States. The water cannon
will be mounted on earthmoving or construction equipment, anrl will operate
from compressed air supplied by a diesel engine.
Contracts also have been awarded by the R&D Center to Engelhard Indus·
tries, Inc., Newark, N.J., to produce a 200-watt, phosphOric acid·based, fuel
cell stack for $47,502 and to General Motors' Allison Division, Indianapolis,
Ind., to conduct a producibility study of the steering unit on the Universal
Engineer T~tor (UET) for $25,256. The UET is an all-purpo8e tractor developed by the MERDC over a period of several year&
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Col T. W. Mellen

ColA. E. Joy

Col G. C. Muir Jr.

Col C. D. Daniel Jr.

OCRD Announces 35 Persomiel Assignments
Assignment of Col Thomas W.
Mellen as Deputy Chief of Research
and Development for Southeast
Asia (DCRD for SEA), in addition
to his duties as Director of Developments, headed a long list of recent
personnel actions in the Office of the
Chief of Research and Development
(OCRD).
for
promotion
to
Designated
general rank, Col Mellen was chief of
staff, 26th Infantry Division, Hawaii
and in Vietnam from June 1966 to
February 1967, and was commander
of the 3d Brigade, 25th Infantry
Division, in Hawaii in 1964-65.
Col Albert E. J"1I became chief of
the Programs and Budget Division,
OCRD, ell'ective July 15, after serving in the Army Research Office since
June 1966 as chief of the Research
Programs Office and doubling as the
as istant executive officer. Graduated
from the U.S. Military Academy
in 1946, he has a master's degree
(1966) from the Wharton School
of Commerce and Finance, University
of Pennsylvania.
Lt Col Daniel J. Walsh, a member
of the Army Research Office staff
since June 1966, most of the time as
executive secretary of The Army
Research Council (TARC), and in
the Research Plans Branch, succeeded
to the jobs vacated by Col Joy.
Col Walsh has a BS degree from the
University of New Hampshire and
an MS from Arizona State University, both in electrical engineering.
Col GeoTue C. Muit Jr., promoted
to that rank shortly after assuming
his new duties as chief of the Systems Analysis Division, OCRD, returned recently from a tour of duty
in Korea. as CO of 7th Battalion
(Hawk), 5th Artillery. From March
1966 to February 1967, he was a
research associate with the Strategic
Studies Center, Staniord Research
Institute.
Col Muir is a 1946 gradua.te of
the U.S. Military Academy and is
38

working toward a master's degree
in international relations at American University in Washington, D.C.
He is a graduate of the Spanish
Army Command and General Stall'
College, Madrid.
Other major assignments have
included tours with the lnterna.tional
Policy Division, Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Operations,
Washington, D.C. (1964-66) i and the
Army Section, Military Assistance
Alivisory Group, Spain (1960-63).
Col Charles D. Daniel Jr., recently promoted to that rank, is the
new chief of the Nuclear, Chemical
and Biological Division, OCRD, and
is newly graduated from the Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
Washington, D.C.
Col Daniel served as commander of
the 2nd Battalion, 33rd Artillery,
1st Infantry Division in Vietnam in
1966-67, following a. 3·year tour
as chief of the Nuclear Branch,
Defense Atomic Support Agency,
Washington, D.C.
Graduated from the U.S. Military
Academy in 1946, he earned an MS
degree in physics at Tulane University and was awarded his doctoral
degree from the same institution
in 1968 (course work completed in
1963).
Col Daniel's list of military honors
is impressive, including the Silver
Star, Legion of Merit, Distinguished
Flying Cross, Bronze Star with
4 OLCs, Air Medal with 16 OLCs,
Joint Service Commendation Medal,
Army Commendation Medal and
Repu blic of Vietnam Cross of Gallantry with two Silver Stars.

Dr. F. W. Marthland and Harold
T. Weiler, among the "pioneers" of

the Army Research Office, switched
jobs for the second time in less than
four years. Dr. Morthland went to
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in October
1964 to succeed Weiler as science
adviser, U.S. Army Element, Defense
Research Office. Weiler took his place
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Col J. A. Davis

in the Life Sciences Division. Now
they are in their old jobs.
Col Joseph A. Davis took over
from Lt Col Charles E. Ramsburg,
who is retiring from the Army late
in August, as chief of the Behavioral
Sciences Division, Army Research
Office. Col Davis served formerly in
the Human Factors and Operations
Research Division and since April
1967 has been chief of the Low-Altitude Systema Branch, OORD.
Lt Col Clarence L. WiUiams was
assigned recently as chief of the
High-Altitude Systems Branch, Air
Defense and Missiles Division. For
the past year he has served as staff
operations officer, Joint Task Force
2, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington,
D.C.
For three years previous, he was
air defense materiel test officer,
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command. He has a BS degree in
chemistry from Morehouse College
and has done graduate work at
American University and George
Washington University.
Lt Col Harry A. Griffith was II&signed recently as assistant director
and command ing officer of the relatively new U.S. Army Advanced
Ballistic Missile Defen se Agency,
OCRD, after serving nearly two
years as program manager of Project
PRESS in Washington, D.C.
Col Griffith is a 1949 graduate of
the U.S. Military Academy and has
an MS degree in civil engineering
from California Institute of Technology. He has completed the Command and General Staff College
and National War College.
Lt Col Oscar G. Price Jr. is the
new chief of the Army Research
U nit, Korea, which is monitored by
the Army Research Office, OCRD,
an assignment that followed graduation from the Army Command and
General Staff College.
Col Price has a BS degree in
sociology from Southern Louisiana
College and MD degree in. personnel
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administration from George Washington University. From 1964 to
1967, he was a staff officer in the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations, HQ u.s. Continental
Army Command, Fort Monroe, Va.
Lt fAll Gra1lSon D. Tate IT., chief,
Nike-X a.nd Space Division, OCRD,
from April 1967 until August 1967,
when he departed to attend the
Industrial College of the Armed
Forces, Washington, D.C., is baclc
in the division as chief of the NikeX Branch.

Col Tate is a 1950 graduate of
the U.S. Military Academy, has
BS a.nd MS degrees in aeronautical
engineering from Georgia Institute
of Technology, a.nd is a graduate
of
the
Armed
Forces
Staff
College (1965) and Army Command
and General Staff College (1962).
From August 1965 to February
1967, he was commander of the
3d Battalion, 38th Artillery (Sergeant) at Fort Sill, Okla., where
he also served as deputy commander
for Operations, 9th Field Artillery,
Missile Group.
Lt Col Harold F. Lombard reported for duty recently as chief
of the Space Branch, Nike-X Space
Division, following completion of the
Army War College Course. He is
also a graduate of the Command and
General Staff College.
Col Lombard was assigned to
HQ U.S. Army Comba.t Developments Command Experimentation
Command, Fort Ord, Calif., from 1965
to 1967, tirst as a battalion commander and then as assistant chief of
staff, G-!.

In 1964-65 he -served as an adviser in the Republic of Vietnam
Command and General Staff College,
following three years as a research
assistant at the Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, University of California. He is a 1949 graduate of the
U.S. Military Academy and has an
MSE degree in aeronautics.! engineering from the University of Michigan.
Lt Col Robe,.t E. Lazzell assumed
his new duties as chief of the MidRange Plans Branch, Plans Division,
OCRD, after graduating from the
Armed Forces Staff College.
He served in Vietnam in 1966-67
as chief, Research and Evaluation
Division and deputy G-3, HQ II
Field Force, following duty as 1st
Brigade, 9th Infantry Division,
executive officer. He was AMC deputy
project manager for Airborne Surveillance System MQM58A (1962-{;6).
Col Lazzell has a BS degree in
electrical
engineering from
the
University of West Virginia.
Lt Co! Robe,-t J. Lunn was assigned as chief of the Fire Support
Missiles Branch, Air Defense and
Missiles Division, OCRD, soon after
gradllating from the U.S. Army War
College. He is also a graduate of
the Armed Forces Staff College
(1967) and the Army Command and
General Staff College (1965), with
an MS degree in aerospace engineering from the University of Arizona.
From June 1965 to JllDe 1966,
he was commander of the 4th Battalion (HERC), 44th Artillery in
Korea, following three years at
Fort Sill, Okla., as a project Officer
on the Honest John and Lance mis-

Dolezal Assigned Dual Role at ECOM Lab
Commanding officer and director of the Anny Electronics Command's Electronic Warfare Laboratory became the dual responsibility of Col Thomas R.
Dolezal in mid-July.
Prior to his assumption of duties at HQ U.S. Army Electronics Command,
Fort Monmouth, N.J., he was on the staff and faculty of the Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pa.
Col Dolezal studied at Beloit (Wis.) College
and Northwestern University, receiving BS
and MS degrees in physics. He entered the
Army as a second lieutenant in the Army
Signal Corps in June 1942 and served until
1945 in the 322d Bombardment Group
(Medium) of the U.S. Army Air Force in the
European Theater of Operations.
Since returning to active duty in 1950 after
five years as a civilian, he has served with the
Signal Training Center at Camp Gordon, Ga.;
the Signal Section of Army Forces, Far East;
with the A rmy Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations; with the Joint Staff, Military
Mission to Turkey; and as commander of the
51st Signal Battalion (Corps), formed in
World Wa:r I and the Army's oldest Signal
battalion of its type.
Col Thomas R. Dolezal
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siles with the u.s. Army Artillery
Board.
Lt Col Russell Wayne Parker is
assigned as a staff officer in the
Nike-X and Spa.ce Diviaion, OCRD
a.nd is newly graduated from th~
Army Command and General Staff
College. He has an MS degree in
electrics.! engineering from Georgia
Institute of Technology.
Col Parker served in Vietnam as
executive officer, 4th
Battalion
~2d Artillery, 4th Infantry Division:
In 1966-67, following duty as assistant S-S with the 4th Division Arti\le~ at Fort Lewis, Wash., a.nd in
VIetnam. He was an Air Defense
Boa~d representative in testing operations at Kwajalein in the Marshall
Islands from 1964 to 1966.
Maj James R. Fuller is the new
assistant executive secretary of the
Anny. Scientific Advisory Panel,
followmg graduation June 29 from
the Armed Forces Staff College at
Norfolk, Va.
In 1966-67 he was a subsector
~nd ~ector adviser with III Corps
1D. VIetnam, following six months
WIth a .Basic Training Brigade at
Fort DlX, N.J. He was assistant
~-3, HQ Commandant, Seventh Army
In Stuttgart, Germany, from 1964 to
1966.
Maj Lewis E. Beaal.ey is a new
~If officer in the Combat Support
.A;it:Craft Branch, Air Mobility DiVISIon, OCRD, and is a 1968 graduate
from the Armed Forces Staff College.
He served in Vietnam in 1967 as
assistant S-3, 1st Squadron, 9th
Cavalry, and then as commander of
Troop B, 1st Squadron, 9th Cavalry.
Assigned to the U.S. Army Avia!'ion Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Va.,
In 1965-06, as an a.erospace engineer,
he served the preceding year 8S
S-2, 1st Squadron, 9th Cavalry in
Korea. He is a 1952 graduate of
the U.S. Military Academy and has
~n MS degree in aerospa.ce engineermg from Georgia Institute of Technology.
Lt Co! Joseph J. Yeats reported
recently for duty as a staff officer
in the Combat Arms Branch, Combat Materiel DiviBion. Until reassigned he was on duty in Germany
as commander of the 3d Squadron,
12th Cavalry, 3d Armored Division
and (earlier) as a G-1 Plans Officer:
HQ Central Army Group (NATO).
Col Yeats graduated from the U.S.
Military Academy with a BS degree
in engineering and earned his
master's in the same field at Georgia
Institute of Technology. He is a
graduate of the Army Command and
General SattI College course at the
Naval War College.
(Continued on 'Page 7.e)
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$1,000 Award Technical Paper
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Mechanism of Thermal Decomposition of HMX (1,3,5, 7-Tetranitro-I, 3, 5, 7-Tetrazacyclooctane)
SURYANARAYANA, AUTERA snd GRAYBUSH
Explosives Laboratory, Picatinny Arsenal

ABSTRACT: The thermal decomposition of 6 -HMX has been investigated by
determination of the gaseous products at various temperatures using mass spectrometric analysis. The major products of decomposition were formaldehyde
and nitrous oxide. In addition, smaller amounts ( (10%) of N2 , NO, CO, CO 2
and HCN were obtained. The origin of nitrogen among these products has also
been traced using nitro-N15-labe l e d HMX. The isotopic speCies of the decomposition products, determined by mass spectrometry, showed that N20, N2' NO
and HCN consisted mainly of NN150, NN15, N150 and HCN, respectively.
These and other results are interpreted to mean that thermal degradation of
HMX proceeds by a predominant breakage of C-N bonds but not by a breakage
of N-N bonds and elimination of N02 gJ'oups. This appears general to secondary
nitramines since a test run with nitro-Nl5 labeled RDX gave an identical N15
distribution in its products.
Some mechanisms are considered to account for the observed
chemical and isotopic species in the decomposition products. Further experiments with carbon-13 and oxygen-18 labeled HMX al'e being designed to underStand the course of reaction better and to determine the relative importance of
intra- versus intermolecular processes.

$500 Award Technical Papers
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Flash Blindness: The Effects of High Intensity Photic Stimuli
Upon the Cat Electroretinogram
RANDOLPH
Natick Laboratories

ABSTRA CT: With the advent of various wavelength-specific lasers which
generate high energies and coherent beams, the problem of the effects of
specific wavelengths in generating decrements in visual functions has become
more acute.
Four cats were anaesthetized and their Corneas positioned at
the focal point of a beam of light from a microscope illuminator. Each cat was
dark adapted for 5 minutes, after which time ERGs were obtained by presenting
a 5080 mL, 1 Hz stimuli of .03 second duration for 2 minutes at one of six
energy equated wavelengths ('-max = 456, 485, 515, 575 and 620 Nm and
"white"). The 11ght from a Xenon flash system was then focused on the same
corneal area. The Xenon lamp yielded a pulse of 0.15 j/cm 2 at the cornea
for all wavelengths. ERG recovery Urnes were taken from the second following
the flash until the post-flash ERG was equal to the pre-flash ERG.
The results Indicated: (1) For equal adapting flash. energies,
the recovery times were significa.ntly longer for blue and blue-green flashes
than for red flashes, while "white" flashes were less efficient in producing
flash blindness than the blue or blue-green adapting stimuli. (2) No differences
in the recovery times were found resulting from wavelength differences in the
ERG stimulus. (3) Some theoretica.l and military implications are discussed.

TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Army Science Conte
For Excellence ot

REPRESENTING WINNERS of the top Arm
Suryanarayana (aecond from left) poses with
the Anny (R&D), Lt Gen A. W. Betta, Chie
Scientist, Office of the Chief of R&D.
(ContinW'd from page 1)

survivabiHty and evacuation and the
other On the pacification program.
Most of the more than 400 participants undoubtedly will long l'emember the rollicking, robust, inimitable
humor contributed by Dr. Ralph G.
H. Siu, Army Materiel Command
Deputy Director of Developments,
known as the "perennial" banquet

Capt David I. Randolph

Interaction of Hot Electrons With Optical Modes of Lattice
Vibrations
BENNETT, WILKINSON and HARTMAN
Redstone Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Maser and laser technology has caused a resurgence of Interest
In the subject of the interaction of a bot electron with its crystalline host. An
electron can revert to a lower energy level by transferring energy to 'the cry(ContinW'd on po,ge ~1)
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ence Gains Acclaim
ajor Presentations

$500 Award Technical Papers
(Continued from page 40)
stal lattice. The most important transfer mechanism involves the interaction
of the electroo with the lattice vibrations. Certainly the character of the
lattice vibrational spectrum will be reflected by its influence on the relaxation
of a paramagnetic spin system to the lattice.
The theory of relaxation proccsses is well established, but
recent measurements of the spin relaxation of Cr(3+) in MgO show a large
discrepancy from the conventional theory which treats only the acoustical mode,
of lattice vibration. The optical modes are ignored in the theory even though
Illey occur in all real crystals. Consideration of these optical modes was able
to resolve Ille discrepancy. Thus our experiment has furnished conclusive
proof that optical modes are effective and should be considered in Ille interpretation spin-lattice elaxation phenomena.

$250 Award Technical Papers
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Seience Conference Award of $1,000, Dr. B.
r. Russell D. O'Neal, Assistant ~retary of
of R&D, and Dr. Marvin E. Lasser, Chief
toastmaster. General Johnson commented, "If I had known I would have
to follow a man of his talents, I
might not have accepted."
General Johnson spoke for almost
an hour after being introduced by Dr.
Lasser as "one of the most sincerely
compassionate men I have ever
known." Enrapt attention prevailed
(Con.tinued 071 page,u)

ABSTRACT: Isolation and purification of bacterial loxins have progressed
rapidly but their biology has remained largely unknown. One such toxin,
staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEE), is highly purified and aIfords opportunity
to investigate the biology of food poisoning as well as the mode of action of
bacterial toxins in general. Experimental enterotoxemia in rats and monkeys
was induced by intravenous SEB challenge. In bolll species SEB was rapidly
removed from blood prinCipally by renal clearance as indicated by distribution
studies and by the d,'amatic drop in clearance rate after nephrectomy. Distribution was studied relative to toxin concentration by radioactive tagging and
to cellular localization by fluorescence microscopy. Highest concentration of
radioactivity was found in the kidney although lesser amounts were present in
liver, lung and gastrointestinal tract. Renal toxin was confIned to proximal
convoluted tubules having gained access to the tubules by glomerular filtration
and tubular reabsorption. It remained there for up to 8 hours in monkey and
24 hours in rat. II was concluded that the prOXimal tubules are the major ite
of enterotoxin localization (about 75% of injected dose) while the liver and to a
Jesser extent the lung may also be tmportant sites. Identification of Ille sites
o( toxin localization represents a major step towards understanding the pathogenesis of enterotoxemia. Such understanding should eventuate in better treatment of man suffering from staphylococcal intoxication.

TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Capt

s. J. Normann

Joseph Nemarich
JULY-AUGUST 1968

The In Vivo L calization of Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B
NORl\1ANN and JAEGER
Fort Detrick

Associated ytterbium and Niobate fmpurities In Calcium
Tungstate
NEMARICH
Harry Diamond Laboratories

ABSTRACT: The paramagnetic resonance spectrum of trivalent ytterbium has
been investigated in single crystals of calCium tungstate containing niobium for
charge compensation. In addition to the spectn.m of Yb 3+ in sites having the
tetragonal point symmetry of the calcium site, spectra of ytterbium in three
other types of sites were observed. On the basis of the symmetry of these
spectra in prinCipal cry tallographic planes, it was concluded that they are
due to three types of associated Yb3+ ions and niobate complexes. The asso iates are identified as a Yb 3 + ion in a calcium site and (Nb04)3- in either the
Urst, second, or in certain of Ille fourth nearest-neighbor (W04)2- sites. Th
use of this identification (or explaining the behavior of optically pumped lasel'
o;t.aterials is discussed.
(C01Ili1lued

011

page 4.fJ)
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$250 Award Technical Papers
nTLE:
AUTHOR:

(C01ttinucd from page 41)
Boundary- Layer Studies on Helicopter Rotors in Forward Flight
McCROSKEY
Aeronau tical Research Laboratory, Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field

ABSTRA CT: Future improvements in the performance of helicopters, and
advanced aircraft that rely on rotary-wing technology, wUl depend upon an
improved understanding of the aerodynamics of the rotor. One of the problem
areas that is least understood Is the airflow in the thin viscous layer adjacent
to the surface of the rotor blade. This boundary layer flow, which significantly
affects the mrodrnum lift capability and forward flight speed, has been studied
theoretically and experimentslly. Based on the Simplifying assumption of small
crossflow. analytical solutions were obtained that demonstrate the essential
features of the problem. Experiments were performed to cheCk the assumptions
of the theory and to determine the primary differences in laminar and turbulent
croasflow.
The results of the analysis reveal that the effects of rotation can
be large in regions of incipient separation, but the crossflow due to forward
flight generally predominates elsewhere. The crossflow and unsteady effects
are beneficial in delaying retreating blade stall, but they increase the power
required to drive the rotor. In practice, the be.neflts could be exploited further
by using airfoils that stsll at the trailing edge first. Experimental streamlines
showed that the crossflow is small, as predicted. and the streamline patterns
were virtually identical in laminar and turbulent flow~.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

An. Inductive Proximity Sensor
KOHLER
Harry Diamond Laboratories

Capt

w. J. MeCrollkey

Dr. H. W. Kohler

ABSTRACT: An inductive proximity sensor with a novel arrangement of
primary and senSing coils is described. The electrostatically shielded primary
coil is energized at about 100 kHz. The secondary, decoupled from the primar.1l
senses the field of the eddy currents induced in a nearby metallic object.
Decoupling is obtained by positioning the secondary on the surface of a constant
rms magnetic nux. This flux surface is generated by rotating a field line of
the primary, in free space. around the coil rods.
Models of the sensor have given useful signals from objects
2 to 8 coil diameters away. For a particular sensor, range law and directivity
curves are shown. Advantages of the device are: desirable directional properties; insensitivity to non-metallic objects, rain and foliage; simplicity and low
cost.
TITLE:

A New Concept in Lightweight A rillor Penetrators -

AUTHOR:

Dual-Hardness Projectiles
DOHERTY
Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center,
Watertown Arsenal

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with an original concept leading to the development of a new metallurgically bonded dual-hardness composite projectile tor
penetrating lightweight armor materials at low energy levels.
Included in the study are variations In existing penetrator ogive
geometry, hardness, and strength levels required for optimum penetration of
ceramic and dual-hardness steel armor materials.
Parallel studies were carried out with the new dual-hardness
and higb density material e"PBrimental penetrators against the composite
targets.
Optimum kinetic energy, small-arms penetrators are recommended for penetration of both composites and homogeneous armor materials.
(Cemttnued em page 41)
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AUTHOR:

Pulsed Transistor Oscillators With Fractional RF Cycle
Risetimes at VHF-UHF Frequencies
BASSEN
Harry Diamond Laboratories

ABSTRACT: A method for the generation of pulsed VHF-UHF oscillations With
immediate starting at full amplitude has been developed using a single UHF
transistor. Short RF bursts with controlled, rapid rise and short fall times
may be generated with peak powers of over one watt. This permits development of high performance, high resolution radar systems With a minimum
number of components at a very low cost. Application of this technique to
ranging systems is discussed.

H.I. Bassen
TITLE:
AU'THOR:

Neutron Diffraction Study of a -Pb(N3)2
CHOI
Explosives Laboratory, Picatinny Arsenal

ABSTRACT: The structure of the Common alpha (orm of lead azide was investigated using 3-dimensional neutron diffraction techniques. The atomic positions
were refined in the centrosymmetric space group, Perno, using anisotropic temperature factors. It was found that there are 4 different types of aZide structures
in a unit cell. The azide groups are coll1near but differ in degree of symmetry
and also in bonding to the neighboring atoms. The symmetric and the asymmetric
azides are arranged in different layers and separated by a layer of lead atoms.
Each lead atom is bonded to 8 aZides in a distorted tetragonal antiprismatic
bond arrangement.

c. S. Choi

TiTLE:

AUTHOR:

Liquid Metal Chelates as Ballistic Modifiers for Composite
Solid Rocket Propellants
EIKENBERRY
Redstone Arsenal

ABSTRACT: A class of metal Chelate compounds containiog iron, cobalt,
nickel, and copper were evaluated as ballistic modifiers for a composite propellant containing ammonium perchlorate. Certain iron and copper compounds
proved superior to the conventional metal oxide modifier and approached the
most effective ferrocene derivative in aCtivity; the cobalt and nickel compounds
performed poorly in comparison with all other modifiers. The effect of the
phySical state and the solubility of the metal chelate compounds on their
behaVior as ballistic modifiers was investigated. The liquid and more soluble
compounds were more effective in redUCing the pressure exponent, but the
solid and less soluble compounds were more effective in increasing the burning
rate.
Capt J. N. Eikenberry
TITLE:

AUTHOR:

Mechanisms of Action of Antimalarial Drugs
HAHN
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

ABSTRACT: The occurrenCe in Vie1nam of falciparum malaria which is resistant to prevention and treatment with chloroquine has stimulated experimenlal
laboratory investigations with the view to elucidating the menhanisms of action
of cWoroquine (1), quinacrine (TI) and qu1nine (ill). The drugs form molecular
complexes with desoxyribonucleic acid, DNA, in such a manner that their
heterocyclic chromophoric moieties are inserted between the levels of base
pairs in native (double-helical) DNA. The aliphatic 1,4-diaminopentane side
chain of (I) and (U) protrudes beyond the contours of the DNA cy linder and
bridges the minor groove of the double helix by electrostatic attraction to phosphoric acid groups in the sugar-phosphate backbones of DNA. The resulting
Dr. F. E. Hahn
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stabilization and perturbation of double-helical DNA results in an incapacitation
of this polymer to serve as a primer alld template for its own identical replication as well as for the transcription of RNA.
Enzume experiments in vitro have verified that the drugs do
inhibit the DNA -polymerase reactionstrongly and the RNA polymerase reaction
Significantly. (I) and (ll) also inhibit DNA biosynthesiS in vivo with predictable
cytoCidal effects. (I) additionally causes autolysis of ribos;m;-es in vivo. RNA
biosynthesis in vivo Is completely blocked by (1) alld subject to dose-dependent
inhibition by (ll~The drugs belong in the category oC antimicrobial agellts
that are lethal to microorganisms because they complex with DNA and block
DNA biosynthesis.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Chikungunya Vaccine Project
HARRffiON, ECKELS, HAMPTON and BOYER
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

ABSTRACT: Experimental formalin-killed chikungunya (CHIK) vaccines were
prepared in chick embryo (CE). BUCkling mouse brain (SMB) and Green monkey
kidney (GMK) tissue culture Infected with the high passage adult mouse-adapted
CHIK 168 virus. Protection tests in mice showed CE vaccine to be markedly
inferior to either 5MB or GMK vaccine. Since GMK vaccine was highly effective
in protecting mice against an intracerebral challenge, further evaluation of 8MB
vaccine was not made at this time because the potentially encephalitogemc properties of this type vaccine seriously limit their use in practice. The administration of GMK vaccine to mice elicited significant levels of neutralIzing antibody (N) against the mayaro virus and heterologous African and Asian strains
of the CRIK virus. To correlate these findings with protection against a live
challenge, a vaccine trial was performed in rhesus monkeys. The broad
protective capability of GMK vaccine was demonstrated by the complete absence
of viremia in the vaccInated monkeys, with one exception, while all of the
control monkeys developed viremias after inoculation with the mayaro virus and
heterologous stralns of the CHIK virus. The widespread geographic cUstribution
of viruses belonging to the CHIK complex throughout Africa, Asia and South
America creates a potentially explosive epidemiological situation which might
well be controlled, or at least ameliorated, by a vaccine of the type described
in this report.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

TITLE:

(Continued f'fWl,pa,ge 41)
he explained his views of the
situation In Vietnam and the problems of humanely and intelligently
controlling civil disorders in American cities. (The address is featured
on page 2.)
Three researchers on the basic
mechanisms of high explosives at
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J" combined their talents to win the $1,000
cash honorarium for the best technical pa.per. Dr. Bulusu Suryanara,yana, Joseph R. Autera and Richard
88

V. R. Harrison

Energy Flux Density Vector Sensor - A New Dimension 1n
Nuclear Radiation Sllrvey
KRONENBERG and LUX
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRACT: The energy flux vector in a nuclear radiation field is the sum of
vectors each defined by the product of energy times velOCity of the incUvidual
particles of a given point in space and time. To measure it one needs 3 senSors each having a cosine response to nuclear radiation placed along the axis
of a cartesian coordinate system. Devices of this type for X-rays and gamma
rays bave been developed ,in our laboratory. The accuracy of the cosine
response of such sensors is within 10 of arc. Their angular sensitivity is
independent of the spectral distribition of the gamma rays.
The energy flux sensing can be applied in the correlation of the
EMP produced by exploding nuclear weapons with the racUation environment,
for nuclear surveillance, and in a pulsed X-ray zero visibility landing system.

Ai.iTiiORS:
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Explosive Rea.ctions of N-F compounds with Hydrogen
KUHN and WELLMA N
Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground
(Continued tm page 45)
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J. Graybush shared the award as
coauthors.
In selecting this paper, "Mech....
nism of Thermal Decomposition of
HMX (l,3,5,7,-Tetranitro-l,3,5,7,-Tetrazacyclooctane)," a panel of Anny
judges, headed by Dr. Lasser and representative of the major scientific
disciplines, considered the basic
nature of the research in a field about
which comparatively little is known,
despite long practical experience.
Although detonations caused by
high-powered explosives can be used
effectively, the reactions are relatively inefficient in that only a small
portion of the available energy is
utilized. Results of the Picatinny research team clearly show that the
common military explosive HMX
reacts by the breaking of carbon to
nitrogen bonds.
This discovery is viewed as a first
step in formulating and understanding the mechaniam of detonation.
Fuller understanding of the detonation process could lead to a more complete and effective exploitation of
energy available in metastable materials.
Two papers shared awards of $500
each for runner-up laurels. David I.
Randolph, U.S. Army Natick (Mass.)
Laboratories, authored and presented "Flash Blindness: The Effects
(Continued on page 46)

A. S. Lessem

Outstanding Achievement Papers
(Continued from page 44)
A BSTR'\CT: Hydrogen and N2F4 bave been found to undergo an explosive reaction at or near room temperature. The stoichiometry and products depend upo.n
the initial ratio of reactants in the follOwing manner:

when

H2/N2F4 >

2,2H2 + N2F4

when

H2/N2F4

I, H2 + N2F4

when

H2/N2F4;:"

0.5, H2 + 2N2F4

=

=

N2 + 4HF
N2 + 2HF + F2
=
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(2)

N2 + 2HF + 2NFS (3)

Reaction (1) is unaffected by inert gases such as helium or xenon whereas reactions (2) and (3) are strongly affected, the ratio, NF3/N2' in the products first
increases and then decreases with increasing amounts of inert gas. Helium Is
more effective than xenon. No reaction occurs under our conditions between
H2 and NF3 or H2 and HNF2, however in the prespnce of very small amounts
of N2F4 these mixtures explode. N2F2 has been shown to be an intermediate
in reactions (1) and (3) and gives rise to an intermediate formed in (2). All of
the explosive reactions are strongly inhibited by small amounts of olefins. The
relationship between structure and inhibiting power has been examined.
Mechanisms for reactions 1, 2. and 3 are proposed which are
compatible with our observations. They are alt chain reactions initiated by
NF2· radical and in which H·, N2F3', and N2F· are chain carriers.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

A Mathematical Model for Traversal of Rigid obstacles
by a Pneumatic Tire
LESSEM and GREEN
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

ABSTRACT: The mathematical model for a pneumatic tire described in this
paper is used to compute the horizontal and vertical forces transmitted through
the tire to the vehicle axle to provide realistic force inputs for model studies
of vehicle dynamiCS. The pre sent mode is valid for the case of a pneumatic
tire traversing nondeforming obstaCles with zero slip.
Static load-deformation characteristics and dynamic obstacletraversal characteristics were obtained in laboratory tests with 9.00-14 tires
under several conditions of ply rating and inflation pressure. These data were
used to calculate model parameters and to produce time histories of dynamic
responses.
Computer implementation of the mathematical model produced
force and displacement time histories sim1larto those obtained during the
obstacle-traversal laboratory tests. The model produced the essential features
of the waveforms seen in the laboratory and is a valid representation of a pneumatic tire for dynamic analysis of vehicles on nonyielding terrain.
TITLE:
AilTHOR:

Studies Relating to the Use of Propellant Gas
L1TZ
Frankford Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Studies were performed using propellant gas in a rather unique
and heretofore untried manner. One such study concerned the propellant
actuated device (PAD) antistall recovery system for fixed wing aircraft. This
system provides for a safe landing after partial or total power failure of a
thrusting engine or permits recovery from stall when the alrcraft is close to
the ground, particularly during take-off or landing. Solid proPl3llant gas
generators are used as the source of energy for leading or trailing edge
hlowing from airfoils to reestablish air circulation about the stalled airfoil.
Two-dimensional smoke and wind tunnel tests successfully demonstrated that
the PAD anti-stall system can completely unstall airfoil proflles at angles of
C. J. Litz Jr.

(1)

(Continued
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attack up to 180 by gas discharge circulation-control means.
Work on a feasibility study relating to Improvement of STOL
(short take-off and landing) by using PA D energized blowing flaps was also
conducted. Another study, concerning drag reduction characteristics of
projectiles, indicated the amount of skin frictioo drag can be reduced in the
order of 70 to 95 percent in the range of Reynolds numbers of 106 to 108 • witi'
a minimum amount of propellant.
Continued tests and studies are underway.
TITLE:
:AiJTHORS:

Micro-Assay for Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B
SALOMON and TEW
Dugway Proving Ground

ABSTRACT: A novel method for the assay of staphylococcal enterotoxin B
(SEB) was developed that has the advantage a of simplicity, rapidity, reliability
and economy, aod is more sensitive than conventional procedures by several
orders of magnitude. Latex spheres O. 211 In diameter, coated with carefully
Controlled quantities of specific antiserum. were found to be exquisitely sensitive indicators of SEB. Under appropriate conditions of pH and Ionic strength,
and with added stabilizing colloid. such latex spheres permitted quantitatlon of
as little as 2 X 10-4}1g of SEB per ml of orlgioal solutioo. Thus, an assay
method is nOW available that is consistent with the biological effectiveness of
the toxin.. In conjunction with parallel development of improved procedures
for collection and stabilization of samples of SEB from aerosols. practical
applicability of the new techniques was demonstrated under various conditions.
Large numbers of specimens can be processed with minimal requirement for
skilled personnel. Further enhancement of senSitivity by lyophilization and
instrumented readout was shown to be possible.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

(Con.tinued from pa.ge 45)

of High-Intensity Photic Stimuli
Upon the Cat Electroretinogram."
Three researchers on maser and
laser technology at HQ U.S. Army
Missile Command, Redstone (Ala.)
Arsenal, shared $500 a coauthors,
namely Jefferson S. Bennett, Edward
L. Wilkinson and Richard L. Hartman. Their paper was titled "Interaction of Hot Electrons with Optical
Modes of Lattice."
Randolph's findings are considered
of prime military importance in that
there are varied situations in which
personnel will be accidentally or
otherwise exposed to short-time, highintensity bursts of light, i.e., laser
and nuclear weapons.
Results of such e.xposure can lead
to temporary or longer-term blindness-the so-called "flash blindness."
The result is operational ineffectiveness of the weapons operators or a
casualty requiring evacuation. Thus
the military problem becomes that of
preventing exposure to blinding Ught
by the use of protective devices.
Adequate eye-shielding depends
upon basic knowledge of the characteristics of the Ught causing flash

Blast Phenomena from Explosions at the Water Surface
SAKURAI. PINKSTON and STRANGE
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

ABSTRACT, The principal objective of this study was to evaluate the blast and
shock phenomena (In air and underwater) resulting from a pure surface explosion
(i.e. the situation where the charge Is half in and half out of the water). The
general results can also be utilized. through the uae of appropriate mathematical
models, for the case of an air-solid interface. since a solid under a sufficiently
strong impulse load is known to behave in many respects as a fluid. The
approach included both theoretical and experimental investigations. For the
theoretical Investigation. a detailed analysis of the similarity solution was
performed by assuming that a finite amount pf energy (mechanical) is released
instantaneously at a point on the water surf'lce. This assumption, although not
quite valid for the case of ordinary chemical exploSives, is believed to be a
good approximation for the initial stages of a nuclear explOSion; it was used
also to determine the initial ratio of shOCk energies that appea,r in the form of
airblast and water shock and to establish input parameters for the later stages
of the explOSion phenomena. The later stages were formulated using the acoustic theory for the water half-space and a modified free-alrblast-wave for the
all' eovironment. Tbe experimental study, conducted simultaneously with the
theoretical investigation, involved the detonation of forty 10-pound spherical
TNT charges, with the center of gravity of each charge at the water surface.
AIrblast and water shock pressure-time measurements were obtained above
8l1d below the air-water interface at horizontal r8l1ges varying from 0 to 20
Wl/3. Results of the experimental tests have been compared with theoretical
predictions, and a cursory examination shows good agreement with the theoretical values, except for a small region on each side of tJie interface, wherein
both measurements and formulas appear less reliable.
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Synthesis of Stereoisomeric Incapacitating Agents
AARON, DUDLEY, LENNOX and MILLER
Edgewood Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Ali of the possible stereoisomers of a series of five racemic
Incapacitating agents have been synthesized from resolved, optically active
Intermediates. Biological screening of these isomers has shown that, in
every case, the isomer which was synthesized from levorotatory intermediates
was the most potent form. The results constitute a biological correlation of the
relative conrlgurations of these materials. Tbe possible application of these
results to the large scale manufacture of stereoisomeric agents is indicated.

...po.

TITLE:
MBT-70 Mission Profile
blindness and the nature of the disAMMENTORP
turbance (lesion) caused in the eye. AUTHOR:
Joint Engineering Agency, US/FRG Tank Development Program,
Randolph's research is believed to
Warren, Michigan
provide much of the required data,
which was acquired by patient, s0phisticated investigative work in. ABSTRA CT: One of the significant problems attendant to development activi ties
volving physics and neurophysiology. is achieving adequate communications between Users and developers as well as
The studies of Bennett. Wilkinson among agencies participating in a program. This paper describes the MBT-70
and Hartman of the structure of
solids and transport phenomena in Mission Profile which portrays the role envisioned for employment of this tank
solids were adjudged as contributing in a manner considered useful as a uniform guide for all disciplines involved in
signitlcan tly to fundamental knowl- the design, test and fielding of that new weapon system. The paper reviews why
edge, pointing to the eventual possi- the mission profile was needed, how It was formulated, some ways it was used
bility of tailor-making materials to and other activities for which such a document may be helpful in order that
have desirable characteristics for a others may judge the merit of adopting the approach in different programs.
variety of military purposes.
Suitable materials, for example,
could result in use for masers and TITLE:
Narrowband Infrared Detection of Important LASER Wavelengths
lasers and the control of their beams. AUTHORS:
GUALTIERI, de LHERY, AuCOIN and PASTORE
Among other potential applications
Fort Monmouth
would be to new and improved electronic equipments and to communications, surveillance and fire-control sys- ABSTRACT: The triposltive rare earths. holmium and erbium, embedded In·
tems; also, to design of materials for tungstate, sodium rare earth tungstate, fluoride, and garnet crystals are
structures for armor, missiles, tanks, infrared quantum detectors of Important LASER wavelengths in the 1-2)l m
trucks and a variety of Army mate- spectral region. Their calculated detectivities using ex peri mental values of
riel requirements.
signal bandwidth and internal fluorescent quantum efficiency, range from
Six papers each won prizes of $250. 1. 7 X 1010 at 2.12 pm to 1. 3 X 1014 em Hz1/2/W at 1. 16)l m. with estimated
For the first time, one of the papers
order of 160)l s. Especially encouraging is the good
was selected from the supplemental response limes on the
list of 16 prepared a" possible alter- detectivity of the Er 3 +: glass LASER wavelength at L 54)l m. This wavelength
nate presentations at the conference. is important since potential eye damage in this region would be minimal.
This honor went to Dr. Helmut HelExperimental Scurvy in Man
wig, U.S. Army Electronic Command, TITLE:
BAKER, SAUBERLICH. MARCH and HODGES
for "The Barium Oxide Molecular AUTHORS:
Beam Tube: A New Type of HighFitzsimons General Bosoita!
Precision Frequency Source."
ABSTRACT:
Vitamin
C (or ascorbic acid) deficiency was studied in volunteer
Capt William J. McCroskey of the
Aeronautical Research Laboratory, human subjects employing the use of L-ascorbic-I-HC aCid. Metabolism, body
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, pool size and rate of turnover of vitamin C were determined wring both depleCalif., won $250 for "Boundary-Layer tion and repletion of the subjects. Symptoms of mild scurvy occurred in the
Studies on Helicopter Rotors in For- subjects when the body ascorbate pool had been reduced toapproximately 300 mg.
ward Flight." Joseph Nemarich of Symptoms included swollen bleeding gums, conjunctival hemorrhages and follithe Harry Diamond Laboratories,
Washington, D.C., earned a like cular byperkeratosis. During the dellietion phase, no ascorbic acid was excreaward for "Associated ytterbium and ted in the urine; however, unidentified carbon-14 metabolites derived from
Niobate Impurities in Calcium Tung· administered HC-labeled ascorbic acid appeared in the urine. The rate of
state."
depletion occurred as a first order process. while the rate of repletion occurred
Stephen J. Doherty's paper, "A as a zero order process and was proportional to the level of dally ascorbic acid
New Concept in Lightweight Anllor intake. ThiS study would indicate that a dally intake of les8 than 6.5 mg per day
Penetrators--Dual-Hardness Projec- of ascorbic acid is sufficient to alleviate and prevent scurvy in man. However.
tiles," earned a $250 award. He reported on his development of a new the ascorbic acid requirement was increased by emotional stress but was not
process of metallurgical bonding at Influenced by other forms of stress investigated.
(C<mtinued <m page .68)
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TITLE:
AUTiiOR:

The Use of Arthropods as Personnel Detectors
BARNHART
Limited War Laboratory, OCRD

(Ctmtitw.ed b'om page 41)

ABSTRACT: Arthropods which actively seek and attack man were examined
with the idea of exploiting their man-finding capabilities in ambush-detection
and intJ;Usion-detection roles. Devices employing whole insects and ticks were
designed, fabricated and tested in out-of-door wooded envirooments.
Arthropods used in these studies included the conenose bug
Triatoma infestans, the bedbug Cimex lectularius, the Oriental rat fiea Xenopsilia cheopsis, the mosquitoes Anopheles quadrimaculatus, Aedes aegypti
and ~ quinquefasciatus and the tick Amblyornll. americanum.
These studies include the development of breadboard and prototype instrumentation and hardware for monitoring changes in insect activity
presumably caused by a sudden change from a lower to a higber concentration
of human alrborne effluent.
Readouts from these devices are virtually in real time.
Technical feaSibility of the uSe of arthropods as personnel
detectors was establisbed. Detections of one person up to 25 yards was reCorded in tests. Reliability of devices is complicated by circadian rbythm inherent
in each arthropod species.

AUTHORS:

Chromosome Transfer Between Escherich.ia coli HFR Stratns
and Proteus mirabllis
GEMSKI, WOHLHIETER and BARON
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

ABSTRACT: Escherich.ia coli male Hfr strains were employed to hybridize
Proteus mirabills female recipients with cbromosomal markers by the sexual
process of genetic exchange termed conjugation. E,. mirabilis lac+ hybrids,
wb.icb behave as unstable partial diploids, were isolated at low frequency from
such crosses wbereas all efforts to recover ara+ and,!2!+ bybrids from Similar
matinga were unsuccessful. In contrast, when

a~.

mirabilis

~

dipJoid was

used as a recipient in backcross8s with E. coli Hfr donors, the transfer of ara+

and ~+ genes was observed. Physical-;'xarnination of DNA of such hybrids by
CsCI density gradient centrifugation sbowed the presence of satellite bands of
native E. coli DNA (50% GC) in addition to the P. mirabllis DNA component
(39% Ge). The amount of DNA in satellite bands of various diploids was as
follows: lac+ diploid, 6% of the total DNA; lac+ ara+ diploid, 20% of the total
DNA; lac+ ~+ diploid, 16%. of the total DNA~nd lac+ ,!2!+ ara+ d.iploid, 26%
of the total DNA. The amount of satellite DNA, therefore, appears to be sum
of the cbromosomal segments added by conjugation.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Ground State Wave Functions for the Azide Ion (N3-)

KEMMEY, MATTERN and BARTRAM

Explosives Laboratory, Picatinny Arsena!
ABSTRACT: Self-consistent-field, molecular orhitals for the azide (N3-) ion
in the ground state have been calculated using an extended basis set of Gaussian
functions. The results are compared to prev.ious calculations. In addition the
positions of the mtrogen nuclei have been varied in order to determine the equilibrium positions and to calculate vibrational force constants for the ion. It was
found that the equilibrium configuration is linear symmetrical and that the ion is
stable against bending. The calculated force constants ore in reasonolie agreement with values obtained from infrared measurements on alkali metal azides.
Also, the equ.illbrium nuclear separations are consistent with x-ray data.
(Continued on page .49)
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PROJECT OFFICERS of the Army
Science Conference ....ere commended
highly for their Iluccessrul efforts. Left
to right are Lt Col Samuel J. Hubbard,
Scientific and Te<:hnical Information
Division, Army Research Office, OCRD;
Lt Col Robert A. Carter, U.S. 1'tfilitary
Academy; Dr. John C. Bayes, executive
secretary, ArlllJ' Science Conference
Advisory Committee and chief, Program and Concepts Branch, S&TI Div.
the U.S. Army Materials and
Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, Mass. Shortly after presenting
the paper, he journeyed to Fort Dlx,
N.J., for tbe graduation of his son,
Stephen E., from Advanced Infantry
Training.
Reputation of the Harry Diamond
Laboratories, Washington, D.C., for
pioneering development of proximity
fuzes, often termed one of the most
important R&D contributions to victory in World War n, was further
enbanced by another $250 paper.
Hans W. Kohler reported on "An
Inductive Proximity Sensor" which
has advantages of desirable directional properties, insensitivity to nonmetallic objects, rain and foliage, and
simplified, low-cost production.
Studies related to food poisoning,
as reported in "The In Vivo Localization Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B,"
enabled Sigurd J. Normann lind
Robert F. Jaeger of the Fort Detrick
(Md.) Laboratories to share II $2fiO
awaTd. By inducing experimental
enterotoxemia in rats and monkeys
through intravenous SEB challenge,
they produce:! new knowledge elf the
biology of bacterial toxins which
eventually may yield improved treatment of human patients.
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(R&D) Dr. Russell D. O'Neal, in preJULY-AUGUST 1968

senting the awards and Certificates
of Achievement carrying his signature and that of Chief of ReseIll'cl1
and Development Lt Gen Austin W.
Betts, commented on the "seholarly"
quality of the 96 papers. ThirtY'~lne
certificates went to military authors,
an unusually high percentage.
That term of scholarly applied in
a higher degree than ever before to
the composition of the more than 400
participants. Approximately 130 of
them had doctoral degrees and the
percentage of those with master's degrees also was exceptionally high.
Director of Army Research Brig
Gen Charles D. Y. Ostrom Jr. ga.ve
the introductory message following
the call to order by Dr. Richard A.
Weiss, Deputy lI.lIId Scientific Director
of Anny Research, who served as
general chairman of arrangements
through the Army Science Conference
Advisory Committee. Brig Gen John
R. J annarone, dean of the Military
Academy Board, extended greetings
on behalf of the academy superintendent.
Keynote speaker Dr. William G.
McMillan, science adviser to the U.S.
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), since the fall of 1966,
was introducted by General Betts,
who &aid: "I do not know of anyone
in the country, at any rank and in
any community, who coull! have been
more appropriate for this gathering."
Dr. McMillan explained the establishment of his office as a.n outgrowth
of the November 1966 phaseout of the
Joint Research and Test Activity
(JRATA). He serves also as adviser
to the Anny Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) and in both capacities
aims to expedite development and
procurement of urgently needed ms.l:eriel items.
This is accomplished basically hy
providing better communication be(ContinlUd on page 50)

Conference receptionists were Anne G.
Thomas, U.S. Army Research Office,
and Glenna B. Hester. Office of the
Chief of Research and Development.
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AUTHORS,

Modulatable IR Emission of Alkali Vapors
CREEDON and BAYRA
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRACT: Several allqUi metals have been experimentally studied to determine their characteristics as infrared sources. Pulse discharges were established in the metal vapors, and the resulting spectra, radiation efficiency,
and percent modulation were observed. The radiation efficiency was measured
in selected infrared regions as a function of pressure and power at three pulse
durations. Results of these measurements are presented and comparison
between various gases is made. The experimentally observed dependence of
effiCiency on pressure and current is compared with theoretical predictions.
TITLE:
AUTii"'ORS:

Liquid Lasers: Preparation and Characteristics
GORDON and BEA TTIE
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRACT: Although a natural extension of laser material research, liquidlaser investigations have remained an academic curiosity due primarily to the
lack of initial successes and unrealized potentlalln contrast to the spectacular
advances in gaseous and solid-state laser research. The recent findings by
Heller and Lempicki concerning the unique liquid laser system neodymium selemurn oxychloride, however, have prompted a closer scrutiny of liquid
lasers for military applications. Liquid laser solutions of neodymium - selenium oxychloride have been prepared; their physical characteristics such as
lifetime. threshold and efficiency have been measured. The preparation of
these solutions requires scrupulous Care both from a safety standpoint and
from the standpoint of producing an efficient laser. Thresholds of 13 joules
and output to 5 KW have been recorded for a 2 Inch cell having a fluorescent
lifetime of 70 p s. A convenient method of determining values of pulsed threshold for new solutions is suggested by a comparison of observed lifetime with a
precalibrated curve. The possibility of CW operation of a non-circulated
liquid laser has been discussed. Temperature induced refractive gradients
result In optical degradi.ng sufficient to prevent CW operation.
TITLE:
AUT:iIoRS:

The Mechanism and Application of Periodic Electrode .l'rocesses
HUNGER and WYNN
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRACT: Periodic electrode phenomena were observed during the anOQle
oxidation of formaldehyde, dissolved In sulfuric acid, at platinum electrodes
and room temperature.
The current-voltage relationship with its region of transient
behavior was determined galvanostatically. Coulometric analySiS of galvanostatic potential transients was found to be an effective diagnostic tool to study
the reaction mechanism. especially when in combination with adsorption and
desorption experiments.
The process frequencies of the oscillations, observed at microelectrodes, were up to 3 Hz. Adsorption experiments with variation of the
anodic stripping current permitted to estimate the partiCipation of the anodically oxidized platinum surface in the oxidation mechanism. This in turn
permitted to explain the relationship between the process frequency and the
current density at the electrode. The reaSons for the limitations to the
process frequency are discussed.
Oscillatory behavior permits us to think about electrodes and
galvanic cells in different functional terms than before. We have succeeded
in transferring the oscillatory behavior from a galvanic half element to a
complete galvanic cell pro::tucing current, voltage and electrical power
pulsations.
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A Numerical Method for Evaluating Stresses in Gun Tubes
BECKETT
Rock Island Arsenal

Army Science Conference
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(Continued fr()m 1'4ge "9)
tween field representatives and Army
laboratories in the U.S.-by "cradle
to the grave" follow-up action.
ABSTRACT: Gun tubes which sustain a high rate of fire are subjected to severe
In a general tribute to the actemperature stresses as well as stresses from high internal pressure and, in
celerated l'ellponse of Army in-house
laboratories to the most urgent Vietmany cases, from shrink fit and autofrettage. The total stress In the tube from
nam requirements, Dr. McMillan
these factors may be very high and will influence in large measure the tube
cited particularly the success of the
design. Current practice for evaluating the stresses is based on analytical
U.S. Army Limited War Laboratory,
methods that are applicable to axisymmetric cylindrical shells.
Aberdeen Proving Ground. Md., and
In this paper, a numerical method Is developed for determining
the Electronics Command Night
the stresses and displacements in a tube with axial symmetry but having an
Vision Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, Va.
arbitrary contour and arbitrary conditions of pressure and displacements
He also discussed the close relationship of his office with that of Leonard
Imposed at the boundary. Provision Is made in the solution for dependence of
Sullivan, Deputy Director (Southeast
material properties on temperature which, in turn, can be any axisymmetric
Asia Matters) of Defense Research
function of position.
and Engineering, Washington, D.C.
Military technology was advanced
The Enzymology of BaIllstic Wounding
TITLE:
significantly, he said, by requirements
AUTHORS:
TISDA LE and BERDJIS
of World War II (described as an
"all-out R&D effort"), the Korean
Edgewood Arsenal
Conflict
(essentially
a
"police
action") and Vietnam (which he
ABSTRA CT: Evaluation of the relative detrimental effects of temporary and
termed a "no war" in that war has
per,planent wound tracts has been under study in this Laboratory. The present
not been declared).
study is an attempt to extend these observations to include the serial changes
World War II R&D, in which uniin serum enzyme levels after ballistic wounding. thus reDecting tissue necrosis
versity science played a major role,
produced such major innovations as
io a manner not dependent solely upon measurement of the permanent wound
radar, the proximity fuze, atomic
tract.
bomb, homing torpedo, the technique
Muscle wounds and enzymes found predominantly in that tissue
of operations analysis, and a great
are be·ing evaluated. Early results indicate that changes in serum GOT enzyme
many other results of creative thinkactivity reOect the amount of kinetic energy imparted to the tissues better than
ing, Dr. McMillan stated.
permanent tract dimensions alone.
The Korean Conflict was marked
by important advances in jet aircraft
and helicopter design and compoHurricane Surge Determinations on the Texas Coast and in
TITLE:
nents. Vietnam has yielded important
Galveston Bay
advances in
night-vision devices
WOODWARD
AUTHOR:
(notably the starlight scope), heliEngineer District, Galveston
copter weapons and
armament,
selected munitions, herbicides and
ABSTRA CT: Prediction of storm surges for hurricanes of various degrees of
many items for jungle warfare.
severity Is required for both the design and economic analyses of protective
DetaHing some of the problem
structures proposed for the prevention of hurricane fiood dnmage.
areas in Vietnam, Dr. McMillan
The method used to estimate the hurricane surge on the open
stressed detection of the enemy "in
coast utilizes the onshore and alongshore wind stress components with a moving the jungle and in the cities" as requiring more R&D effort. along with
wind field over the continental shell. Through the numerical integration of the
means of locating mortar and rocket
hydrodynamic equations of motion and continuity, the one-dimensional. nonsites promptly and accurately; also,
linear storm surge Is computed at selected locations along the Texas coast.
further improvements in night-vision
Appl1catlon of the basic equations, during calibration, required
and a capability for quiet operations.
solving for two unknowns. namely: (1) the wind stress coefficient and (2) the
In linking the urban warfaTe in
relative bottom friction factor.
Vietnam to the problem of riot control in U.S. cities, he asked: "How do
After calibration. the equations are applied to synthetic isovel
we control those few persons in a city
patterns and characteristics for the determination of the Standard Project
bent on evil or on shooting people. or
Hurricane surge at the selected points.
holing
up and taking over territory,
Once the open coast surge hydrographs are obtained for the
without at the same time destroying
Galveston area, a numerical scheme for computation of two-dimensional, nonlarge sections of the city?"
linear storm surges and tides is applied to Galveston Bay. Allowance is made
Dr. McMillian emphasized strongly
for the overfiow of low-lying land barrier islands and for the Oooding of and
the need of integrating engineering
and development of equipment and
recession from lOW-lying land areas adjacent to the bay. Preliminary results
materiel wi th tactics and doctrine for
of a parametric study for the eUects of the Standard Project Hurricane over
military forces, saying: "1 think this
the hay are also presented.
is something that needs to be
(Contint1e4 on page 51)
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riel and equipment developed in ronjunction with tactics and doctrrne."
In launching into a rather lengthy
discussion of "non-scientific observations which I have labeled perspectives," Dr. McMillan stated:
"Until recently, we have seen the
most powerful nation, the most technically advanced, fought to a virtual
standstill by a primitive, 20th-rate
nation having a GNP (Gross National Product) of perhap little over
one-tenth of one percent of that of
the U.S. We might ask ourselves,
'What's wrong? How come?'
"The plain point of fact is that the
military was ill-prepared for this
kind of war, an ill-preparedness that
we can understand because of our
concentration (I say our advisedly,
meaning to include both the military
and the scientists), our preoccupation, with strategic and nuclear
matters.
"It was felt, and I think quite
properly, that in the strategic area
we could really lose our shirt, whereas Vietnam seemed to be a rather
peripheral type of conflict. There was
a lack of organization of science and
technology. We have not seen the kind
of organization that was developed
in World War II, the involvement of
the universities, the feeding in of
new ideas-even the military laboratories wel'e somewhat detached. . . ."
Dr. McMillan had rather strong
criticism of scientists reluctant to
give up jobs in the U.S. to go Vietnam, study conditions as field :representatives of his office, and make a
worthwhile contribution to military
success because the time lost might
slow their career progress.
"Now this," he said, "is just damned
foolishness. I think we had better get
reoriented on that kind of a point. If
being in a war theater, when a man
is a career mili tary technologist, does
not count toward advancement, then
I don't know what should in that line
or work."
Despite differences of opinion
among prominent Americans which
he said have seriously weakened the
cause of U.S. and allied forces in
Vietnam, Dr. McMillan voiced strong
ronfidence in the future, saying:
"We have made great strides in recent months. I think that the new
family of sensors, homing bombs, target locator, counter-mortar radars,
the new receptiveness to operations
analysis in the theater ... I think all
of these things are indicators of great
progress and will payoff handsomely
in the months ahead. . . .
"But in this country, because of the
protnu:ted character of the conflict,
there has been considerable disa1l'eetion which leads to a mood of com-

(Continued on page 5!)
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TITLE:

AUTHORS:

Atmospheric Propagation of Injection Laser Radiation for
High Data Rate Transmission
SCHIEL, GAMMARINO andARAS
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRA CT: This paper describes the development of so injection laser
communication link for higb data rate transmission through the atmospbere.
The prototype system provides a very high signal-to-noise ration for distances
up to 10 km and can, therefore, tolerate large insertion losses due to uofavorable weather conditions. Tbe system has a maximum capacity of 10 megabits!
sec and either pulse frequency modulation (PFM) , pulse position modulation
(PPM), or pulse code modulation (PCM) can be used to transmit ioformation.
With available equipment, 196 audio chanoels of pulse coded modulation can be
simultaneously transmitted. Error rate measurements have been conducted to
determine the availability of this link under various weather conditions.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Ionic Sensors
MllGUDICH
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRACT: This paper, by presenting a few examples of systems using only
three basic materials (silver, silver Iodide and platinum) demonstrates the
versatility, sensitivity and responsiveness of soUd electrochemical systems.
ThUS, a thin disc of compressed silver Iodide powder sandwlcbed between thin
silver electrodes generates a substantially constant voltage wben bent or twisted
and this effect can be used as the basis of a large family of transducers and
monitoring devices. Warming one electrode of this same sandwich also generates a substantially constant voltage whose magnitude and response speed well
exceed those of the best conventional thermocouples. The same disc of silver
iodide sandwiched between silver and platinum electrodes constitutes a rechargeable solid-electrolyte battery wbose discharge characteristics can be
used for timing purposes. A four-terminal device employing two silver electrodes, three silver iodide discs and two platinum electrodes can be used to
convert nanoampere-second charge input into a many millivolt readout.
The general, and heretofore substantially neglected., field of
devices based on ionic conduction through solids has been found replete with
many new and novel effects of unusual sensitivity and versatility.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Thyroidal Dysfunction During Simulated Altitude Conditions
MULVEY
Research Iostitute of Environmental Medicine, Natick Laboratory

ABSTRACT: The present study was undertaken to determine wbether acute
exposure to hypoxic conditions, simulated 15,000 ft; 429 nun Hg, might have an
effect On the uptake and/or the incorporation of 131Iodine in the biosynthesis of
thyroxine and on hormonal release from the thyroid gland of the rat. Results
indicated that exposure to bypoxic conditions for various periods of time did not
affect the uptake of 1311. None the less, chromatographic analyses of the thyroid digest indicated that the gland from rats exposed to altUl.Ide for 23.5 to 28
hours showed a significant increase in the formation of radiomonoiodotyrosine
(MIT), and a significant decrease in radiothyroxine (T4). This resulted in an
elevated MIT/DIT and T3/T4 ratios, and suggested that there was an effect of
hypoxia on the conversion of MIT to DIT and on the coupling of dilodotyrosines
to form thyroxine. Hypoxic animals indicated also a significant decrease in
plasma radioactivity and in protein bound radioiodine, following 17 bours of
exposure. The latter decrease migbt be due to either a change in the rate of
hormonal synthesis, rate of release or rate of peripheral deIodination of
protein bound 131 I.

(Continued on page 5t)
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TITLE:
AUTIiORS:

Advances In Photo-Electrolytic Imaging Systems
ZERNER, SOBIESKJ and HODES
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRACT: A unique photo-electrolytic imaging system is described. A
sandwich structure is used consisting of a photoconductive layer in contact with
an image recording film. Upon the application of an electric potential across
these layers, an amount of current flows which Is proportional to the light
striking the photoconductor. The image-wise flow of current causes initiation
of polymerization and creates the image in the film.
Photoconductor systems suitable for use in photoelectrolytic
Imaging systems that are described include spray deposited, resin bound,
and sintered. Quantum gains as high at 10 4 have been obtained with sintered
cadmium sulfo-selenide photoconductors. Polymer initiating mechanisms
diBclosed are based on acid-peroxide compounds, metal Ion oxidation-reduction reactions and oxygen complexes of zinc salts. An indication of the sensitivity of these systems is the fact that polymer can be formed over a lcm. 2
area upon the passage of 2 x 10-4 coulombs.
Photo-electrolytic imaging systems have been designed which
show considerable light sensitivity but which, as yet, laok image quality.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Effects of Spectrum Sampling on Speech Intelligibility
CASTELNOVO
Behavioral Science Research Laboratory, OCRD

ABSTRACT: The effect of reducing the bandwidth of speech on intelligibility
by eliminating several narrow bands was studied. The intelligibility of speech
with :l. speclrum cOmposed of several discrete pass bands was compared to
(1) that with a continuous spectrum, (2) speech with one large segment of the
spectrum removed and, (3) the intelligibility computed using the Articulation
Index. The stimulus material was PB words presented at three speech to
noise ratios. This was presented to 36 subjects through a..filter system with
selectable pass bands. The results indicate that at the higher speech to noise
ratios, eliminating several narrow bands from the spectrum does not result to
a corresponding reduction in intelligibility. When the speech is 35 dB above
tbe noise a reduction of 20% or more can be made in bandwidth without noticeable reduction in intelligibility. As the speech to noise ratio is decreased the
decrease in intelligibility becomes more nearly proportional to the decrease in
bandwidth. Differences in size and number of segments excised, if the size of
the excisions is not large, do not appear to differentially affect intelligibility.
However, If the size of the excision becomes a relatively large contiguous
portion of the total spectrum, exCising several smaller segments results in a
Significantly higher level of intelligibility than excising a single segment of
eq.tal total bandwidth.

AUTHOR:

Combined Stress 1"est Methods and Results for Ceramic
Materials
ELY
Redstone Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Test methods are described for subjecting tubular-shaped,
ceramic specimens to biaxial stresses. Fracture strength data for over 170
tests are given for grapllite, magnesium silicate and boron nitride. Some of
the graphite data are for a temperature of approximately 20000 F. The strength
results are compared with strength predictions of several failure theories. For
two materials, the strength predictions of the modified maximum strain energy
theory agreed reasonably well with the strength results.

(Continued on page 53)
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promise. My only hope is that this
has not forced our hand in preventing a confrontation of the type of
aggression which the North Vietnamese are practicing ... I think we must
be very careful not to compromise our
ability to oppose tbnt kind of aggression.
"In Paris, we see the specter of
negotiations which lire dragged out,
supported by this attempt to display
power by the enemy in Saigon and ita
environs. I think there are two responses to these two ploys. One is to
outwait them. Don't give in just because the negotiations drag out. Don't
make comprom.ise:l just for the sake
of 'progre .' And, on the other hand,
to understand precisely what they are
up to in and around Saigon and other
major cities,
and
to interpret
properly what they are doing. . . .
"Now what's the outlook? I would
say it is very good, both for science
and technology and contributions to
the military operations in Vietnam.
r think there is every evidence that
the North Vietnamese are literally on
the ropes. They are desperate. I think
Tet was an act on desperation. They
had completely fooled themselves as
to what the response was going to be.
"The people [in South Vietnam)
did not rise up. In fact, if anything
they [the Viet Cong] alienated far
more people than they ever had
before. Yet our misunderstanding of
the consequences of Tet at all levels
virtually gave the North Vietnamese
a psychological victory, and that's a
mistake. . . .
"When I first arrived in Vietnam,
almost every week one of the revolutionary force or popular front outposts was being overrun by the Viet
Cong. Today that simply does not
happen. The 'Roogh Pups' are givi.ng
a very good account of themselves,
a.nd of course they are smong the
least well-trained, the least paid, of
the RVN force. The South Vietnamese government will soon have 900,000
men under arms as a consequence of
the recent draft.
"I think a good example of what is
to come is the achievements of the
ROKs. In Korea it was rather analogous to what it has been in Vietnam
in comparison with the caliber of the
native forces. And yet today in Vietnam, the ROK divisions are among
the best there are, the most ferocious
fighters, the most feared. There have
been in the the last month, and just
this morning in Ute [newspaper]
beadlines numerous moss surrenders.
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Ther" have been high-level defections
never before observed.
U!t seems to me that no matter
what Hanoi says, or telI.. itself, or
wants to believe, the soldier&--the
North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong
soldiers in the field-know what the
real situation is, and that it is bad
for them. So, seriously, I think the
most important thing for us to do,
whether scientists, civilians, military,
or what, is to hang on tight in Vietnam and not be detlected.
"Well, I'll just conclude by saying
we are open for volunteers. There are
still a good many useful scientific and
technological problems that we can
help with."
PANEL DISCUSSIONS. Problems
and procedures being developed to
cope with them in South Vietnam
were discussed at the 1968 A:rmy
Science Conference by two panels,
consisting substantially of leaders
backed by recent experience in the
area~

Maj Gen Joe Blumberg, CG of the
U.S. Army Medical R&D Command,
was unable to keep a scheduled commi tment to serve as chairman of the
medical panel on care and treatment
of casualties and the prevention and
treatment of diseases in Southeast
Asia.
Pinchhitting for him was Col
Donald L. Howie, chief, Life Sciences
Division, Army Research Office,
OCRD. JIlness also prevented Col
William D. Tigert!;., commander and
director of Walter Reed A:rmy Institute of Research, from serving on
the panel. Dr. David Jacobus represented WRAJR.
Brig Gen James .A. Weir, MC, the
CG of William Beaumont General
Hospital in Texas and formerly surgeon of the U.S. Army in Vietnam,
discussed the marked advances in
concepts of combat medical operations
which have evolved in Vietnam. One
of the most significant is the "Dustoft" medical evacuation helicopter.
Except under the most severe
climatic conditions or heavy hostile
fire, many critically wounded are
often under intensive hospital care
within 30 minutes. Depending on the
condition of the casualty an<1 distances involved, evacuation may bypass intermediate echelons in favor
of a direct flight to a Surgical or
Evacuation Hospital. The chances of
surviving the Vietnam war without
serious complications have exceeded
those of any war to date.
Col Robert M. Hardaway III, MC,
commander of the 97th General
Hospital, Frankfurt, Germany, and
an international leadM in surgical reo
search, described major scientific and
technical advances in care of the
(Continued
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A System for Measuring Dynamic Flow Properties In Airfoil
Boundary Layers
DURBIN
Aeronautical Research Laboratory, Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field

AUTHOR:

ABSTRACT: A method for determining the magnitude and direction of the air
flow near a surface by the use of direction-sensitive electrically heated surface
film sensors Is described. An essential part of the measurement utilizes a
feedback double bridge constant temperature system. A theoretical analysis
of the errors associated with such a system is described.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Radiometric Measurements at 300 C,Hz
CRANG and LESTER
Frankford Arsenal

ABSTRACT: A 300 GHz Dicke-type superheterodyne radiometer receiver was
used to measure the atmospheric absorption and effective zenith sky temperature as a function of water vapor density in the atmospbere and to determine
receiver noise figure and mixer conversion loss. It was found that the average
measured values of horizontal atmospheric absorption were approximately
3.35 dB/Km/g/m3 and 5. 55 dB/Km/g/m 3 for 304 GHz and 316 GHz respectively. Variation of absorption with water vapor density at 304 GHz was also
indicated in the measured results. The average calculated values of receiver
noise figure and mixer conversion loss at 304 GH .. were 31. 4 dB and 22.9 dB
respectively. A 5.0 m x 3.6 m metallic plane reflecter inclined at 45 0 was
employed as a target to reflect zenith sky temperature into the radiometer.
Calibration of the receiver was accomplished by using a noncoherent thel"mal
radiation source.
The same radiometer opersting at 316 GHz was also used to
study the effect of thickness of different types of painted coatings upon the
effective reflectance of highly emissive metallic surface. Samples of target
were made of 30.4 cm x 30.4 cm steel plates uniformly coated with various
k1nds of paints and thicknesses with accuracy of 0.000127 cm.. The experimental results showed that the effective reOectance was a function of Ihe
paint type for the coating and its thickness In a manner as predicted by
classical thin-film Interface effect and loss tangent effect.

~:

AUTHORS:

The Development of a Method for Utili..ation of Soy Protein
as a Raw Material Nutrient
SHOOK, McCLURE and BERKY
Pine Bluff Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Of eighty-seven proteins studied, several were identified as
potentially new nutrients for a limited number of bacteria. However, these
proteins failed In alI cases with two of the bacteria under consideration.
During Ihe study, results wilh soybean hydrolysates suggested that failure to
produce suitable fermentations was possibly due to the presence of a growth
inhibitor. Since soybean production In the United States is about 840 mUlion
bushels per year. and soy is known to contain nearly all the essential amino
acids necessary for biological metabolism, it was decided that soy hydrolysates
should receive further study. The presence nf a growth inhibitor in soybean
bydrolysates was demonstrated which was responsible Cor the failure to produce
Some of the bacteria in the various nutrient media. A simple commercial
procedure for the removal of the inhibitory material by cbarcoal extraction was
developed, thus allOWing several soy proteins to be uaed as alternate media for
the production of four microorganisms.
(C<mtmued on page 54)
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TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Electroless Deposition of Nickel and Cobalt Based Alioys
PEARLSTEIN and WEIGHTMAN
Frankford Arsena!

ABSTRACT: It was found that autocatalytic chemical rechction (electroless
deposition) of nickel or cobalt may be made to induce simultaneous reduction
of other metal ions which are themselves incapable of independent eiectroless
deposition.
Electroless nickel-tungsten alloys containing up to 20 per cent
tungsten and niCkel-rhenium alloys containing up to 46 per cent rhenium were
produced. These alloys are considerably higher melting than the conventional
electroless niCkel deposits and suggests their use for certain elevated temperature applications. Electroless nickel alloy deposits containing about 15 per
cent zinc or two per cent tin were also produced.
An electroless palladium-nickel depOSit containing sIx per cent
nlckel was also produced. However, this is not an example of induced reduction
since palladium is capable of independent electroless deposition.
Cobalt-tungsten and cobalt-rhenium alloys were also produced by
electroless deposition. The magnetic properties were characterized for these
alloy deposits as well as for electroless cobalt-nickel alloys. The addition of
trace quantities of phenylthiourea to an electroless cobalt 801ution also affected
the magnetic properties of deposits.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Conversion of Millimeter-wave Images Into Visible Displays
JACOBS, HOFER, MORRIS and HORN
Fort Monmouth

ABSTRACT: A new method Is suggested, in which millimeter or submillimeter-wave images are cj)Averted to visible displays. This technique can be
applied to either coherent or incoherent radiation, giving the same power
response per unit area for either case.
The proposed device depends upon conductivity modulating a
germanium panel by means of light or an electron beam in selected areas, and
thereby controlling the transmission of millimeter wave energy through the
semiconductor medium. Laboratory tests are reported in which displays have
been obtained from several configurations of point sources of millimeter wave
radiation.
TITLE:

The Effects of Antibiotics, CorticosteroidS, and Peritoneal
Ll!vage on Experimental Peritonitis
AUTHORS:
SLEEMAN, DIGGS and HAMfT
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
ABSTRACT: The treatment of experimental peritonitis with antibiotics (lP),
corticosteroids (1M), and peri,toneal lavage was studied in respect to time after
infection and the effectiveness of the therapeutic agent. Peritonitis was esta.blished in rats by the intraperitoneal injection of an E. coli-bemoglobin preparation, and therapy was begun immediately or at 4, 8,12;aiid 16 hours following
the inoculation. Compared with untreated controls, antibiotics were effective
in decreasing mortality when administered up to 8 to 12 hours follOWing inoculation but lost their effectiveness after that time. A saline peritoneal lavage
was very beneficial at 4 and 8 hours, but totally ineffective at 12 hours. However, when kanamycin was given after lavage at 12 hours, survival increased
significantly. Dexamethasone prOvided protection against death even at16 hours.
Combined treatments with dexamethasone and antibiotios were no more benefiCial than.dexamethasone alone. The apparent ineffectiveness of sntibiotics late
in peritonitis may result from the sudden death and lysis of bacteria and the
release of large amounts of toxins. The beneficial effects of dexamethasone
was related to inoreased clearance of bacteria from the peritoneal cavity.
(Continued on page 55)
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severely wounded. Coupled with rapid
evacuation of casual tie , these advances have greatly increased chances
of survival, he said.
When major escalation of the war
in Vietnam presented new medical
problems, Col Hardaway established
a combat surgical research team
which provided capabilities one would
e."<pect only in major Continental U.S.
hospitals and medical research laboratories.
Wounded are bought to hospitals
from action so rapidly that large
numbers who in the past would have
been "killed in action" are being
saved for the first time. Consequently,
much new information is being
gained from research results, and is
expected to have an impact on surgical textbooks. Lessons learned in
Vietnam may profourwlIy a \fect emergency n-edieal care practices in the
United States and other nations.
Dr. Jacobus, chief, Medicinal Chemistry, WRAIR, discussed "Medical
Research and Infectious Diseases,"
with emphasis on diseases in Southeast Asia and other tropical and subtropical areas. Particularly significant is that falciparium malaria is
resistant to one, many or all prophylactic and treatment drugs known
today.
This fact was predicted to present
a serious problem in U.S. personnel
in Vietnam if escalation took place.
Almost two years belore the problem
actually became serious, the U.S.
Anny launched the largest malaria
research program ever cooducted. ReBults have greatly alleviated the problem by drastically reducing the morbidity and mortality rate.
Barring a major breakthrough,
however, the end of malarial research
is not In sight, since tropical strains
demonstrate a remarkable capability
to develop resistance to new drugs,
varying only in the matter of time.
The panel discussion also brought
out that infectious skin diseases,
especially in the Mekong Delta of
South Vietnam, have been and are
serious problems. Strains of pathogenic fungi not common in the U.S.
have been isolated by research teams
in Vietnam and the research effort
has been substantially increased.
Many other infectious diseases pose
serious threats in Vietnam and all
are subjects of research. uIn some
respects:' it was stated, "this is a
preventive medicine war."
CLASSIFIED PRESENTATION.
The panel discussion on the U.S.
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Army Pacification Program in South
Vietnam was classified. Speakers presented accounts of many of their
experiences in promoting this program, the various methodologies that
have been developed, and some of the
more significant results that have
been achieved.
Dr. Kenneth Edwin Clark, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences at
the University of Rochester (N.Y.),
presided as moderator. Civilian members were Or. Michael C. Conley,
Center for Research in the Social
Sciences,
American
University,
Washington, D.C.; Dr. Gerald C.
Hickey, a special researcher for
RAND Corp. who has been working
on pacification activities In Vietnam;
and Dr. Ithiel de Sola Pool, Center for
lnternational Studies, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Brig Gen William R. Desobry,
deputy director. Plans, Office of the
Deputy Chief of Sta.fl' for Operations,
HQ Department of the Army, Lt Col
Thomas M. Huddleston and Lt Col
James R. Bukoskl of the same office
served as the military members.

Picatinny Psychologist lans
Postgraduate Courses in Fall
Postgraduate psychology for "highly motivated engineers, scientists and
managers" In the Dover, N.J., area
will be taught this fall by Dr. Paul
Strauss, Picatinny Arsenal psychologist and Human Factors Section
chief.
Dr. Strauss, also adjunct professor
of Fairleigh Dickinson University,
Madison. N.J., contends that "understanding how people behave in response to the demands of today's large
and technologically oriented organizations is surely a vital part of sound
management

pra~tice.u

Establishment of the industrial psychology course was begun several
years ago by Dr. Strauss. who emphasizes that admittance to the program
is not limited to those who previously
majored in psychology.
Each applicant, he said, will be required to prove graduate student
ability by doing well in a group of
"core courses" in general psychology.
Those who pass will be allowed to specialize in personnel and Industrial
psychology, organizational behavior,
human factors engineering and the
psychology of managing research and
development personnel.
Dr. Strauss said the course will lead
to a master's degree in industrial
psychology for those who believe that
people "with all their individual differences in attitudes, skills, personality and work habi~are the key
factor in developing and using the
products of modern technology."
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Strategic and Tactical Implications of a Botanical Barrier system
HENSHEL and ROBERTS
Combat Developments Command MP Agency. Fort Gordon

ABSTRACT: This paper represents an alternative approach to the design of
frontier barrier systems through emollatton or vegetation stimulation. By
deliberately enhancing the natural botanical environment along frontier regions,
and by intensive aerial seeding of selected flora of high obstacle potential,
advantage is taken of the natural climatic and biological environment characteristic of the region to develop a barrier form alternative to (or capable of employment with) the various prevailing construction techniques. Attention is
given to the possibilities inherent in "deep" natural barrier zones. to enfoliation in the climatic conditions extant in Vietnam. to Infrared aerial detection
of penetration in progress, and to multi-strain barrier design. The paper
presents a strategic/tactical concept for employment and an analysis (limited
by Information available) of the contrasting advantages of this approacb relative
to existing barrier forms. This analysis considers dimensions of cost, relative vulnerability during construction and maintenance, relative flexibility, and
probable effectiveness. The paper also briefly surveys, from populatlon/
resources control and tactical standpoints, the potential In South Vietnam of
internal botanical barriers. The employment of plant barriers as part of the
physiCal security of large-area or remote facilities, e. g. air fields and missile
Sites. is also examined. General criteria are specified for selection of plant
strains to be employed. The paper concludes with test recommendations.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Formation and Enginee ring Characteri stlcs of Nuclear
Craters for Construction Purposes
HUGHES
Engineer Nuclear Cratering Group

ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the technology of nuclear excavation as
d!lveloped to date in the joint Atomlc Energy Commission/Corps of Engineers
nuclear excavation research program. Delalled dats are presented concerning
crater formation phenomenology. engineering characteristics of nuclear
craters, and potential nuclear crater construction applications. Techniques for
predicting crater geometry using both computer calculations based on stress
wave propagation analysis and empirical scaling laws are discussed. The
various zones of disturbance surrounding a nuclear crater are identified and
described and Information Is presented concerning the extent and physical
characteristics of these zones. It is concluded that the nuclear excavation
research program to date has confirmed the basic concept of crater formation
phenomenology and resulted In the development of techniques for predicting,
with a rea.sonable degree of accuracy. the geometry and engineering properties
of nuclear craters. An understanding of these phenomena is required in order
to assess the engineering usefulness of an explosion-produced excavation. It
Is anticipated that continuing advances wlll be made in the state-of-the-art over
the nexi few years and the technology will exiBt for llSlng nuclear excavation
techniques to accomplish a number of construction projects.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Homogeneou8 Nonlomc Detergent p-n-Nonylphenoxydecaethoxyethanol
KOLOBIELSKI
Coating & ChemiCal Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground

ABSTRACT: The long range objective of the project is the development of a
scientific method to select surface active agents for use In metal cleaning
compositions. It was decided to synthesize a model compound, representing
the nomonlc 8urfactants of the alkylphenol-ethylene oxide condensate type, for
future studY of the relationship between molecular structures and detergency.
(Continued an page 56)
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The Application of the Scientific Method in Analyzing the Man/
Man/Weapon Combination in a Combat Test Environment
KLEIN and MUm
Infantry Board, Fort Benning

ABSTRACT: This paper describes the operations research and systems analysis techniques being employed in development of new test facilities at the US
Army Infantry Board. These facilities wUl provide the instrumentation neCeSsary to identify and quantify the various influenCing parameters pertinent to
evaluation of the man/weapon system in the simulated combat environment.
Tbe problems of establishing appropriate experimental controls
over the vast quantity of variables inherent in field experimentation are described. Controls necessary to apply the power of descriptive and inferential statistics without compromIsing the validity of the tactical situation are explained.
The final criteria for evaluation of a neWly designed system are
derived from the analysJos of output data. The paper describes the results of
the latest field experiment and the instrumentation systems, which gather accurate hit and near-miss data without encumbering th.. individual in the test
situation.
Each new level achieved in testing procedures provides the
stepping stone to higher and more sophisticated plateaus. The COMBATEST
concept is an iterative process which has significantly advanced test methodology, and from which has evolved development of test facilities which permit
more rapid, more accurate, more economical evaluation of the man/weapon
system.

TITLE:
AUTHOR:

lfiLIS - A High Intensity Light system for Algae Food Production

MATTHERN
Natick Laboratories

ABSTRACT: The newness in use of algae as a food lies not in that it can be
used as a food hut in the application of modern fermentation technology to Its
pr9duction. Large culture volume requirements and poor energy conversion
efficiencies have presented major obstacles to tbe practical economic pr9duction.
The approach to overcoming these obstacles has been the definition of nine growth parameters in a high light intensity system (lIlLIS). The
results of the temperature and light intensity parameter studies confirm the
rationale of the approach and demonstrate that high yields in a small volume
are attainable. Culture volumes have been reduced from generally expressed
values of 400 L/man in 1961 to 21. 6 L/man in 1967 through attainment of dense
culture (25.5 giL dry weight) of Chlorella 71105. This was attained using
300,000 lumen illum1nation in a 7.7 liter culture operating in a continuous
systemlV1th a dilution rate oi 0.91 per day.
Initial results in light quality studies coupled with proposed work
In light-dark phasing, gas exchange, heat transfer, availability of nutrients.
pH, and maximum and minimum concentrations of nutrients offer prospects of
a major breakthrough with vastly improved energy conversion efficiencies.

TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Geoid Determinations
FISCHER
Army Map Service

ABSTRACT: The characteristics of the astrogeodetic, gravimetrIc, and
satellite methods of geoid determinations are explained. A combination of
these methods leads to a jteodetic world datum.

(CMltinu.ed on page 51)
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long last we were moving, spottily in
many places, but still moving in the
right direction.
But a couple of months later, the
nature of the reports irom Vietnam
began to cbange. Something strange
was occurring out there, and it was
hard to identify just what it was.
At Christmas the same condition
existed.; one could ieel it while
moving around the country; hut you
couldn't figure out just what it was.
When the Tet offensive occurred, I
sat down and thought back to August
•.. to December •.• to the February
period. To myself I said, "Johnson,
where in the world were you so

1-

I'
l-

f

;•
I-

sour?"

Then I thought I would mov_in
my imagination, of course--to Hanoi
and see how things looked from there
in the summer of 1967. Come with. mB
to Hanoi. What cO'Uld we see f.,.om
there?
We saw an enormous revolutionary development cadre training program at Vung Tau in South Vietnam, promoted. by a rea) zealot. We
can agree with him, or we don't have
to agree with him, for all of the vigor
he puts into the program, a real
patriot for his own country.
We saw roads open that hadn't
been open; we saw canals open that
hadn't been open. Taking a look at
our casualties, we saw that we were
suffering more than ever before. We
saw that we were not overrunning
popular force and regional force outposts as easily as before. In many
cases, we were not overrunning them
at all. We were taking casualties
where we didn't used to take them.
We were not getting weapons where
we used to seize them.
When we [Hanoi, that is] went
out to recruit. we were getting 10
percent to 16 percent of what we had
recruited the year before. When we
went out to collect taxes. we were
getting about 20 percent to 25 percent of what we had collected the
year before. Something had to be
done about this--particnlarly about
those
revolutionary
development
teams. Even though some of them are
spotty, 80me not very good, and 80me
fairly good., here in I1Ur cou.ntry we
can't afJ01'd to have competition in the
hamlets becall.8c we must have those
peopls/ (Italics added.)
The government of South Vietnam
can't have them! So what do we
[Hanoi] do? We must get the peasants to believing us again. Hnw do
JULY-AUGUST 1968
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we do it? Cut throats faster. Cut
throats faster. So the word goes out.
Why Dakaon ?-an attack on a
Montagnard village of simple hill
people near the Cambodian border, in
the backwater of the war, not helping
one side or the other, insofar as we
could determine.
Why slaughter in cold blood abont
500 people? Whll?
It just didn't make any sense,
until you get this picture [from the
Hanoi side]: We've got to get that
peasant believing us again, 80 he
will give us our sons, so he will give
us our taxes. so he will give us his
life. Yes, under duress, but he will
still turn it over.
And that, then, begins to make
some sense from Hanoi's point of
view. Now comes Tet, because there
is no assurance that the peasant
would necessarily believe for long. So
we've got to hit hard. When will we
hit?
I was one who believed the offensive would come before Tet and that
he would use the Tet period to consolidate. Others believed that it
would come immediately after Tet.
and that the enemy would use the
Tet period for final preparation.
When did he hit? During Tet.
Now there was a precedent for
this, and I suppose that we should
have been warned. Four hundred
years
ago, Vietnamese patriots
launched an attack against a Chinese
force in Vietnam to throw them out
during Tet. But that was the last
time an attack of this scale had occurred during Tet.
Now it was pretty hard to answer
the question, "How come you were
s1UJlrised like this?"-until we had
Washington, D.C., in April. How
come Washington? How oould you
get an uprising like that in the
capital city of our nation and not
know it was coming at the time it
came? The same thi",g applies to Tet.
In short, General Giap had to do
something to regain the initiative
and establish or restore a momentum
in South Vietnam. The Tet offensive
was his device.
Now I go back to his experience in
the struggle movement in 1966 when
there were 80me political and military defections by the Sooth Vietnamese. But what happened in 1968?
No political defections. No military
defections. Ves, units were down in
strength because the President had
authorized a. Tet leave for up to 50
percent of the force.
In some parts of the country commanders had canceled the leave, and
all the men were present for duty.
Every single Vietnamese comtlUUlder
was at his post. Two of them, as a
(Continued On page 58)
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TITLE:
AUTiiORS:

Pathophysiology of Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B
VICK. KLEIN, TAYLOR. DeGRAAF, ROBERTS, MAHLANDT,
REMMELE and UNCOLN
Edgewood Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Four staphylococcal enterotoxin B preparations ldeotifted as
S6-R, B9-R, 10275-R aod 10275-HMP were characterized by electrophoresis,
and by their comparative physiological effects on the Rhesus monkey. The
three toxin-producing strains used differed in the amount of enterotoxin syntheSized and in the number of contaminating protein bands demonstrable by gel
electrophoresis. Monkeys challenged at four dose levels differing by a factor
of 200 times exhibited emesis, diarrhea and anorexia. The S6-R and B9-R
preparations killed only at the highest dose, whereas the two preparations from
the 10275 strain killed at medium and high doses. Typical terminal clinical
signs were profound hypotension ultimately ending In cessation of respiration,
bradycardia and death. No other preterminal abnormalities were observed
except that significant cardiac Irregularities occurred following challenge with
10275-HMP toxin. Tests on the isolated perfused monkey heart showed that
only 10275-HMP toxin produced changes, oamely, multlfocal discharges, premature beats and ventricular fibrillation. The increased toxicity of the 10275HMP product appears due to a marked cardiovascular eflect evident in both the
intact animal and in the isolated perfused heart. Subdural injection of high
levels of 10275-HMP toxin produced Immediate Irregularities in heart and
respiratory parameters, and death at about 5 minutes; low doses were nonlethal eveo though transitory cardiac and respiratory abnormalities were
observed.
TITLE:

Experimental Techniques Applied to Stress Analysis in
Three Dimensions
AUTHORS:
HUBBARD, KAHN,and LOWELL
Ohio River Division Laboratories
,
I
ABSTRACT: Complete inSight into the mechanics of stress distribution around
a discontinuity within a three-dimensional body requires experimental verification of existing theories. The simple case of the stress distribution on the
boundary of a circular opening in the center of an elastic body was studied to
provide correlation between experiment and theory. Test results were compared with theory and with one another to assess the relative effectiveness of
[ive experimental techniques of fulJ field representatloo. The experimental
approaches were; slice analysis Irom a Irozen stress model, critical plane
aoalysis from a low modulus composite model, critical plane analysis from an
embedded polariscope model, d1splacment field analysis from an embedded
moire grid model, and slice analySiS on a plane Isolated by a sheet of laser
light using scattered likht photoelasticlty.
Propagation of Abnormal Infrasonlc Waves
KASCHAK
Fort Monmouth
ABSTRACT: It is well known that acoustic signals can propagate through the
atmosphere over ranges greater than one thousand miles. These Signals are
detected by acoustic equipment which Is sensitive between 0.5 and 25 Hz.
Since 1960 abnormal acoustic Signals have been observed which
exhihlt transit times incompatible with calculations using tropospheric acoustic
speeds. Their arrival times imply average propagation velocities of Mach 2.
It is reasonable to state that this phenomenon, wbich cannot be explained by
classical acoustics alone, requires the existence of inter-related physical
mechanisms. On the basis of the speciIlc information made available by
infrasonic wide-band sensing, spectral processing, and cross-correlator
processing, the data have been lLI\alyzed with a high confidenoe level.
(CemUnued em page 58)
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TITLE:

Measurement of Organizational Communications and Program
Effectiveness
AUTHOR:
SHALLER
Civil Works Directorate, OCE
ABSTRACT: Part of the total problem of measuring organizational communications and program effectiveness depends upon the extent to which a determInation Can be made concerning how well an on-going program correlates with a
stated mission -- not only in qualitative terms but in a quantitative way. One
possible approach to making such a determination may be via a technique of
projecting Itprogram vectors" upon tlmission vectors lt as described in the
paper.
Basic equations and relationships are described which, in the
author's view, are associated with all rational mission-program structures.
Solutions of these equations yield descriptions of the state of any program relative to a specified set of goals and objectives.
A precise and unambiguous definition of program effectiveness
is offered along with a procedure for its measurement. The definition and
procedure for measurement offer a possible basic reference standard and
permit rational comparisons of alternative mission-program combinations.
The methodology for effectiveness measurement, in view of the
nature of the process, includes a measurement of the extent to whicb organizational communications exist between the "organizational management" and the
"organizational performers. 11
A hypothetical case study for determining the present state of
an existing program is presented.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

-----

The Ballistic and Mechanical Properties of Polymers
MARTIN, LEWIS and THOMAS
Natick Laboratories

A BSTRA CT:

The ballistic resistance of some polymeriC armor materials as
influenced by processing variables was investigated. It was sbown tbat process
variations, including biaxial orientation, have little influence on the ballistic
resistance for homogeneous poiymers, while performance increases are
possible for composite armor systems. The fracture surface energy was
studied as a function of hot stretching and I rradiation to provide inSight into
the fundamental failure processes for polymers.
A correlation between the ballistic resistance and the primary
and secondary glass transitions was developed for homogeneous plastic armOr
which promises to be nf great value to the armorer as well as to the polymer
synthesist, The correlation should allow for the rapid screening of candidate
armor materials and in the long run permit the design of polymer molecules
for impact applications.
TITLE:

A New Method of Depositing Silicon Carbide for High-Modulus
Fibers
AUTHOR:
NIEBERLEIN
Redstone Arsenal
ABSTRACT: Aerospace materials with superior modulus-to-density ratios
have been fabricated recently using various kinds of fiber-matrix combinations
to form a composite. The fibers used in these composites have deviated from
traditional glass to carbides, graphite and other materials of high modulus.
The favorite method of fiber (abrication for these newer materials has been
vapor deposition.
Research at the Army Missile Command bas led to a process
which departs [rom conventional vapor depOSition by employing a film-boHing
technique in connection with an organic plating liquid. The method bas been
successful in making silicon carbide fibers rapidly, and In a very small
apparatus.
(Contin1Ud on page 59)
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matter of fact, probably survived
becauae they were at their posts.
The VC sent to their houses to pick
them up expecting to gain control of
their units by seiLing them during
this Tet period-an elaborate plan.
All of the corps commanders, with the
exception of one, were at their posts.
So here in the afteormath of Tet,
the enemy did not aehieve the political gain that they had ezpect6d.
They did not achieve the military
gain that they had ~pected. But
1 think they got a very big, fat
bo'/lU8 in the PBllchological gain that
they achieved becaU8e they did get a
8'ITIofUjhing psychologu,al ..Mtory. A
loJrge pO/rl. of it we created t>UrselveB.
(I taJics arlded.)
Since Tet, there has been a continued effort to drive away at the
major urban areas, You have heard
about the state of affairs in the
hamlets. We lost a little ground in
some places and we have gained in
some places. But I think the significant thing is that a very substantial
leadership loss occurred for the
enemy in the two months following
Tet-the Tet offeIl8ive and in the two
months following. Because elementa
BUrfaud during that period that we
had been searching for hoIrd in the
months and 1IelIl1'B preceding. (Italics
added.)
Yea, they can provide some substitute leaders.--a:nd will. Yea, they
can provide replacements--and will.
Yes, they ca.n continue attack9--and
will. But the vigor witb which the
attacks are pursued will be sulr
stantially less, certainly within the
near time frame. Then oue can askhow long1
Here, I think, we have got to go
hack and take a look at the objectives of the enemy. Very simply
stated, they are, first, to protect
the homeland; second, to seize or
overthrow the gwernment in the
south-to seize control of the country; and, third, unite the two halves
of Vietnam.
The first objective will always be
a standing objective. The second he
must do while be bas the necessary
resources to accomplish the seizure.
The third, if he accomplishes the seeond, he can do in his own sweet time,
so that really has no time limit.
Now what are the prospects then
for us? This is awfully hard to
predict--and I am not going to try to
d.o so. In January of 1965, replying
to a question in Los Angeles, I
said, "10 years." 1 said it might be
JULY-AUGUST 1968

88 mueh as 15 and it might be as
mueh as 20. That's before we had
the troops in there. I haven't seen
any reason to alter that guell$. So,
we now have about 3 years and <I
months lell8 than in January 1965.
I think the signiftea.nt thing is that
the level of violenee will not remain
as high. The major effort will
gradually shilt toward more development and I_ military activity. But
1 think we must remember all the
way through that you eannot have a
sueeessful development in the country without assuring the physical
security of the peasant every day.
Last September, talking to Anny
ehaplains, 1 said that I expected we
would see some kind of reduetion in
the level of violence in between 12
and 15 months. I may have been a
little bit optimistic then, but not
necessarily 80. 1 still think that we
will see in the next six to nine to 12
months a substantial lessening in the
tempo of activity and in the level of
violence.
But it is well to remember that the
alllla8Sinations in 1967 were twice the
number of 1966-something on the
order of about 6,000 in 1967. And of
the 6,000 [South Vietnamese] who
were assassinated, about 92 pereent
of them were officials of one kind or
another. This is the kind of grim contest in whieh the Vietnamese are
engaged because anyone who steps
forward into a leadership position
out there is fair game.
I don't know how many of you are
mayors of your communities, but it
would be well to pause and think that
if we were, how many of us then
would be running for public office
with this threat of assassination over
our heads all of the time.
Now let me turn for just a moment
to the problems in our cities.
I assumed the position of Acting
Deputy Chief of Staff for Military
Operations on Mother's Day, 1963. I
was at home on a quiet Sunday afternoon about a quarter of three, when
my telephone rang. It was my Executive Officer who said, "I thought you
would be interested in knowing that
the Secretary of the Anny and the
Chief of Staff are in the Anny war
rooJl1-."
"¥ ou bet I am," 1 said. When I
arrived at the war room, I found one
of them talking to the President and
the other one talking to the Attorney
General about essentially the same
subject. And by midnight that night,
we had elements of five different
divisions in motion. We picked up a
little here. We picked up a little
somewhere else and had them moving.
From a standing start on Mother's

(Continued <m page 60)
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TITLE:

Calculation of the Horizontal Electric Field from a
Predetermined Magnetic Field at an Air-Earth Interface
AUTHORS:
DINGER and KLEBERS
Mobility Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir
ABSTRACT: Tbe assumption of infinite ground electrical conductivity in computer codes for calculating the electromagnetic pulse (EMF) environment produced in the region close to a surface or near-surface nuclear burst precludes
calculation of the surface and subsurface horizontal electric field component
which is the driving function for nuclear EMP induced currents and voltages
in long cable runs. The phySical and mathematical bases are described for a
method for calculating the surface and subsurface horizontal electric field from
the surface magnetic field in order to capltal1ze- on the numerical results of the
computer codes based on the assumption of infinite ground conductivity and to
provide horizontal electric field desctJptlons for use in system studies. For
the condition of a plane wave arbitrarily incident upon a ground plane of suffiCiently high refractive index, the expression reduces to that previously found
in the literature. A time domain solution and applicable bounds of validity
are derived for the non-plane wave horizontal electric field condition. Representative numerical results are presented which demonstrate the importance
of including the correction term arising from the non-plane wave condition and
including the effects of displacement currents in calculating horizontal electric
fields in time regimes of importance in nuclear EMP effects problems. Induced
cable current calculations based on this method sbow good agreement with peak
cable currents measured in nuclear weapons effects tests and with cable current
time histories measured in various EMF simulation eXPeriments.
An Optical Data Link for Real-Time Remote Measurement of
Fast Transients in the Presence of Large Electromagnetic Fields
CAREY
Mobility Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir

TITLE:
AUTHOR:

ABSTRACT: The electromagnetic effects of nuclear weapons pose a possible
serious threat to sophisticated electronic systems depended upon by the modem
Army. The state of knowledge in this area does not permit confidence in analyses of vulnerability without experimental verification. To perform meaningful
experiments, there are two requirements: first, a "simulator" is required, to
create electriC and magnetic fields on the system being tested; and second, to
measure these fields and their reaction on the system being tested. To a practical extent, the first requirement has heen met. The subject of the paper Is a
concept to meet the second requirement. DetaIls of this requirement are discussed, as well as possible approacbes, with advantages and disadvantages of
each. The technique selected is described in detail.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

An Electronic System for Locating Friendly Patrols
TATE
Fort Monmouth
ABSTRACT: This paper covers an experimental electronic system for locating
friendly patrols with a high degree of accu racy, thus permi tting the patrol to
direct friendly artillery fire on attacking enemy troops or armor concentration!>
The system consists of two or more base stations situated on known base lines
and one or more man-portable transponders. A commercial desk computer is
programmed to solve a triangulation problem. A paper tape readout in map or
grid coordinates is available for future reference. The entire location process
takes some 45 seconds to complete. The system is active for a short period of
time. Hence, countermeasures against the system should prove difficult.
The experimental system was developed within the USAECOM
Laboratories and has been subjected to test and evaluation in the New Jersey
woodlands with good results.
(C<mtinued <m 'Page 60)
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Host Infiuence on th~ Characteristics of Venezuelan Equine
Encephalitis Virus
AUTHORS:
HEYDRICK, WACHTER and DWYER
Fort Detrick
ABSTRA CT: Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEE) derived from chick
embryo was comprehensively analyzed at two passage levels in check fibroblast
(CF) monolayers in terms of phospholipids and the fatty acids of the phospholipid fraction in order to determine any specific lipid changes that correlated
with alterations in plaque-forming and virulence characteristics during passage.
The distribution of the various phospholipids in the check embryo-derived virus
was similar to the distribution of phospholipids in virus from both the lSt and
10th passages in chick fibroblast monolayers, the most predominant being phosphatidyL choline (51-65 per cent of host phospholipid; 41-48 per cent of virus
phospholipid). The fatty acids of the phospholipid samples of chick embryoderived virus were composed chiefly of palmitic (C16). stearic (C18), and oleic
(C18:1) acids. The predominant fatty acid was palmitic acid (23-29 per cent).
The virus lipid characteristics were altered only during the initial paSsage of
the virus in CF monolayers. Phospholipid sampLes of virus from the 1st and
10th passages in CF cells contained the same predominant fatty acids as the
embryo-derived virus. However, the predominant fatty acid of the CF-derived
virus was stearic (21-23 per cent), rather than palmitic acid. The results
sugges t that the virus phospholipid is not a major factor in influenCing the selection by the host of a virus population having intermediate plaques and virulence
characteristics.
TITLE:

TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Freeze Desiccation - A New Method of Food Preservation
STRASSER, KAPSALIS and GIFFEE
Natick Laboratories

ABSTRACT: A simple process of obtaining high quality freeze-dried food
products, making use of inexpensive equipment and providing the means for
exact control of the moisture content has been explored. In this method,
freez~ desiccation, the frozen food is brOUght in close proXimity or direct
contact with a solid desiccant under vacuum. The evacuated chamber is then
pLaced In a refrigerator. The water of the food, which sublimes from the solid
into the vapor phase, Ls adsorbed by the desiccant at a rate sufficient to keep
the Ice from melting. The heat evolved due to adsorption of water by the desiccant is utilized during the early stages of dehydration as the primary energy
source for further sublimation. A variety of desiccants can be used, but
silica gel and/or molecular sieves are most suitable.
Experiments were conducted which established optimum conditions of dehydration and the ability to predict or control the final moisture
content of the food.

TITLE:
AUTHORS:

A New Approach to protection Against Intense Light Energy
PROSSER and STAPLER
Natick Laboratories
ABSTRACT: Screening studies have shown that pclyvinylidene fluoride gives
comparatively excellent thermal protection when exposed to the intense light
!lnergy of the carbon arc-image furnace. This research shows that this protection is provided by polyenes, -(CH=CF)n-, formed during pyrolysis. Decompcsil;lon products containing these structures are expelled into the region between
the light source and the target by the gases formed where they intercept light
photons from about 200 to 500 mp and dissipate the energy to the air as heat.
The concept of polyene formation clarifies the relative thermal protection
offered by many other vinyl polymers. Instrumental evidence for polyene
formation is given.
(ContintUd on page 61)
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Day, we had to scram ble to find
people that were available, in part.
We had them moving from Forts
Bragg and Hood and from Fort Benning and from Fort Campbell.
At 1:30 in the morning I was
sitting the~most of the others had
left-thinking about the events of
that day and wondering how we were
going to do things better, when the
phone rang. The voice on the phone
said, "This is the President. Give me
a rundCJWJl of the situation."
WelL, from that moment we went
to work on an improved Army Operations Center. And, of course, since
that time we have had something
going on each summer. Since tiult
time we have progressively improved
the planning and our ability to react
to conditions in our city.
Now I suppose I tend to be a little
bit on the Pollyanna side concerning
future trouble in our cities. We have
been. conducting courses a.t ow:
Provost Marshal General's School for
city and country and state officials
for the last couple of years. Since
Detroit of last summer. we have
broadened the courses and have
increased the numbers conducted so
that we have had quite a few lawen1orcemen.t officials from across the
land in that school.
We are not doing this on our own.
It is not the Army that is doing the
teaching, and I don't want the civilians here to get that notion at all,
because we are working hand-in-glove
with the Federal Bureau of investigation. We are staying within the
Constitutional limitations on the
Army's military aid to the civil
authority in our country.
As a matter of fact, no one is more
conscious of the ColUltitutional reo
straints on the application and the
employment of military power in ow:
own country than are we. And I think
the events at the Pentagon last
October and the events in the more
recent disturhances bear that out. We
have acted with the utmost restraint.
Now we are criticized from time to
time about not stopping the looting,
not taking harsher measures to
restore order more quickly. I would
simply point out that in every city of
the land, we cannot move until the
senior official declares the existence
of serious domestic violence that cannot be controlled with local resources.
This is a pretty tough decision to
make. When that declaration h811 been
made, it is up to the Commander-InChief to determine whether federal
JULY-AUGUST 1968

forces will be dispatched. By the
time we arrive, things obviou,sly are
very much out of hand.
At this point, just what level of
force do you employ? Let me walk
you through three or four questions:
Do you shoot a man if he haa a
pair of socks in his hand aa he walks
out of a. store? Do yoo. shoot a child
if she is walking out with a doll? Do
you shoot a man if he baa a pair of
shoes in his hand? Do you shoot
him if he has a suit of clothed Do
you shoot him if he has a. black and
white TV? Do you shoot him if he
has a color TV? At what point is
property worth a human life?
Now I am the first to admit that
you cs.nnot answer that question in
the abstra.ct. It must be left up to the
man on the ground. The instructions
that I issued to the task force com·
mander in Baltimore were very
simple, Your job is to preserve life
and protect property-in that onle...
I expect we will continue to be
subjected to a great deal of criticism
on not moving more forcefalIy, and
more quickly. But as long as I am
doing this, I will just say this, A
human life is pretty precious, and we
must preserve it.
Summing up our present ability in
the cities, I would say that the planning we have done and the close
cooperatiQJl fOlltered between local,
county, and state officials have
achieved a much greater awareness
of problems. I don't think that we
understand them very well yet, but
at Ie&/It we know they exist. I don't
believe we are going to find the same
level of outbreak that we had last
summer. I hope that I am not on the
platform
of
false
prophet&-a
mightly crowded platform, I might
add.
Finally, I would like to tslk just a
little bit about the Army and the
things that you do.
I am troubled personally, from time
to time, by the extent to which we
pursue things that are interesting
but won't necessarily be very productive. I think the thing that
troublEl8 me most is our tendency to
introduce sophistication.
The best example of that is when
you send a piece of equipment to US
to put to work, and we do not have
an expert--one who has been in the
laboratory-to run it. We do not have
anyone to run it who has been on the
proving ground. We do not have the
men who operated it during the troop
tests.
The man we have is the same type
of youngster that many of you have
with his feet under your tables-the
lad whll6e ability to operate the
(Continued on page 6')
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The Relationship Between Pressure Effects Upon Fracture
Mechanisms and Ductility and Its Practical Implications
DA VInSON and NO LA N
WatervHet Arsenal

ABSTRACT: It has long been known that the ductility of materials Can be
enhanced if they are deformed while under a superposed hydrostatic pressure
of sufficient magnitude. The effects of pressure upon the ductility of a variety
of materials has been measured and it is observed that the magnitude of the
effect and the form of the ductility-pressure relationship varies considerably
between materials.
In this investigation, the mechanism. or mechanisms, by which
pressure affects ductility and the reason for the observed differences in the
form of the ductility-pressure relationship was examined for a series of Fe-C
materials. It is shown that the form of the ductility-pressure relationsbip is
structure sensitive in terms of the presence, amount, shape and distribution
of the brittle cementite phase. The effects of pressure upon ductility, and the
structure sensitivity, are interpreted in terms of the effects of pressure upon
the stress-state sensitive stages of the fracture mechanism involved.
The possibility of cold reducing a variety of high strength materials by means of an- extrusion process, whicb takes advantage 01 the enhancement
of ductility by pressure, Is examined and described. The effects of cold reduction to 65% on the atmospheric pressure mechanical properties of a series of
nickel-base superalloys and 18% maraging steels is presented and discussed.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Ion Migration in Frozen SolI
MURRMANN and HOEKSTRA
Cold Regions R&E Laboratory

ABSTRACT: Radioactive waste disposal frequently involves placement of
radioactive material into the ground. Permafrost or artificially frozen ground
appears to be more suitable than unfrozen ground for disposing radioactive
waste. Frozen ground is essentially impermeable to ground water flow. so that
dispersion of the radionuclides due to flow is eliminated. Diffusion, however,
is not eliminated.
In this paper the diffusion of Na-ions through frozen ground is
investigated. Wben a water saturated soil freezes most of the water forms ice
but a certain amount of watsr remains unfrozen. located as continuous thin
films on the soil particle surfaces. These films provide a pathway for radionuclide ion diffusion in frozen soil. The rate of diffusion, however, is slower
than In unfrozen soil and decreases with decreasing temperature below freezing
due to a concurrent reduction In film thickness of the unfrozen watsr.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Biochemical Toxicology of CA, CS. and CN
CUCINELL, BISKUP. LOVRE, SNODGRASS and SWENTZEL
Edgewood Arsenal

ABSTRACT: The riot control agents react with biological anions. Enzymes
and co-factors are inhibited by these agents. The inhibition produced by CS
appears to be reversible while that of eN is irreversible. This reversibility
of CS together with its rapid reaction with water and other non-essential nucleophilic sites probably accounts for its relatively low toxiCity.
In dogs CS aerosol causes a peculiar syndrome episodic hyperventilation. hypothermia, erythrocytosis anoxia and acidosis.
There is a definite sensitivity to cyanide and barbiturates In
CS exposed animals.
Thiocyanate in plasma and urine may be a qualitative and quantitative indicator of CS exposure.
(Continued on page 6')
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TITLE,
AUTHOR,

AtmospheriC Electrical Structure
WEBB
White Sands Missile Range

ABSTRACT: Synoptic rocket exploration of the stratospheric circulation has
revealed the presenc;e of motions in the upper atmosphere which result in organIzed diurnal tidal circulations. These tidal Circulations, which have their origin
at the stratopause (50 Ian), are powered by solar ultraviolet heating oftheozonosphere and the rotational energy of the earth. Vertical segments of these tidal
circulations are found in the boundary regions of high and low latitudes in the
lower ionosphere. Differential transport of electrons and positive Ions vertically across the earth's magnetic field in tropical regions of the sunlit hemisphere serves to generate opposing electric fields, which in turn generate
dynamo currents near 100 Ian altitude as a result of the Rail effect. These
dynamo currents are found to affect the electrical structure of the lower atmoaphere through electrical circuits which include telluric current flows in the
earth's surface and extend into the earth's magnetosphere through interhemispheric currents along magnetic field lines. ThIs analySiS indicates that the
basic source of energy for atmospheric electriIication resides In stratospheric
tidal motions of the neutral atmospher, and the present fragmented picture of
electrical structure simply separates the fair-weather electric field, thunderstorm electrification, auroral and aJrglow activity, upper Ionospheric structure
and radiation belt currents. These phenomena are local manifestations of this
comprehenSive global electrical system.
TITLE,
AUTHOR:

New KnOWledge on the Fundamental Limitations to Operation
of Field-Effect Transistors
PULLEN
Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground

ABSTRACT, A limitation to the active characteristics of field-effect transistors, an extension to Shockley's theory of these devices, has been found and
is explained in terms of solid-state physics and electrodynamics. This breakthrough Indicates that field-effect devices are more sensitive and at the same
time more resistant to nuclear environment than had previously been realized.
In this paper. the modifications required to the Shockley theory
to support physical experlmente showing the existence of the new limitation
are first discussed. The development of a channel theory leading to optimization of the use of the new limitation Is next discussed. This is followed by a
discussion of the ways in which resulting devices can be used to bridge some
of the "gaps" existing in semiconductor electronics. Finally, the relation of
the limitation to the resistance of field-effect devices to nuclear radiation Is
conSidered.
TITLE:

In Vitro Growth of P. Imowlesl: A Model to Study Metabolism

AUTHOR:

of Malarial Parasites and Action of Antimalarial Drugs
POLET
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

ABSTRACT, A simple method Is described to prepare a large number of
cultures of erythrocytic forms of the primate malarial parasite, R. knowlesi.
In these cultures the plasmodium develops for one growth cycle. This method
has shown Itself to be valuable in studying nutrition and blocbemistry of plasmodia, in testing compounds for antimalarial activity and in investigating the
mode of action of antimalarial drugs. It is further shown that I-Isoleucine and
I-methionine are essential [or In vitro growth of erythrocytic forms of
P. knowles!.
(Continued on pGge 68)
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family la.wn moWer you sometimes
doubt. He is the ma.n who is operating
our equipment, because 76 percent of
the Army today has less than two
years service. The average age of our
men is somewhere between 19 and 20.
That is the man for whnm you are
developing eqllipment.
1 w&ruler how frequentlTl
of t/r.til. (Italics added.)

TlOU

think

We have introduced what we hope
will develop into real fine schemes to
guard against oversophistiA:a.t1on and
guard against too much optimism in
the ability of the human to handle
something. We have built bridgeS
between the researcher and producer.
In our life cycle management system
for a piece of equipment, we are
going to charge the researcher with
turning out the first production model
so that he can't wash his hands of
what he has dreamed up and gotten
to work on a breadboard, and say,
"Now, Mr. Producer, this is your
job."
Hopefully, this bridge will stay in
place but, like all bridges, I am sure
that it will be dislodged one way or
another with a lot of pressure over
and under it.
Here's another source of trouble.
The Army is an enormous, highdensity outfit. There are not very
many items of equipment that we get
in limited number. So cost has, I
think, an unusual signifteanee for
us, and particularly when you think
again of the youngsters who are
going to be banging them into ditches.
I would plead with you for simplicity and plead with you for reliability. I would take them at the
expense of some degree of effectiveness. I would rather have something
80 percent effective 100 percent of the
time than I would have something 100
percent effective 60 percent of the
time. Some 01 the time, I think, we
get the higher effectiveness, but we
do not use it enough.
I would like to talk again just a
little bit about people, because people
are the most Important thing we
ha.ve, especially in the Army. We
don't get a thing done that people
don't do.
We have a lot of competing programs with regard to our people,
because, an the one ha.nd, in Calendar
Year 1967, for example, we turned
ou.t something over 28,000 second
lieutenants from Officer Candidate
School. That was cream off the top of
the youngsters who entered the
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Anny. Then we turned out warrant
officer pilots. That was another body
of cream.
Then we established what we called
the Skill Development Ba.se. That
waan't a very good title 80 the
Artillery tacked a name on it, "Combat Leader's Course." These were
people who were pushing ahead to be
noncommissioned officeJ'S quickly but
who were unwil1ing to spend extra
time to go to Officer Candidate
School. OCS extends the period of
service by almost a year, and these
men prefer not to spend that extra
year with us. We don't fault them for
that, if that's the way they feel.
At the bottom, puahing up, we
have Project One Hundred Thousand.
Coming down-picking off people for
all quality programs that we havewe may face another problem. If we
should ever have to dip into Project
One Hundred Thousand for people
to fill the quality programs, we may
be in trouble.
At this stage, it is not a real problem. However, we ought to be taking
a pretty hard look at it.
Yes, we are training the Project
One Hundred Thousand fellow, and
having a great deal of success, but
at some expense in additional instruction and counseling time I1!qUired for
these lower category men.
Our training system was designed
for the higher mental category of
military peraonnel, and not neces.sarily to accommodate the 13low
learner, or the one who has real
difficnlty in learning. It just wasn't
designed that way. But we are giving
onr training courses a thorough review to identify the difficult learning
areas and revise to more simple
tenne those areas where the slow
learner is expected to have trouble in
grasping the subject matter being
taught.
Of all the things that have been
done in the past five or six years, the
finest thing has been the alteration
in the Anny's training system. We
have a ftrstrclass system and our
people are superbly trained in their
particular skills when they come out.
Also, these are the youngsters who
are going overseas, who are heading
for Europe where the risk factor is
not as high, where they are making
mistakes of commission and not of
omission, and where they are measnring up to a responsibility that they
would not get anywhere else in this
particular stage in their life.
r am just enormously proud of all
these men. This is a line generation_
Just last Saturday I was out at Fort
Ord at one of our training centers.
Somehow one nndergoes a change
(C07Itinued on page 64)
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Stress Reversal in Bonding Materials Between Fibers
PU and SADOWSKY
Watervliet Arsenal

ABSTRACT: For a composite reinforced by parallel fibers of high-strength
and high-modulus, the investigation of the stress field generated in the matrix
material is not only of theoretical interest but also of practical1mportance.
The stresses in the region close to the line joining the centers (x-axie) of two
Identical fibers in close proximity would be little affected by nearhy fibers
of the same size. A soody of stresses at the middle point (origin) between two
centers of the fibers should suffice to give a reasonable approximation to the
possible maximum stresses in the matrix in which a large number of Identical
fibers are randomly imbedded.
The mathematical model consisting of two Identical rigid fibers
of infinite length embedded in an infinite matrix is considered. Based on
bi-polar coordinates, the solution of the plane strain elastlcl'ty problem is
obtained as an infinite Fourier series for the cases that the matrix Is subjected
to unit tension at infinity In the direction of x-axis or y-axis.
Numerically, normal stresses at the origin are obtained for
various values of parameter. p. ,the characteristic shape ratio. The stress
concentration becomes very high as expected for close proximity of two fibers
(small Po ). An unexpected bl-axial compression in the matrix between fibers
due to the pulling in the y-di rectlon is detected.
Fluidic Missile Control Systems
CLAYTON
Redstone Arsenal

TITLE:
AUTHOR;

ABSTRACT: The Army Misslle Command has been working in fluidics since
1961, and the eight flight tests made to date have demonstrated the feasibility
of flUidic components for misslle control systems. The first program developed
a single-axis roll control system which used a vortex rate sensor, integrator,
proportional and bistable amplifiers, and various restrictors and capacitors,
with cold gas supersonic reaction valves functioning as the control actuator.
This system was flight-tested on a modified LITTLEJOHN missile in March
1964, and was the first known missile flight with a fluidic control system. An
improved version -- smaller components and a pulse duration modulator scheme
to achieve proportional control with bistable actuators -- was successfully
flight-tested in september 1965. The next program involved designing a twoaxis control system, using the Directional Control concept for the Multi-Rail
Rocket System (MRRS), and featuring a bybrid pneumatic two-axis attitude
gyro, pulse dlration modulation, and hot gas supersonic reactor valves as
actuators. The six flight tests made with this system, using a near-tactical
LITTLEJOHN missile as the vehicle, were highly successful; flight accuracies
exceeded the design requirements.
TITLE:
AUTHORS;

Controlled Degradation o[ Steel
CORRIE and MARKUS
Frankford Arsenal

ABSTRACT; The studies presented in this paper were performed under DA
Proje<:t 1T02440lA333, Controlled Degradation of Materials. The objective
of this project is to investigate methods of intentionally degrading materials
of military importance.
A mechanism for the cootrolled degradation of steel is described.
The results of research performed for the purpose of more clearly defining thia
mechanism and of determining the major parameters associated with it are
discussed.
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(C=tinued f"01" page 611)
A Parametric Study of Bio-Retardation
STURDIVAN, THOMPSON and TERNER
Ballistic Research Lsboratories, Aberdeen proving Ground

ABSTRA CT: To develop predictive models of retardation in blomaterials,
spheres composed of aluminum, steel and bronze with diameters of 3/32, 1/8,
3/16, and 1/4 inch were fired through isolated sldn. It was found that the
resulting data fit very well to the generalized retardatioo equation
-MVdV/dx

=

AP + kAY + CpAV2

where
M
V
A

P

k

mass of sphere
velocity of sphere
mean presented area
of sphere
pressure of the reaction
a viscosi ty-like constant

dV
dx
C

P

incremental loss of velocity
incremental tissue
thiclrness
drag coefficient
density of biomaterial

The resulting values of the retardation coefficients of skin, the
jrst of a series of biomaterials to be tested, are
P

=

-23990.

= 47.700
C P = -0.41169

k

TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Minimum Weight Design of Elastic Structural Elements
HAUG
Rock Island Arsena!

ABSTRA CT: In modern design synthesis the engineer Is required to obtain
much more than just a machine which does a given job. He Is required to find
a configuration which satisfies the given requirements and is "best" in some
sense. In military applications, the best system Is often the one of least weight,
and the elements of the system are generally subject to Jimitatlons on stress,
deflection, and natural frequency.
Meaningful optimal design problems are [lrst stated in terms of
optimal control theory. Recent developments in optimization theory due to
Hestenes, Berkovitz, Pontryagin, and Denham are employed in their solution.
Two complimentary methods of solution of the problems are considered. The
first consists of a solution of the necessary conditions which result from an
analogue of Pontryagin's Maximum Principal. Tbe second Is a direct solution
of the optimization problem employing steepest descent methods developed by
Denham and others.
A realistic optimal design problem is solved and a comparison
of the relative advantages of the two methods of solution Is given.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

The Use of Geopotential Heights for Great Lakes Vertical Datun
FELDSCHER and BERRY
Lake Survey District, Detroit

ABSTRA CT: Engineers leveling procedures for construction can assume that
the earth is Qal, hut higb precision geodetio levels are subject to the influences
of the spheroidal figure of the earth and the variation of gravity with latitude.
These effects can be calculated, and corrsotions applied to obtain either orthometric elevations or dynamic heights. The national level net Is orthometric
but a dynamiC height system is used for the Great Lakes. A system of geopotential heights based OD observed gravity instead of oalculated granty is
proposed.

(Ctmtin.ued
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when he enters this environment.
Most of them don't want to be with
us, but they have the attitude that as
long as they must be in the Army,
they are going to do the best possible
job while they stay with us. I must
say that they are doing a wonderful
job.
At the West Point graduation this
year I quoted a letter that I had received from the wife of a soldier who
had been killed. In it was one of the
most poignant lines I ever read. I
want to close with it.
She said, "I was proud of my husband. He wrote me shortly before he
died that he only :regretted that he
had but one life to give for his country." And then earne the poignant
line: "He may have used someone
else's words, but he used his own
life." We have many young women
and we have many young men
possessing that attitude. When you
have people like that, there isn't much
that the rest of us can do but to dig
in and support them hard.

USACDC Separates Functions
Of Deputy CG, Chief of Staff
Functions of the U.S. Anny Combat Developments Command deputy
commanding general and the chief of
staff were separated in mid-August in
a move to enable the deputy CG to
oVersee more closely developmental
programs in widely dispersed areas.
Lt Gen Harry W. O. Kinnard, CG
of the CDC, announced that Maj Gen
William A. Becker will continue as
deputy CG but will yield the other
half of his dual role as chief of sta1\'
to Brig Gen Wallace L. Clement,
formerly director of doctrine.
In the realignment of functions, the
position of deputy chief of stafl' for
administration was eliminated. Col
Charles B. Hazeltine Jr., formerly
deputy chief of staff for developments, was designated as deputy
chief of staff. Col Louis Gellin, assigned as director of doctrine,
recently returned from Vietnam
where he commanded the 196th Light
Infantry Brigade.
HQ Combat Developments Command is located at Fort Belvoir, Va.,
with responsibility for supervising
three groups, six institutes, 19 field
agencies at major Army Branch Centers, and the Experimentation Command at Fort Ord, Calif. Twenty-<>ne
liaison posts are maintained through
the industrial centers, overseas with
major commands, and with allies.
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(CcmtimLed /",om page 6-')
.!!.I!&:
Bond Character and MetastabiU ty of Plosophoric Groups
of Military Significance
McMILIAN
AUTHOR:
Mohility Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir
ABSTRACT: A bew method for the calculation of bond enei~es in a molecular
group provides a means of rapidly comparing different electronic configurations.
As originally proposed, the method yielded values for the bond energy and Ionization potential of many diatomiC molecules and ions (i. e., H2' N2' 02. CO,
NO) in excellent agreement with experiments. Heavy atoms in heteronuclear
molecules were not as tnctable. Extension of the procedure to these more
complex molecules has been achieved.
The electronic structure of N3. N3 and N3 will be dlscussed in
terms of bond energy. Changes in the bond character when the azide is covalently bonded to another atom produce changes in the stability of the azides.
The nature of the metal-azide bond is discussed. A criterion
Is developed for determining when to expect ionic 01' covalent bondlng in the
azide. This criterion involves both the ionization potential of the metal and
the metal-azide bond length.
The extended model is used to calculate the bond energies for
Pb(N3)2 and HN3' Although the azide group remains linear in these compounds.
the electronic structure and bond energy change. A comparison of these
energies reveals two different mechanisms by which decomposition may proceed
Estimates of the activation energies for these mechanisms are made.

Dir.ct".. 0/ Army Res.arch Brig
Gen ClLarlu D. Y. O.trom Jr. du""",.cd " subject 0/ prim. intere.t
to th. Army r ....arclL and thv.lt>pment communitll in " reCMlt address
to gTaduating .tudents 0/ Cln R&D
M ClfllI,gement Orientc>tion COUT" at
tIL" A "",y Logistic Man(J(lenunt
Center, Fort Lee, Va., ae /oU()lO.:

•

•

•

May I congratula.te you on complet.
Ing this orientation course on R&D
Management. I hope my remarks will
add to your understanding of the
topic since it is an area in which
improved understanding is greatly
neooed.
The topic of my talk concerns
the transfer of science to tecllnology, or to use the stylish word,
"coupling." I will offer some definitions, indicate why coupling or transfer is 80 important, diseuss what we
know and don't know, and what needs
to be done; also, what you can do
to help with the transfer of science
to technology and, hopefully, to
where it counts-a useful end item.
Coupling has many definitions.
Prof. Quinn of Dartmouth calls
It "Transferring research results to
operations." Other acceptable definitions are: "Accelerating the application of research and exploratory
dewlopment results to military
applications, or, "Science and technology transfer to the would-be
user at the earliest practicable date
and in a language he can understand."
Coupling of research to technology
to meet military and industrial
needs has come into the forefront
of science and engineering manag&ment problems with greater emphasis only recently in the United States,
and for good reason-not that the
problem hasn't been apparent over
many years or that it is something
new. What has highlighted the need
for more effective and efficient coupling are the vast sums spent on
research and development, m08t of
which are provided hy the Federal
Government.
In the United States there has
been an increasing tempo of heavy
Congressional,
Presidential,
corporate, and public interest in getting
more for the research and development dollar. Monies provided for
R&D are leveling oft' and showing
signs of diminishing -at least those
funds publicly provided.
This situation is something the
science and technology community
(Continued on page 66)
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AUTHORS:

Research Goale for Improved Blood Logistics
SHIELDS, CAMP and SEEGER
Medical Research Laboratory. Fort Knox
ABSTRA CT: Current problems in blood logistiCs have been under study at the
Blood Transfusion Division laboratories at Fort Knox, Ky. Certain aspects
have been worked out during WW n and KOrea and need only to be rediscovered
and reapplied to today's military blood bank operations. Other areas lo need of
resolution loclude official "cargo coding" of blood and methods of control to
insure proper handling of whole blood and blood products. Another factor is
the implementation of a usage probability factor to control issue of whole blood
to replace the antiquated oldest-first method. A requirement for improved
hlood shipping containers has two posslhle Innovations resulting from research;
a method of renewing refrigerants without entering the hlood storage compartments and a sensitive temperature monitor for each unit of hlood and/or
shipping container. The application of new materials for packaging bas Improved free fall and guide-chute loads for aerial delivery of hlood and provides a
completely new margin of safety for safe arrival of fresh frozen plasma. The
final aspect to be presented lovol ves the use of adenine-supplemented blood
pelmittlng use of whole blood in the logistics system up to 42 davs.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Laser Beam Disrupter
SZTANKAY and HOLIAND
Harry Diamond Laboratories
ABSTRACT: The laser beam disrupter is a safety system for protecting the
eves of personnel working with optical sighting devices from laser radiation.
Fundamental to the system is the initiation of a disruptive element by the
Incoming laser beam to disrupt it within 25 ns of incidence.
An experimental system has been assembled. Disruption times
are measured with an oscilloscope; beam energies, with a thermopile; and
energy densities, photographically.
Disruption times as low as 20 ns have been measured with
focused energy densities of 10 joules/cm2 . It is thought to be feasible, though
perhaps difficult. to focus laser beams with energy densities at the threshold
level for eye damage to densities of the order of 10 J/cm 2 • Work is continuing
to reduce disruption times at 1 J/cm2 to below the present 100 ns.

(Continued on page 66)
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The Hazard Profiles of Laser Rel1ections From Military Targets
BROWN
Aberdeen Proving Ground

ABSTRACT: The equations defining energy denSity at long distances in the
direct and the reflected laser beam are presented and used to deternnne the
distances the direct and reflected beam must range until the energy density
reduces to a safe level - a level of no eye injury.
Since the reflected beam equation cannot be evaluated without
a measure of target refelctivity, laser beam reflections were measured on an
infrared searcb light filter lens, a tank periscope prism glass, jeep windshield
glass, painted armor plate, a wet leaf, a dry leaf, tranqo.il water, and snow.
These aU represent Significant battlefield targets either intended or accidental.
Typical reflectivity profil.es and laser beam reflections are presented graphically. These results show that spread reflections are far less hazardous than
the specular reflections.
A typical plot of reflectivity versus angle of beam incidence is
presented. The measured reflectivity values are then used to produce plots of
laser hazard profiles around the laser beam and its targets. These profiles
define the extent of the bazardous area around the XM23E2 laser rangefinder
in the field.
The paper presents a general method for laser hazard definition
along with reflectivity tests that demonstrate the method.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

A Ferroelectric Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
McNEILLY and GLOWER
Edgewood Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Time-resolved gamma-ray spectral measurements are required
by many inveStigators In studies of radiation effects. This is especially true
for nuclear weapon tests experiments. In an attempt to satisfy this requirement.,
a gamma radiation detector bas been developed that utilizes the pyroelectric
properties of a ceramic material. The material. lead zlrconate titanate,
produces a current output that is proportional to the ra·te of energy absorption.
The magnitude and time constant of the output signal may be controlled by a
suitable size detector. Since the phenomenon is a surface effect, the signal
is proportional to surface area and the time constant is related to the thickness
of the detector. Ths ferroelectric detector requires no bias voltage or power
supply, is of small size, and is ea~l1y adaptedto electronic signal procesSing
techniques.
A gamma-ray spectrometer, using ferroelectric detectors and
a set of energy-selective metal filters, has been tested at a flash x-ray facility
with excellent success. The mathematical model which describes the response
of the spectrometer system yields a Fredholm equation of the first kind. The
equation Is solved for the unknown spectrum by an Iterative unfolding method.
Analysis of the time dependent data indicates a softening of the flash x-ray
spectrum as a function of time.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Pressure Enforced Ferroelectric to Antlferroelectric
Phase Transition
HOUSER
Picatlnny Arsenal

ABSTRACT: The pressure-enforced ferroelectric-to-antiferroelectrlc phase
transition In the system PbZr03-PbTi03-PbSn03-PbNb206 was investigated as
a charge release mecbanism for use in fuzing. One-dimensional strain and
hydrostatic pressure were employed to produce the transition. Effects of
te~perabJ"" and reverse voltag~ were evaluated.
lCoiltinued on page 67')
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Army Research Director
Discusses Coupling Need
(Continued from page 65)
has not had to be concerned with
since the Korean Wsr. R&D dollars
are apparently to be more scarce, or
at least, the utility thereof is going
to be subject to considerably greater
choJlenge than previously. Thns,
it is most desirable to improve the
fruitfulness of corporate and public
dollars-and one of the more obvioua
ways is better coupling.
Not only money is involved in the
transfer process, but lives can be,
too. Take, for example, the discovery
of penicillin by Fleming in 1929,
followed by a decade to realize the
full potential of penicillin in the
40s, or Waksman's preparation of
streptomycin and its large-scale use,
also roughly 10 years afterward.
The reason for better coupling,
particularly in the military is, quite
frankly, to stay at least one step
ahead of the enemy by transforming significant data into innovations which are marketable to the
operational user. This is also true
for industry, except in this case
the military enemy is the corporate
competition a.nKi the operational user
is the consumer.
PictorioJ depiction of coupling is
not a simple task. However, one of
the best charts is in the 1966 Army
Research Plan. The logical, sequential
progression from research to engineering to end item is not a frequent occurrence. However, the chart
does serve to give the various !'elations involved in coupling.
A study by the National Planning
Association shows that new information can stimulate a need that apparently did not exist before. The
study fOllod that over one-quarter
of the innovations examined were
evoked by brand new technical information, including research data,
which was properly transferred.
In the proceedings of the Conference on Technology Transfer and
Innovation held in Washington in the
sUmmer of 1966, Harvey Brooks,
dean of the Harvard School of Engineering, suggested that transfer
or coupling occurs oJong two dimensions, vertical and horizontaL
In vertical transfer, the general is
transformed into the particular:
science becomes technology, and
technology finoJly becomes hardware.
Horizontal transfer occurs when
scientific or technical information
generated in one context is "borrowed" and adaptad verlU:allll to meet
an organization's needs. Thus, vertical transfer normoJly takes place
JULY-AUGUST 1968

within all, institution and horizontal
transfer takes place among institutiollll.
Horizontal transfer Dften involves
specific hardware Dr "frozen information." But a good deal of intermediate informatiDn is also transferred in the abstract form: In the
hDrizontal transfer process, one
iIUltitution's output is another iIUltitution's input.
For example, in the Clll!e of the
transistor, the research output of
Purdue University was horizontally
transferred as an input to Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Bell, in
turn, vertically integrated work done
at Purdue University into its own
transistor technDlogy. Bell's research
output was then horizDntally transferred to other linns, this tim.e in a
fairly speclftc form.
Finally, the receiving lIrms further
improved this technolDgy, again
vertically, and so We have transistors as we know them today. The
Army and industry are obviously
participants in and beneficiaries
of both verti.ca.l and horizontal
coupling.
To improve coupling is easier said
than done. Why! Beacuae thel:e
is no ()Il,e method Or methods which
are applicable to all situations and

Army Science Conference Technical Papers
(Continued from pag. 61l)
TITLE:

Shock Pressures Resulting from Impact Between a Solid
and a Liquid
AUTHOR:
KAMEL
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
ABSTRACT: Shock preBsures of high intensity and short duratiDn may occur
during breaking of waves on coastal structures, slamming of ships, landing of
seaplanes, and water entry of naval projectiles. The pbenomenon of shock
pressures resulting from impact between a solid and a liquid is a water-hammer
pbenomenon wherein the elasticity of the solid and the compressibility of the
liquid are the governing factors. The analytical formulation of shock pressures
as a water-hammer phenomenon is presented in this paper. This analytical
approach represents the extreme case since It neglects the effect of all' which
migbt be entrapped between the solid and the liquid at the moment of impact.
Tests were conducted by dropping a plate, whose edge was hinged at the water
surface. Into a steel tank 3.0 by 3.0 by 6.0 ft which was partially filled with
water. The shock pressures were measured by strain gage and piezoelectric
type pressure cells mounted in the plate. The ratio between the recorded and
the theoretical pressures was treated statistically and was found to fit Poisson's
distribution well. Correlation between the recorded pressures and the shape of
the surface of contact between the solid and the liquid at the moment of Impact
indicated that shock pressures Dccur only at some SpDts on the surface of the
solid.
TITLE:
'AiJTHORS:

Water Vapor permeal:\ility in a Polyester Based Polyurethane
SCHNEIDER, DUSABLON,and SPANO
Natick Laboratories

becauseofthe~ybarrlerswhich

need to be overcome. Each corporation or government agency has coupling problema unique in many ways to
itself and these must be attacked
by means unique to the corporation
Dr agency:
Barriers to effective coupling are
num.erous. Here are a few:
• Language Bar'li£re. Scientists
and engineers frequently talk different technical "languages." Good
communication is essential and management must devise and keep open
necess&ry channels.
• Motivation BOII"1'UJ'l"8. Users must
be motivated to communicate with the
producerB of new knowledge, e.g., the
acientists-and vice versa.
• Data Availability BOII"1'UJ'I"e. Information is frequently not easily
available or in a form those in
need can readily use.
• LMk of Enthuaiam for Change
()f' In?W1lation. Conservatism-how do
we overcome this barrier!
• TM NIH (not invented Mre)
BM'rier. If the data or idea was
not originated here it is no good.
Horizontal transfer fails.
• Coste of getting the necessary
information by the user are frequently a barrier.
• Size. The sheer immensity of a
company or government body as
large as the Department Df Defense,
with the attendant (Dmmunication
(Continued on page 68)
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ABSTRACT: A study of the mechanism of water vapor transport in polyurethane
elastomers was undertaken. Commercial samples, all willi lliesamewater solubility, exhibited a seven-fold range in moisture vapor transmission rates
(MYTR's) which correlate qualitatively With the polymer glass transition temperature (Tg). Determinations were also made on a series of polyurethanes in
wbich the nature of the flexible segment was varied to include poly (butylene
adipate) and three polyethers representing an increasing frequency of ether
linkages. The MVTR of these samples could not be correlated either with Tg
or with the degree of swelling, which reached 100% in the most hydrophiliC
polymer. Resolution of the MVTR into a solubility coefficient and a diffusion
CODstant, was made by vacuum sorption methods. In all cases the sorption

isotherm was concave upward, the heat of mixing was zero, and the diffusion
constant decreased with increaSing water concentration. ThiS behavior indicates that the association of water to form im.mob1lized clusters dominates the
water tranaport proceSB with the effect of reducing the expected increase in
MVTR with increasing water concentration. Nonetheless, the MVTR of the
most highly swollen polymer approaches that of textile fabrics and it seems
likely that a useful balance can be struck between the MVTR and polymer
Swellinll: by suitable variation of the polyurethane structure.
TITLE:
AUTIiORS:

3.2 MM Radar - Radiometer
PEARCE and FOIAN!
Fort Monmouth
ABSTRACT: ThiS paper describes a novel design for a simultaneously operated millimeter wavelength radar-radiometer and the resulta of a limited
measurements program to demonstrate the usefulness of a dual mode operation
for improved ground target recognition. The operating wavelength chosen for
both sensors was 3.2 ml1llmeters (94 GHz). It Is shown that the radar and
radiometer can be combined and elmultaneously operated as one system utili20ing a single receiving antenna, mixer diode, and RF power Bource for both
modes.
(Continued on page 68)
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Measurement of Damping 10 Fiber Reinforced Plastics
TITLE:
GUSTAFSON, PAXSON and MAZZA
AUTHORS:
Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort Eustis
ABSTRACT: Internal damping is a major parameter affecting the mechanical
behavior of viscoelastic materials. The interaction of constibJent materials in
a composite causes boundary conditions to be less well-defined than for the
case in which experimental configurations use isotropic materials. Notwithstanding such difficulties there are two techniques for measuring damping which
have heen found to yield acceptable results; but, the energy losses of supports,
specimen grips, instrumentation, and testing environment (whether in air or
vacuum) cannot be neglected. These techniques are exponential decay of a
vibrating beam (free-free mode) and forced vibration of a double cantilever
beam. In applying these experimental procedures to Al 2024-T4, the investigator found excellent agreement between the observed damping factor and that
determined by using Zener's anelastic theory of damping for metals. Armed
with the knowledge tpat these experimental techniques will yield good results
for metal beams, one can proceed to apply these methods to fiber reinforced
plastic beams with confidence that the observed damping factors will be representative of the true value for internal damping. Measurement of damping in
fiber glass specimens results in values which are in the order of magnibJde of
those obtained for aluminum.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

I

~

Radiation Induced Fracture of Silicon and Germanium
OSWALD, EISEN and SCHALLHORN
Harry Diamond Laboratories

ABSTRACT: Experimental results show that rapid absorption of energy can
produce brittle fracl1Jro in the semiconducting materials silicon, germanium,
and indium antimonide. Samples were irradiated using the external electron
beam haVing a peak electron energy of 2.2 MeV and a pulse duration of
approximately 40 nsec. All irradiations were done at rOom temperature with
the total exposure controlled by an appropriate choice of separation distance
between sample and source. Samples of various sizes and geometry were
prepared (rom single crystals of n-type germanium and silicon. Sample orientation was obtalned through X-ray diffraction. Surface treatments were varied
and included a final polish and etch.
Experimental results have established the fracture threshold
for polished and etched bulk material for silicon, germanium, and mdium antimonide, Surface treatment played an important role in ·the observed fracture
level. No dimensional dependence of the fracbJre threshold was observed
using polished and etched bars 1 by 1 mm in cross section and having lengths
between 1 and 25 mm. The fracture planes in silicon and germanium were
found to be the (lll} crystal planes and in indium antimonide the (nO) planes.
Detection of Incapacitating Agents
POZIOMEK. CRABTREE and MACKAY
Edgewood Arsenal
ABSTRACT: A detection method is described for chemical agents which
exhibit marked incapacitating effects in man.
Attractive features include:

TITLE:
AUTHORS:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

•=

68

Simplicity of operation.
Selectivity for the more physiologically active chemical
agents.
Rapid response.
Highest sensitivity known in chemical tests for the
particular class of chemical agents.
Multi-disciplinary utility.
Wide choice of detector reagents.
(Cootinued GIn page 69)
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and transfer difficulties, causes coupling difficultiB1l:
• E"'CSBB PB'rsoonel Layering. Too
many people can be involved in
the coupling process, with resulting
communication, decision-making and
other problems.
• Entrenched ideas and private
interests are detriments.
• Geog'f'aphical Bl1I1"rieTB.
Wide
physical separation of scientists and
the engineers from one another, &8
wen aa those who use their output,
also causes problems.
Some people may dispute the 88sertion that wide separation of
scientists and engineers comtitu tea
a barrier to effective coupling.
A Materials Advisory Board study
several years ago did not find
geographical separation an effective
barrier. But the General Electric
Co., Union Carbide Corp. and Bell
Telephone will not agree: Their experience h&8 been that placing
scientists and engineers in close
proximity has a better payoff than
having these people widely separated.
Now you may ask what are we in
the United States doing about improved coupling of ~rch and technology, particularly in the Federal
Government? In the Army a small
group (currently two men) has been
charged with examining, defining and
r-ecommending action to be taken.
Pitto for the Air Force. The Navy
h&8 an ad hoc group made up of the
six chief scientists of each of the
commands and the Office of Naval
Research.
The civilian agencies of the U.S.
Government have also recognized the
need for better utilization of science
and technology results, as have some
technical societies. About a year
ago, the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical a.nd Petroleum
Engineers held a Symposium on
Research-Production Coupling Problema in the Metsl IndUBtry. The
National Aeronautics and Space Adm.inistration is spending over $10
million a year in their technology
utilization program.
The Department of Agriculture
uses ita extension program, which
has been in existence for more thaJI
50 years. ThiB program as you may
know, places the county agent as
the coupler between the knowledge
of the Department of Agriculture
and the univer.sities and the ultimate
fanner U8er~
Industry is beginning to realize
the beneficial results of better couJULY-AUGUST 1968
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ling. Such prominent companies as
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, GeneraJ Electric and Union
Carbide have recently instituted programs to improve coupling of science
and technology. Bell Telephone has
long had a program looking to better utilization of research results.
Overseas, several foreign governments have seen the handwriting on
the wall. The French have recently
establi hed a new agency charged
with hunting out fresh developments
in basic research and finding industrial applications for them. The
British have established the Ministry
of Technology, tbe purpose of which
is to move regearch out of the
laboratory fa ter and to modernize
outdated production methods.
A monthly publication entitled
"New Technology" carries the message to British industry and government. Such importance has been
attached to this problem that until
rec ntly the famous scientist, C. P.
now, was second in command of
the ministry.
Knowledgeable Britons have publicly stated that the lag in Britain's
economic growth can be explained
by the fail ure to put reseaIch results to profitable work-perhaps
because of a breakdown in communications between development laboratories and plants, or, even more

pertinent, because of a failure to
transfer research results from the
laboratory to the engineer and the
limited ability to exercise scientific
entrepreneurmanship.
To make tbe coupling effort more
fruitful, not only must many of the
aforementioned barriers be overcome;
there are many needs, also harriers
in a way, which require satisfaction, such as:
• We need more study on fundamental principles, such as the mechanisms of coupling and a methodology
for evaluating coupling techniques.
• We need to sell the doctrine of
coupling to the scientist, the engineer and the production man.
• We need information on how to
motivate scientists, engineers and
production people to communicate
effectively with each other in a
language each can l'eadily understand.
• We need to evaluate tbe successes and failures of the recognized coupling efforts under way in
industry and government and learn
from them.
• We need to gather the limited
knowledge and experience in sucessful coupling aTlld to make the data
available to all.
• We need to study the role of
the academic world in the coupling
(Continued on page 70)
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AUTHORS:

(Continued ' ..om page 68)
Bomblet Launchers Which Simulate Aircraft Release
PRATT, PAUIJCK, SMITH and MOHAMMED
Deseret Test Center, Fort Douglas

ABSTRACT: Bomblet munitions are normally delivered to target by high speed
vehicles and are released in large numbers {rom dispensers. Characterization
of the performance of these munitions requires knowledge of the burst height
pattern when released over [orested terrain. To obtain this data, a means was
developed In the form of a series o[ pneumatic launchers capable of imparting
the proper velocity direction and spin to a range of bomblets which would simulate operational release.
One launcher was developed for the M143, M139 and El39 munitions. A secood launcher was developed [or the BLU 19/B23, and BLU 20/B23
munitions which were heavier and larger. For each launcher minor parts substitutions peCUliar to each munition allowed a basic assembly to be used.
Both launchers operated on the tops of towers over 100 feet
high and it was necessary to provide compensation [or recoil in the caSe of
the launcher for the heavier munitions to prevent destruction o{ the tower.
A citadel was provided on the towers to protect operators from
premature detonation of a launcher round and all launchers were test fired and
calibrated so that various Impact velocities could he achieved hy simple pressure
setting on a control console.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Electron Immunocytochemistry
.DONATI, PETRAIJ, CUCUIJS and STERNBERGER
Edgewood Arsenal

ABSTRA CT: The complexity of the mammalian cell as compared to that of
the bacterial cell has imposed severe limitations upnn the study of mammalian
molecular biology and will require introduction of new methodology. In partial
answer, we have now evolved methodology for the specific localization of subcellular macromolecules on the ultrathin section prepared [or electron microscopy. As reagent for specific localization, immunospecifically purified antibody Is used which has been exhaustively labeled with electron-opaque uranium.
Immuno--speciflc protection during labeling prevents destruction of the specific
antibody sites. Specific staining with labeled antibody is carried out on the
ultrathin section and is further intensified by specific ligation o[ osmium onto
the antibody label via thiocarbobydrazide. The specific subcellular localization
of fibrinogen and lysozyme In normal and pathologic human blood cells, of
Forssman antigen In guinea pig kidney and of early (submitochondrial) and late
(extravirion and intravlrion) antigen of poxvirus Infected tissue culture cells Is
Illustrated by electron micrographs. The most recent applications outlined in
the bulk of the paper Involve agent prophylaxis in which studies on the molecular
biology of the Immunocompetent cell is studied by the described method in
conjunction with other established techniques.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Rocket Assisted Artillery Projectiles
NOVACK, MENKE, HARNETT and SMOLNIK
Picatlnny Arsenal

ABSTRACT: Military requirements [or modern tubed artillery emphasize the
need {or providing compact, lightweight, higbly mobile weapons possessing
greatly Increased range and firepower over present weapon systems. [n search
of techniques to meet these requirements many countries, starting during World
War n. have explored and continue to explore the principle of combining the
advantages of the gun with the roCket. The discussion outlines what the Munition
CO,mmand has accomplished Inhouse since 1961 toward realizing this objective.
(Continued on page 70)
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TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Chemical ThermodynamiC Properties of Heteronuclea.r Diatomic
Molecules of the Transition Metal Elements and Germanium
KANT and STRAUSS
Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown Arsenal

ABSTRACT: The molecules, GeX (X=Cu, Ni, Co, Fe and Cr) have been shown
to exist in the vapor phase over liquid solutions of germanium and transition
metal at temperature above 1600 K.
Using information derived from a combination of effusion and
mass spectrometric techniques the equilibrium constants of the gaseous
reactions
(1)
GeX + Ge = Ge2 + X
2 GeX = Ge2 + X2

(2)

GeX = Ge + X

(3)

have been estimated between 160 and 2100 K. The bond dissociation energies
D (Ge-X) were determined from both variations of the free energies of reactions (1), (2), and/or (3) with temperature (second law or slope method) and
are compared with the corresponding values obtained by means of absolute
entropy or third law calculations. The D (Ge-X) third law values are 39. 6 ~ 7,
<J,9.4~ 7, 56.1~ 6, 66.2~ 3, and47.8~5 kcal/mol for X equal Cr, Fe, Co,
Ni and en respectively.
TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Protection and Reversal of Lethal Mustard Damage Resulting
in Recovery of Cell Viability
PAPIRMElSTER, DAVISON and GROSS
Edgewood Arsenal

ABSTRACT: The mechanism of action of sulfur mustard (H) was studied in
order to establish a rationale for therapy against its cytotoxic and vesicant
actions. Investigations were carried out at the molecular, subcellular, cellular
and tissue levels. It was concluded that cell death and tissue injury were consequences of p;rimary lesions sustained within desoxy;ribonucleic acid (DNA),
the genetic substance of cells. Two general types of DNA damage were considered: (a) Alterations of structure which led to widespread disturbances in
DNA and major biological repercussions and, (b) modifications of a base(s)
which resulted in coding errors and more subtle biological eUects.
Many cells, including those in rabbit skin, contained enzymes
which were able to repair H-damaged DNA and restored viability. The repair
mechanism itsel1 could be overtaxed or inbibitedand this cellular imbalance
became a major factor in pathogenicity. A model was proposed to explain the
critical cause-and-eUect relationships involved in the production of skin lesions.
A surprising and potentially important feature was the pronounced stimulation of
healing caused by DNA breakdown products.

TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Emotional Response of Rhesus Monkeys to Chronic
Psychological Stress
LEVINE and GORDON
Aberdeen Proving Ground

ABSTRA CT: This paper will summarize the results of some recent investigations in the area of emotional responsiveness of rhesus monkeys to psychological stress. The similarity between this data and that obtained in recent work
with humans under stress has led to an examination of the significant variable~
accounting for the data, and to a proposal for a multidisciplinary research
approach in this area.
(Continued on page 71)
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process, since they are prime producers of basic knowledge.
The art of conpling or transfer
in the United 8ta tea is basically
in its infancy. However, this does not
mean we have not discerned some of
the more pertinent means of accomplishing coupling. Let me list
a few which can be profitable:
1. Periodically develop a list of
corporate Or military plCoblems and
needs pertinent to the labolCatory or
research agency and make these
available to the scientist so there
can be more relevant research.
2. Periodically evaluate the outputs
of each laboratory against corporate
o. military needs.
3. Add liaison and coupling activities explicitly to the goals and missions of organizations.
4. Add liaison and coupling activities explicitly to the job descriptions of pertinent individuals, such
as PlCoject monitors,
6. Appoint two small groups of
liaison individuals, one group to
establish links between labs and
basic research agencies and another
group to strengthen the coupling
between labs and operation .
6. Provide bette" opportunities
for coupling activities by scientists and engineers, such as special
symposia, which bring scientists
and engineers together.
7. Insert translators, especially
between science and technology.
8. Encourage the creative scientist
where possible, to follow his work
heyonod the research stage into development, possibly as a consultant.
9. Try to select scientists for
both in-house and oontract work
who are at home with both science
and technology.
10. Recognize and otherwise reward
individuals
for
their
successful
coupling efforts in challenging areas.
11. Considllr (with some caution)
the possibi1~'ty of programing a
coupling effort.
12. Study good and bad examples
and find out why the crucial differences exist and what they would
mean in terms of overhauling the
present system.
13. Encourage face-to-face conversation between technical people
rather than or 'in addition to going
through the chain of command.
14. Minimize the physical space harrier between scientists and technologists--hou e them together or
close by whenever possible.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

The list of po sible coupling activities could be extended many times.
If we successfully incorporate half of
those just enumerated, a major step
forward will have been taken.
I am sure many of you will agree
that not many major advances in
science come along in a deeade. It is,
however, the little bits and pieees
haphazardly strewn along the road
which, when properly coupled to an
idea or a need, can make major
advances. These little bits and
pieees can additionally provide the
foundation for new capahilities, even
if a basic requirement or market has
not yet been established.
Also, it is my belief that more
effective coupling will not come by
coercion and direction but rather by
persuasion, education and constant
reminders. We need to be continually
reminded that research and technology are fine, useful activities in
themselves; but to be really useful
to ociety and to the corporation or
agency they must, as often and as
soon as possible, fulfill a need as well
as fill the fountain of knowledg1'.
1 am firmly convinced that ideas
and opportunities which become
teehnological opportunities and marketable end items are more a
function of competent, aware management and total organizational
structure than the activities of the
research or engineering community
themselves.

MRC Plans Advanced Seminar
At University of Wisconsin
An unusual training opportunity
is afforded by an Advanced Seminar
on Theory and Application of Spline
Functions to be conducted by the
Mathematics Research Center, U.S.
Army, University of Wisconsin, Oct.
7-9.
Spline functions are a mathematical tool of great usefulness in
approximation, curve fitting, numerical quadrature, and numerical solution
of differential equations. These useful properties have been fully
developed only in the last few years.
The purpose of the Advanced
Seminar is to acquaint Army mathe.
maticia,ns with the theory and applications of spline functions. The only
prerequisite for attendance is a
knowledge of differential and integral
calculU$. Requests for information
should be directed to T. N. E. Greville, Mathematics Research Center,
U.S. Army, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis. 53706.
Mathematics Research Center personnel will be available for consultations before or after seminars.
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AUTHORS:

A Theoretical and Experimental AnalySiS of Quaslstatic
Magnetic Field Transmission Through Circular Apertures
BOMBARDT and BOSTAK
Mobility Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir

ABSTRACT: A simplified method for determining transient magnetic field
transmission through circular apertures in the time domain is useful in the
analysis of military electrical system performance during and after exposure
to large amplitude transient magnetic fields. Kaden's quasistatic analysis of
a circular aperture in a conducting plane Is reviewed and the field components
of interest are obtained. Experimental techniques used to create spaclally
controlled transient magnetic fields are discussed and techniques used for time
history measurement of interior and exterior magnetic fields are presented.
The numerical results of Kaden's theory are correlated with experimental
data obtained for an interior field component within an open-ended, long
cylinder with circular cross-section and with a circular aperture on the lateral
surface. Quasistatic analysis of multi-aperture problems is discussed and the
approximation of linear superposition of independent solutions for a double aperture problem is made and numerical results obtained. These numerical results
are correlated with experimental data obtained for an interior field component
due to two circular apertures on the lateral surface of a cylinder.
TITLE:
AUTii"'OR:

Large Nonsymmetric Deflections of Thin Shallow Shells
MESCALL
Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown

ABSTRACT: Tbe geometrically nonlinear behavior of twn shells undergoing
large non-axisymmetric defleCtions under symmetric and nonsymmetric loading
Is studied by use of the nonlinear Marguerre equations for shallow shells. A
numerical procedure is developed which permits the derivation of detailed
load-deflection curves, in terms of which the stability of the shell may be analyzed.. The numerical technique involves a dual Iterative procedure. An outer
Newtonian type of Iteration treats the nonlinear aspect of the problem by replacing the origlna! differential equations by a sequence of linear differential
equations. Each element of this latter sequence is replaced with its finite
difference equivalent and an inner iterative procedure is used to solve the
resulting set of a1gehraic equations. Numerical results have been obtained
for the case of uniform pressu re on a clamped spherical shell as well as for
nonsymmetrical loads. Extension of the numerical procedure to other problem
classes is discussed.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Viscoelastic Rheology by Ultrasonic interferometry
PARKS
Tank-Automotive Command

ABSTRACT: The velocity and attenuation of compressional sound waves have
been measured at ambient temperatures with the aid of a two-crystal ultrasonic
Interferometer of fixed-geometric design. Data acquisition Included signal
amplitude response, phase angle behavior, and signal transition phenomena as
functions of frequency. The accuracy of the various measurement techniques
Is discussed and representative values of sound velocities and attenuation factors
for several standard liquids and hydraulic oils containing additives are presented.
TITLE:
AU11IOR:

The Optical Discrimination System (ODS) Program
WOODS
Redstone Arsenal

Classified Abstract
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aeRO Announces 35 Personnel Assignments
(Continued from pag5 89)
Lt CoL F-rank P. Ringenbach was
assigned as a staff officer with the
Standardization
Branch,
International Office, following a tour as
e.xecutive officer. J-1, Military Assistance Command. Vietn8JII.
He received a BA degree from the
University of Cincinnati in 1943
and an MA degree in political
science from Roosevelt University
in 1962. He completed the Command
and General Staff College (C&GSC)
in 1959.
Military assignmenta include tours
of duty at Fort Ord. Calif. (196567); HQ U.S. Army Europe, Heidelberg. Germany (1962-ji5); and HQ
Fifth Army, Chicago, m. (1959~2).
Lt Col Leslie H. Gilbert recently
began a third tour with OCRD Air
Mobility Division, after completing
a yeal' of service in Vietnam. His
earlier tours were from 1964 to
1967 and 1956 to 1959.
Other assignments include service
with the 577th Engineer Construction Battalion at Fort Benning, Ga.
(1963-64) and the 4th Logistical
Command, Verdun. France (195~3).
Col Gil bert has completed the Command and General Stat!' College
course.
Lt Col Oli",.,. N. Esco was assigned
to the Programs Management Office,
Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense
Agency, after receiving an MBA degree from the University of Alabama.
He earned his bachelor's degree in
general education at the University
of Omaha in 1960 and in 1963 was
graduated from the Army Command
and General Staff College.
From 1963 to 1966, he served with
the 4th Missile Battalion, 43d
Artillery, Fort Richardson, Alaska.
He was division chief, Officer Instruction
Division,
High-Altitude
Missile Department. Army Air Defense System at Fort Bliss, Tex..
from 1960-62: and assistant S-3,
1st Cavalry Division (Artillery),
Korea. 1959.
Lt Col Rob.,.t D. Cicchmelli, a new
staff officer in the General Materiel
Branch of the Comhat Materiel
Division, OCRD, is a recent graduate
from the Army Command and
General Staff College. He has a
BS degree (1954) in military science
from the U.S. Military Academy and
an MS degree (1966) in. nuclear
physics from Tulane University.
Assigned to 1st Infantry Div. and
HQ II Field Force in Vietnam in
196~7, following a tour as assistant
S-3, HQ and HQ Battery, 25th Infantry Division Artillery, USARPAC,
he served earlier as S-2 of the same
unit.
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Lt Col Boyd T. BasMre was
assigned to the Combat Anns Branch,
Combat Materiel Division, OCRD,
after graduating from the Anny
War College. He is a 1950 graduate
of the U.S. Military Academy and
in 1960 completed the Army Command and General Staff. College
course.

In 196~7 he served in Vietnam
as commander of the 2d Battalion,
27th Infantry (W olfhounds), 25th
Infantry Division, and later as
special assistant for revolutionary development support with the same
division. A tour as assistant head of
the Southeast Asia Branch, MAP
Division, Commander-in-Chief Pacific, preceded his assignment to the
Army War College.
Lt Gol Ge<Yrge G. Tucker Jr. is a
new staff officer in the Low-Altitude
Systems Branch, Air Defense and
Missiles Division, following graduation in June from Georgia Institute
of Technology with an MS degree
in electrical engineering. He has a
BA degree in mathematics from the
University of Florida and was graduated in 1964 from the Army Command and General Staff College.
In 1965-66 he served as a plans
officer with the U.S. Military Assistance Progrom director, Military
Assistance Command, Vietnam.
Lt Col John N. Albertson began
duty July 15 as a staff officer in the
Life Sciences Division, Army Research Office, following graduation
from the Command and General
Staff College. He is a 1966 graduate
of the Army Medical Service Career
Officers Course at Fort Sam Houston,
Tex.
From July 1964 to Augu t 1967,
he served as chief of the Bacteriology
Dhision. 1st Army Medical Laboratory, and later as chief of the Virology Division. Fort Meade, Md. He
was a research associate at Hahnemann Medical College in Philadelphia, Pa., from Augu t 1962 to
Jun 1964, when he received an
MS degree. He has a BS degree in
chemistry and bacteriology from the
University of Connecticut.
Lt Col John S. Chesbro ;s a staff
officer in the Studies and Analy· is
Division and a June graduate from
the Command and' General Staff
College. Graduated in 1954 from the
U.S. 111 i1itary Academy with a BS
degree in engineering, he received
an MS degree in seronautical and
asuonau tical engineering from the
University of Michigan in 1962.
Col Chesbro was chief of the
Research and Analysis Division,
GMD, at the Army Artillery Center,
Fort
Sill,
Okla.,
in
196~7,
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following a one-year tour as field
artillery adviser. Detachment 11,
Joint U.S. Military Assistance Group,
Thailand. He was assistant professor.
Department of Ordnance, U.S. Military Academy, 1962-ji5.
Lt CoL Herbert E. Friesen began
a tour as staff officer in the Air
Defense and Missiles Di vision after
graduating from the Command and
General Staff College. He has an
MS degree in mathematics from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and
is a 1953 graduate of the U.S. Military Academy with a BS degree in
engineering.
Col Friesen served ;n Vietnam in
196~7 as executive officer of the
2d Battalion, 320th Artillery. From
August 1964 to April 1966, he was
assigned to the 6th Artillery Group,
Fort Bliss, Tex., with duty station
at Fort Bragg, N.C.
Lt CoL John T. Miller, a new staff
officer in the General Materiel
Branch, Combat Materiel Division,
returned recently from a tour in
Vietnam as executive officer, 1st
Engineer Battalion, and then as
assistant chief of staff, 1st Infantry
Division. From 1964 to 1966, he was
officer-in-charge of the SM-l Nuclear
Power Plant and executive of the
Nuclear Power Field Office, Fort
BelVOir, Va.
Col Miller is a 1954 graduate
from the U.S. Military Academy with
a BS degree in general engineering
and in 1960 received an MS degree
from Purdue University in electrical
engineering. He is a graduate from
the Command and General Staff
College.
Lt Col Co.rl J. Od5ki:rk is assigned
to the Communications and Electronics Division as a staff officer and is
s June gnuluate from the Command
and General Staff College. He has
a BS degree from Utah State Univ.
From May 1966 to May 1967 he
was G-2 Air, 1st Field Forces, Vietnam. That assignment followed nearly four years in the Sensory Equipment Division, Target Acquisition
Department, U.S. Anny Artillery and
Missile School, Fort Sill, Okla.
Mf,I,; Frf,l,7!Cis lV. Matthews graduated from the Command and General Staff College in June and reported shortly thereafter for duty as
a staff officer in the Scientific and
Technical
Information
Division,
OCRD. In 196~7 he wss a senior
adviser at the U.S. Army Ranger
Training Center in Vietnam, following a 196~6 tour as aide-de-camp
to the superintendent of the U.S.
Military Academy. He is a 1956
graduate of the USMA.
Ma; Tkomaa A. Banne.r also is
a 1968 graduate from the Command
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and General St l11' College, with a
new assignmEnt as staff effieer in
the Medical and Biological Branch,
Life Sciences Division, Army Research Oftke, OCRD. He has a 1956
BS degree in agricultural education
from the University of Tennessee
and an MS degree from Cornell
University in food distribution and
business management.
Ma; Donald P. Whalen is a new
graduate from the Command and
General Staff College and is assigned
as a staff officer in the Air Defense
and Missiles Division, OCRD. He
served in Vietnam in 1966-67 as
S-3 of the 6th Battalion, 14th
Artillery, following duty as battery
commander, 2d Battalion, 320th Artillery. He has a 1962 MS degree in
electrical engineering from Pu rdue
Univer~ity and is a 1957 graduate
from the U.S. Military Academy.
Richard M. Whitaker is assigned
as a digital computer systems analyst
in the Research and Engineering
Systems Branch,
Scientific and
Technical
Tnformation
Division,
Army Research Office. He was employed in the past five years in a similar capacity with the Computer
Systems Evaluation Command at
Fort Myer, Va. He has a BS degree
in business administration from
Northeastern University.
Eugene W. Stubbs, known for his
unfailing good humor and sometimes
affectionately termed the "Jolly
Green Giant of ARO," terninate:l
seven years as a contracts officer
with the Research Contracts and
Grants Branch, Research Programs
Office. The change involved a promotion to assistant deputy director, Defense Supply Service, Washington,
D.C.

Pershing System Involved in MICOM Project Swap
"Project Swap," related to the
Army
Missile Command's
Pershing system, started in July
in facilities at Cape Kennedy, Fla.
An agreement between the Army
and the U.S. Air Force National
Range Division, Eastern Test Range,
makes the Cape's Hangar N a center
for assembly and testing of the
Pershing I-A prior to shipment
as battalion-size packages to operational units in the U.S. and Europe.
Pershing I-A is newly developed
ground support equipment required
by recent Department of Defense
decisions for giving Pershing a
strategic deterrent role called Quick
Reaction Alert as one of the Free
World's important nuclear forces
against possible aggression.
Under Project Swap, expected to
last about two years, the Cape
facilities will be the center for the
massive job of changing all fielded
Pershing units from their present

u.s.

Coordinator Designated for Manpower Research
Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Manpower and
Reserve Affairs
Alfred B. Fitt, who serves as chairman of the Manpower Management
Planning Board, recently appointed
Dr. Ralph R. Canter as military
manpower
research
coordinator.
Dr. Canter succeeds Dr. Edmund
E. Dudek, who had served since
November 1966 and has returned to
his position as technical di.rector
of the Naval Personnel Research
Activity, San Diego, Calif.
Dr. Canter will furnish staff support to the board, composed of the
chairman; the Deputy Director of

Contract Begins Production of Dragon Antitank System
Plans to begin production of the
Dragon antitank weapon system,
fired from the shoulder but powenul
and accurate enough to destroy
armor and field fortifications, were
announced June 28 by the Army.
Anny officials said a contract
calling for production engineering
and production of the Dragon has
been awarded to McDonnell-Douglas
Corp. The $5.5 million contract has
a total planned value of $133 million
funded on an annual basis.
Production plans were disclosed by
the Dragon Project Office which
manages the
progrsm at the
Army Missile Command. Col Kenneth
C. 'Van Auken is project manager
and Allan Platt is civilian deputy.
Dragon is being developed by the
Army and McDonnell-Douglas as
a guided missile system that is far
JULY-AUGUST 1968

tracked equipment to the new
configuration. All elements of new
equipment will be delivered to
Hangar N. These will be mated with
a new 5-ton 8-wheel-drive cargo
tl'uck being developed by Ford Motor
Co. for the Army's General PurPose
Vehicles Project Office.
Equipment will then be tested for
operational readiness and packaged
into battalion-size units, including
spare parts, records and publications, for shi pment to operational
units. No live mirsiles will be involved
in use at the Cape.
Directed by the Army Missile
Conunand's Pershing Project Office,
headed by Lt Col Edwin A. Rudd,
Project Swap will not only form the
P I-A packages and deliver them to
the operational units, but it will
also supervise the equipment changeover. Subsequently, it will dispose
of basic Pershing materiel excess to
the new mission.

superior in range, accuracy anC1
lethality to the 90nun recoilless
rifle it will replace. Weighing about
27 pounds, it is designed to enable
the individual soldier to kill any
enemy tank with one shot.
To fire the Dragon, a soldier
simply looks through the telescopic
sight and launches the missile. All he
hss to do is keep his sight on
the target until it is destroyed. Once
the target is knocked out, the tracker
is removed and the launcher is disearded. The tracker then can be
attached quickly to the next round
and the soldier is ready to fire again.
Negotiating the contract for the
Army was Systems Contracts, Division A, of the Missile Command's
Procurement and Production Directorate, headed by Col S. C. Holmes.
James S. Phillips was coordinator.

Defense Research and Engineering;
the Assistant Secretaries (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) of the
Departments of the Army, Navy and
Ai l' Foree; and the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis).
Dr. Canter graduated from DePauw University in 1943 and served
in the U.S. Navy during WW II. He
received his MA degree in 1947 and
PhD in 1949 from Ohio State Univ.
From 1949 to 1955, he taught at
the University of California, then
joined the RAND Corp. and later was
employed by the System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.,
as Washington representative until
his Defense Department appointment.
During his tenure at the University
of Californi!', Dr. Canter took a oneyear leave of absence to serve as
perSOllJlel psychologist at U.S. Air
Force Headqullrters, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Mike> Accepts New Post
Dr. Leonard A. Mika was appointed
recently !'S chief of the Atomic, Biological, and Chemical Division of the
U.S. Anny Foreign Science and Technology Center, Washington, D.C.
Responsible for production of foreign technical intelligence in the
atomic, biological snd chemical areas,
he has an extensive aducational and
vocational background for his new
assignment, including a PhD degree
in microbiology from George Washington University. He was until recently assigned to the U.S. Army Laboratory at Fort Detrick, Md., as a
medical bacteriologist and chief of the
RDT&E Programs Division.
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24 Reservists at ASC Indicate High Caliber of USAR R&D Units
(Continued from page J)
physics. He was involved in major
programs as a physicist and group
leader at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tenn., with Dr. P. R. Bell and
others from 1953 until be became one
of the founders of ORTEC, Inc., in
1960. Since 1962, he has been vice
president and technical director. The
company has 225 employes and
operates worldwide.
Concurrently with his administrative and research activities, Col
Neiler has been active in the educational field. Since 1956, he has been
on the staff of the University of Tennessee, teaching graduate courses in
modern physics and supervising graduate theses in both physics and elec·
trical engineering.
More recently he has participated
in American Management Association
courses in technical planning. His
specialty is small corporation technical planning.
Col Neiler served as director of the
recent Nuelear Science Training Sessions conducted by the 3252d USAR
R&D Unit at Oak Ridge, Tenn. He
is a strong believer that his rise professionally has been tied closely to
his participation in the Reserve R&D
Unit Program. He had a Mob Des
assignment to the Office of Special
Weapons Development at Fort Bliss,
Tex., and is now assigned to the U.S.
Army Nuclear Defense Laboratory
at Edgewood (Md.) Arsenal.
Col Neiler distinguished himself in
combat in World Will' II with the
517th Parachute Infantry Regiment
until it was deactivated in December
1945. He served as battalion and
(later) regimental intelligence officer
in the Rome-Arno, Southern France,
Rhineland, Ardennes and Central
Europe Campaigns, winning the
Purple Heart, Bronze Star (with
OLC) and Silver Star.
LT COL MARTIN P. HINES is
a member of the 3256th R&D Unit,
Raleigh, N.C., and since 1964 hss
been director, Division of Epidemiology, North Carolina State Board of
Health. He has been a visiting associate professor, School of Public
Health, University of North Carolina,
since 1960 and has served in the same
capacity since 1966 at North Carolina
College.
Col Hines' BS, MS and PhD degrees in bacteriology, public health,
and veterinary medicine were earned
at Louisiana State University, Harvard University and Ohio State University. He practiced veterinary
medicine at Montgomery, Ala., and

was assistant professor of bacteriology at the University of Georgia
until 1951, when he started 13 years
as chief, Veterinary Public Health
Section, N.C. State Board of Health.
Honored with the Carl V. Reynolds
Award for Outstanding Contributions
to Public Health in North Carolina
in 1958, he received the "Veterinarian
of the Year" Award of the N.C.
Veterinary Medical Association in
1965.
Col Hines is a past president of
the N.C. Public Health Association
the National Association of State
Health Veterinarians, and the N.C.
Academy of Public Health. He is a
member of the Advisory Committee
to the American Medical Association
on Rural Health, the Hoose of Delegates of the American Veterinary
Medical Associate, a Diplomate of
the American Board of Veterinary
Public Health, and consultant to the
World Health Organization.
COL PAUL H. WESWIG, Ii member of the 6161st R&D Unit since its
inception, has served the past 2'h
years as commander. Since 1946,
after three years of military service
in the European Theater in World
War IT, he has been at Oregon State
University (OSU) and is a professor
of long standing. He earned his BS
degree from St. Olaf College in Minnesota and MS and PhD degrees from
the University of Minnesota.
In the Department of Agricultural
Chemistry at OSU, he has gained wide
recognition for his research in animal
nutrition. He haa received grants
from the National Institutes of
Health and the U.S. Public Health
Servi.ce, primarily for work in trace
mineral metabolism, and from the
National Cancer Institute to investigate the carcinogenicity of selenium.
Recognized for numerous publications in scientific media, he has
served as a consultant to the National
Institutes of Health and has participated in nutritional surveys for the
Interdepartmental
Committee
on
National Defense in Ethiopia (1958),
Malaysia
(1963)
and Paraguay
(1965). One of his duties was to
determine the adequacy of military
rations in countries surveyed.
Affiliated with numerous professional societies, Dr. Weswig has participated and made presentations at
International Congresses of utrition
in the U.S., Scotland and Gennany.
He is president of the Oregon State
Employes Association, chainnan of
the Nutrition Research Institute
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Advisory Board, and a member of
the OSU Faculty Senate.
COL GEORGE C. HOWARD is
commander of the 4016th R&D Unit
in Tulsa, Okla., and has been a Reservist since 1946, including 16 years
as a director of ordnance instruction.
During World War II, he served four
years at Rariton Arsenal, Metuchen,
N.J.
Col Howard, if he were a civilian
employe scientist or engineer in the
Army, would be among the strong
contenders for the "man with the
m08test" title for patents granted.
He is listed individually or with one
or two associates on 39 patents, all
associated with his 28 years experience in drilling and completing oil
and gas wells.
Concerned with research in the
petroleum industry fOr 25 years, he
has been employed the past 15 years
in a supervisory capacity at the Pan
American Petroleum Corp. Research
Center in Tulsa. He is involved with
mechanical and drilling procedures
for both land and off-shore facilities,
specializing in problems linked to
oceanography and exploitation of the
Continental Shelf.
Affiliated with the Society of Petroleum Engineers, American Institute
of Mechanical Engineers, American
Ordnance Association, National Security Industrial Association and the
Marine Technology Society, Col
Howard is author or coauthor of
more than 20 publications in petroleum industry journals.
COL SIDNEY L. LOVELESS is
a rarity among members of USAR
R&D Units, in that he is a 30-year
veteran of the insurance business,
although he has a BS degree in agriculture and another BS degree in
science from Texas A&M University.
He is credited by associates in the
4004th R&D Unit at College Station,
(Bryan) Tex., with a "significant
contribution to revitalizing" the unit.
Commissioned in 1938, Col Loveless
has continued his active interest in
the Army to the degree that he wa
graduated from the Command and
General Staff College in 1965 and
from the U.S. Army Supply Management School the ssme year. His Mob
Des assignment is deputy director,
Plans Directorate, Deputy Chief of
Stall' for Logistics, HQ Department
of the Anny.
Col Loveless taught life insurance
at Texas A&M from 1947 to 1951,
was selected "Man of the Year" in
the City of College Station, Tex., in
1952 and in 1961 was chosen the ColJULY-AUGU T 1968

lege Station Kiwanis Club "Outstanding Citizen." He is serving as president of You-Tomorrow, a nonprofit
educational organization for the benefit of youth and has been a Boy
Scoubnaster since 1954.
CAPT GERALD M. LEIGH,
3356th R&D Unit, Auburn, Ala., was
associate professor of civil engineering at Aiubum University until June
3, 1968. He is now associate manager
and chief proj ect engineer for Black,
Crow and Eidsnes , Inc., a consulting
engineers firm in Atlanta, Ga.
Capt Leigh received a BS degree
in ci vii engineering from Georgia
Tech and MS and PhD degrees in
sanitary engineering from the Johns
Hopkins University. Much interested
in sanitary engineering problems in
the developing nations, he serves as
a consultant to a Johns Hopkins
medical research team working in
several remote areas of Pero. He was
on active duty in 1956--58 and served
a tour in Vietnam with a Military
Assistance Advisory Group.
•
LT COL G. R. JUNGERMAN is
a member of the 4001st R&D Unit
in Houston, Tex., where he is superintendent of a Dow Chemical Co.
benzene plant in nearby Freeport.
He has a BS degree in chemical engineering from Purdue University and
an MS in the same field from Texas
A&M. He has been issued one patent
on phosphate manufacture and has
another npplication on file for benzene
processing.
LT COL C. B. SHAPERO is a research. scientist at the Ames Research.
Center, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and is a member of the 5163d R&D Unit in Sunnyvale, Calif. His work is concerned
with development and application of
instrumentation and control systems
for aeronautical environmental facilities, high-speed wind tunnels, and
launch ranges.
With a World War II background
of radar application and technical
management of combat operations, he
has received diplomas from the Artillery Sch.ool, Command and General
Staff CoUege, Industrial College of
the Armed Forces, and the Defense
Strategy Seminar of the National
War College. He is enrolled in the
career program of the Anny Logistics Management Center, Fort Lee,
Va..
LT COL EDWARD H. LYNCH,
commander of the 6152d R&D Unit.
Oakland, Calif., is a chemical engineer with the Chevron Research Co.
at Richmond. Educated at the Uni·
versity of Delaware and the University of California at Los Angeles, he
is a specialist on refining technology
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for production of gasoline and jet
fuel. He joined the USAR R&D Unit
Program in 1948 after serving five
years in Antiaircraft Artillery in
World War II and changing later to
th.e Chemical Corps.
CAPT S. L. CAMACHO, S055th
R&D Unit, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., is a senior research physicist with the Linde Division, Union
Carbide Corp. His investigations are
concerned with exploitation of plasma
devices for applications requiring
high. temperature gases.
Born and reared in A""ana, Guam,
he attended the University of Colorado from 1952 to 1958, receiving a
BS degree in electrical engineering,
and entered active duty in the Corps
of Engineers as an officer in 1958.
In 1961 he became a civilian scientist
with the NASA Ames Research
Center in Mountain View. Calif.
Based upon his work in basic and
applied research. in electric arc
plasma
(magnetoplasmadynamics
studies), he was selected for graduate
study at Stanford University. He received an MS degree in aeronautics
and astronautics in 1964, continued
graduate studies in plasma physics
at Stanford until 1967, and has published a number of research reports
in this field.
• Proud of his work in the R&D Unit
in support of the International
Science Fair for high school students
each year, he stated: "I am convinced
of the professional career-broadening
advantages derived from participation in the R&D Units."
MAJ THOMAS J. PARISOT is
assistant director, Fish Pesticide Research Laboratories, Bureau of Sport
Fishing and Wildlife, Department of
the Intel'ior, in Columbus. Mo. He
is concerned with studies, involving
multidisciplined research on problems
related to the impact of insecticides,
herbicides and other commercial
poisons on fish and their environments.
Prior to his present assignment.
he was in charge of the Virology Section, Western Fi h. Disease Labora·
tory, Seattle, Wash. He h.as authored
a number of publications on virus and
bacterial-induced d.iseases of fish and
was an invited participate in the International Symposium on Viral Dis.ease of Poikilotherms sponsored by
the New York Academy of Science.
Maj Pal'isot is a graduate from
Idaho State College and earned an
MS degree from Washington State
University. both in bacteriology and
public health. He is studying at the
University of Washington for a PhD
in natural resources administration.

CAPT ROBERT R. PERRY is an
assistant professor of radiology at
the University of Texas at Galveston
and a member of the 4001st R&D
Unit in Houston. In addition to te1u:hing, he is interested in research related to application of physics in
medicine. He has done considerable
research in basic nuclear physics and
the diffusion 01' neutrons in bulk
media for neutron oil well logging.
He has BA, MA and Ph.D degrees in
nuclear phyaics from Rice Institute.
COL JAROSLAV V. KLIMA,
3353d R&D Unit in Huntsville, Ala.,
is a senior aerospace engineer in the
Advanced Systems Office, Research
and Development Operations, Marsh.all Space Flight Center, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Currently he is working on
orbiting space stations and the integration of astronomy and earth resources experiments. He has a BS
degree in mechanical engineering
from New York University.
LT COL L. L. REAGAN is commander of Detachment 2, 400tst R&D
Unit, Dallas, Tex., and is employed
as an electronics engineer in the
Microwave Division of the Collins
Radio Co. at Richardson, Tex. He has
served \vith a number of consulting
and electrical engineering industrial
organizations since being discharged
from active duty in World War II.
He was Tecalled to active duty during
the Korean conllict and Berlin crisis.
MAJ
PHILIP
DEIVERNOIS,
1620th R&D Unit, has been continuously active in the Reserves since
1947 and most recently was commander of the 1620th, one of several
units he has commanded.
Employed continuously at the
Union Switch and Signal Co.• Pittsburgh, Pa., since he graduated in
1947 from Carnegie Mellon University with a BS degree, he is currently
manager, Terminal Control Section.
His duties involve promoting and
engineering command and control
systems for use by railroads at
freight classification centers. He
serves as an associate member and
consultant to the American Railway
Engineering Association and is a
senior member of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
CAPT EDMOND NEUBERGER,
executive officer of the 1620tb R&D
Unit, Pittsburgh, Pa., is a project
manager with Calgon' Corp. and has
served in this capacity with. Foxboro
Co. in Foxboro, Mass., and Fisher
Scientific Co.
Responsible for design, development, evaluation and application of
complete alUllytical process instro(Coneinued on pfJ,ge 76)
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mentation systems, including primary
measurement devices, transducers,
computer systems and appropriate
techniques for closed loop control, he
has specialized in this field for much
of his career. He also has been adive
in development of selecti ve ion measurement and control systems, such
as fluoride ion and sodium ion measurement in aqueous processes, wastes
and stack gases.
LT REVERDY WRIGHT, 3355th
R&D Unit, Gainesville, Fla., has been
a computer specialist for 10 years,
following graduation from the University of Florida with a BS degree
in mathematics. He is now a PhD
candidate in mathematics and is investigating use of sequential automata for parallel tasks. He holds a
~'[ob Des assignment to the U.S.
Army Information and Data Systems
Command, Washington, D.C.
CAPT RONALD STRlCKMAN is
administrative officer with the 6150th
R&D Unit, Fort Douglas, Utah, and
has a Mob Des assignment to Dugway

Combat Service Show Draws
Top Army Chiefs at Pentagon
Secretary of the Army Stanley
R. Resor and Army Chief of Staff
Harold K. Johnson (since succeeded

by General William C. Westmoreland) were among an impressive
array of top Army and Department
of Defense leaders who viewed a
recent Pentagon exhibit.
On display was the Army's automated transportable Combat Service
Support System (CS3), consisting
of the IBM 360/40 computer and
peripheral equipment. Each system
is mounted in four trailer vans and
communications terminals are on
2'h-ton trucks. The system is being
in tailed in six organizations in the
United States and Europe in 1968.
The system which was shown at
the Pentagon for a full week is
now being set up at Fort Hood,
Tex., where it is to be coupled with
two similar CS3 computer complexes.
Together they will be subjected to
a year-long test of the CS3 logistics
concept,
involving
logistic
and
financial data for the Army in the
field, by the III Corps.
Managed and developed for the
Army by HQ Automatic Data field
Systems Command (ADFSC), Fort
Belvoir, Va., commanded by Brig
Gen Wilson R. Reed, the CS3 system
is also under his control as project
manager. Lt Col George R. Fullerton
heads the CS3 directorate.
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(Utah) Proving Ground as operations officer, Test Design and Analysis Office. Graduated from Dana College, Blair, Neb., with a BS degree
in the biological sciences, ke is doing
graduate work in business administration at the University of Utah.
He is employed as an operations research analyst, Biological Systems
Division, Deseret Test Center, Fort
Douglas, Utah.
LT
RICHARD
McCORMICK,
1416th R&D Unit, Columbus, Ohio,
is one of the newcomers to the R&D
Unit Program. He served two years

with the 2d Armored Division Artillery and is currently employed by
Western Electric Co. as a development engineer in electronic switching
systems. Graduated from Youngwtown
(Ohio) University with a bachelor's
degree in electrical engineering, he
is working toward an MS degree at
Ohio State Univer$ity.
LT B. K. COOPER JR., 4016th
R&D Unit, Austin, Tex., is another
comparative newcomer to the program. He has BS and MS degrees
from the University of Texas and
is presently senior electronics engineer at Kaman Instromenta Co. in
Austin. His primary interest is in
product development.

PRI MAR Probes Ways of Better Management
Selected management and action officers of HQ U.S. Army Combat Developments Command (CDCl. Fort Belvoir, Va.., were briefed recently on PRIMll
(Program to Improve the Manag~ment of Army Resources).
Brig Gen William O. Quirey, director of Studies, Office of the Chief of Staff
of the Army, presented the briefing on new program practices designed to tie
the many recent changes and improvements into an integrated Army resource
management system.
The planning for the ideal system to provide top Army management with
exact and timely information on the Army's mission-resources, includes 23
PRIMAR study projects. CDC' close and long-range planners learned from
General Quirey that study areas include developing an integrated readiness
measurement system plus readiness equipment distribution program, simplifying the Army Budget system, and improving force program procedures.
CDC, which was illEtrumental in developing and implementing the TASTA
(The Administrative Support, Theater Army) concept, also has a strong
interest in PRIMAR's project to improve the National Inventory Control Point
programing data.

Advanced Studies Institute Undertakes Project FIRMA
FIRMA, short form for The Dynamics of Fire and Maneuver, is a
study now under way at the Institute
of Advanced Studies, U.S. Army
Combat
Developments
Command
(CDC)
organization at Carlisle
Barracks, Pa.
Basically, the study is to examine
the relationship between maneuver
units and fire-support units required
for a given force. The Institute's
Long-Range Division of the Plans
Directorate, headed by Col William
S. Barrett, is conducting the study.
CDC officials said it is too early
to estimate how long the study
will take. They are hopeful, however,
that FIRMA findings and recommendations will assist commanders
to accomplish their missions through
better understanding of the five landcombat functions-fire, movement,
control, intelligence and support.
Aspects of FIRMA are expected to
help facilitate instruction in and
employment of fire and maneuver,
assist in force planning and provide
a basis for structoring tactical
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o:rganizations.. Fundamental consider-

ation will be given to establishing the
tactical echelon at which the relation.ship of fire and maneuver can
best be defined.
FIRMA initially will deal with
battalion-level organizations, using
the mechanized battalion as a starting point, and consider fire support
normally available to battalions.

Essay Contest on Management
Promotion of management methodology is the purpose of an essay
contest announced by the U.S. Army
Management School, Fort Belvoir,
Va., and open to military and civilian personnel.
Entries must be postmarked before
Oct. I, 1968, to qualify for consideration for 10 prizes totaling
$600, with $200 as the first prize.
Essays should be from 2,5000 to
10,000 words in length, submitted
to the Fund for the Advancement of
Management in the Armed Forces,
Army Management School, Fort
Belvoir.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

WSMR Students Take New Mexico State University Tele-Lecture Courses
Sitting
in
a
White
Sands
(N. Mex.) Missile Range classroom,
21 graduate students in physics
recently received instruction from a
professor in Boston Mass. via a
tele-lecture,
tele-writing
system.
The civilian employes of WSMR
nonnally receive instruction by this
method from New Mexico State
University's Physics Department at
Las Cruces. When Dr. Harold A.
Daw, department head, had to go to
Boston on business, he arranged to
use the system OVer the longer distance.
Introduced in 1966, the system is
a cost-saving method in the WSMR
continu ing program to insu re employes an opportunity to further
their education and increase their
professional capabilities. Five courses
were conducted last yesr. Current
courses are Physics 476 (tensor
analysis) snd Physics 451 (intermediate mechanic).
Lectu res are transmitted via a
special communications system. The
lecturer also uses a tele-writing
apparatus to emphasize particular
points or to transmit written fonnulas and diagrams.
The lecturer's voice is received by
telephone or, when cis:§- is in session,
over a spesker system so that all
students can hear. Each student
has a microphone with which to talk
personally to the lecturer, and he
can interrupt at any point.
As the professor lectures on a
particular point or formula, he may
write it down and the image is
transmitted simultaneously to the
classroom and is projected to a screen
for all to see, analyze or copy.
Following
class
the
students
generally copy the infonnation displayed from the reel of acetate used
in tele-writing for review and retention.
WSMR introduced the tele-Iecture
program to help offset costs incurred because of the remoteness of
the range from educational institutions. It is credited with saving
thousands of dollars in travel
expenses for instructors, students and
the Army.
Carl G. Clifft, WSMR employment
development officer, estimates the
tele-Iecture, tele-writing system of
teaching costs about half as much
as resident instruction. Closed circuit television is not available.
Personal contact between student
and instructor is impaired little, if
any, by the remote delivery of
lectures, Clifft said. In the classes
now in session, Dr. Daw addresses
J
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WSMR STUDENTS receive instructions via tele-Iecture, tele-writing from
New 1e7dco State University's Physics Department at Las Cruces, N. Mex.
questions to the students on a firstname basis. He meets periodically
with the class to give on-the-spot
assistance as well as to administer
examinations and to observe the
studen ts' progress.
During the fall semester of 1966,
technical difficulties hampered instructions to the extent that some of
the students were disappointed with
the results. The "bugs" have been
eli minated.
Ramiro
Gonzales
states
emphatically that he prefers instructions by way of the tele-Iecturing
method over that of most classroom
studies. Employed as a mathem",tician with the Analysis and Computation Directorate, he is a graduate
of the University of Texas, EI Paso,
and has worked five years at WSMR.
"Although tele-Iecturing is not as
effective as having an imltructor
teaching directly," one student said,
"the method has proved itself as
an lU'ceptable substitute."
Tele-lecturing is especially suitable
for graduate study in that it can be

used for as few as five students,
compared to 16 generally required for
resident instruction.
Another advantage is tbe availability of notes and formulas exactly
as the instructor uses them. Because
of the remote delivery, both instructor and students appear to put
forth more effort.
Dr. Daw said, as teaching demands
increased on the main campus at
Las Cruces, it became progressively
difficult to allow faculty members
the time required to travel and teach
at White Sands twice a week.
"In presenting a tele-lecture,"
he commented, "the instructor has
all his resources readily available,
including notes, outlines and texts.
Should he refer to any of these while
lecturing, he doesn't distract students
on the receiving end, because they
see only the illustrative material he
decides to transmit via tele-writing.
"The combina tion of overhead
proj ections and audio instruction in
the receiving location allows for a
more expansive kind of teaching."

WRAIR Scientists Give Snake Study Results
Poisonous snakes of Southeast
Asia are more potent than those
indigenous to the United States,
scientists at Walter Reed Anny Institute of Research (WRAIR), Washington, D.C., have reported following
a recent study.
Research was conducted by Maj
James A. Vick and Capt Clifford
R. Roberts of the WRAIR Department of Phannacology, and Dr.
Melvin H. Heiffer, chief of Pharmacology. Maj Vick reported the
findings at the annual meeting of the
Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology at Atlantic
City, N.J.
Venoms representing the four
major families of poisonous snakes
were given intravenously and intramuscularly to anesthetized and unanesthetized mice, adult mongrel

dogs and monkeys. Lethal dosage
of each venom is not significantly
affected by either route of injection
for anesthesia, it was found.
AI though poisonous snakes do not
present a serious danger to U.S.
troops in Southeast Asia, the study
provided the information necessary
for scientists to proouce an antidote
to certain snake venoms. The most
potent venoms are secreted by krait,
cobra, coral and sea snakes, all
indigenous to Southeast Asia. The
less potent snakes are copperhead,
cottonmouth and certain rattlesnakes.
Phannacological
data
collected
indicates that lethal doses of venom
produce a decrease in heart rate,
a fall in blood pressure and depression of respiration. Artificial ventilation prolonged survival but did
not prevent death.
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Scenes

at
1968
Army
Science
Conference
SOCIAL HOUR gave the ladies and their husbands an opportunity to meet with
old friends snd make new ones. Assembled (I. to r.) are Mrs. and Brig Gen
Charles D. Y. Ostrom Jr~ Director of Army Research, Office of the Chief of
Research and Development (OCRD); Mrs. and Lt Gen A. W. Betts, Chief of
R&D; Mrs. and Dr. Russell D. O'Neal, Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D);
and Mrs. and Dr. Kenneth E. Clark, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Rochester, and chairman of Army Science Conference panel.

AI\IO G FOREIG NATION participants were (from left) Dr. Henry Wilson, chief scientist, British Army;
Brigadier Sir F. G. L. Coates, Director
of Munitions (R&D), British Embassy
Staff, Washington, D.C.; Col H. Edward C. Price, Assistant Canadian
Military Attache (Army), Washington,
D.C.; Richard P. Blake, deputy chief,
Canadian Defense Research Staff.

SHARING A RELAXING MOMENT are (I. to r.) Lee Taylor, Army Materiel
Command; Carrol H. Staley, HQ Munitions Command, Dover, N.J.; Dr. Hamed
M. EI Bis~ Natick (Mass.) Laboratories; Dr. Galen R. Frysinger, Electronics
Command (ECOM), Fort Monmouth, N.J.; and Kenneth M. Barnett, ECOl\f.
7
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"SOCK IT TO ME" seems to express
this discourse shared by (I. to r.) Dr.
William Van Royen, Army Research
Office-Durham, N.C.; Dr. Leonard S.
Wilson, Army Research Office, OCRD;
Dr. Ralph G. H. Siu, Army l'tlateriel
Command: Wilbur S. Hinman, .Jr~
chairman, Scientific Advisory Committee, Harry Diamond Laboratories,
Washington, D.C.; and Dr. Andrew
Assur, chief scientist, Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory,
United States Army, Hanover, N.H.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS representatives Fred P. Brown, Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vkksburg,
Aliss.; 1\1rs. and Mr. Jerry W. W000ward, Engineer Distrkt, Galveston,
Tex.; and James 1\1. Polatty, WES.
JULY-AUGUST 1968

JU T WHAT Billy M. Horton, technical director of the Harry Diamond
Laboratories, Wa hington, D.C~ was
pointing out remains a mystery. At left
is Willie 1.. Do.ey, director, Research
and De"elopmenl, Electronics Command, flanked hy Richard Trainor, diredor. Weapons Systems Analysis,
Ollice, Assistant Vice Chief of Stalf.

PACIFICATION PANEL which discussed the methodology of the U.S. Army
Pacification Program in Vietnam consisted of (1. to r.) Col Thomaa Huddleston,
Office, Deputy Chief of StaIT for Operations (ODC OP ); Dr. ~lichael C. Conley. Center for Research in Social Systems, American University; Brig Gen
William R. Desobry. ODCSOP _ tanding, Lt Col R. Buko lei, ODe OP ; Dr.
Kenneth ~. Clark (moderator). University of Roch ster; Dr. Gerald C. Hickey,
RA m Corp.; Dr. lthiel de Sola Pool, las achu eUs Institute of Technology.

l\IEDICAL PANEL DlSCUSSIO
provided an insight into the phenomenal
success of U.s. Army medical evacuation procedures and treatment which are
saving lives of seriously we nded in Vietnam. Member were (I. to r.) Col Robert
111. Hardaway, commander, 97th General Ho pita I. Frankfurt, Germany; Brig Gen
James A. Weir, CG, William Beaumont General Ho pita~ EI Paso, Tex.; Col Donald L. Howie (moderator), chief, Life Sciences Division, Army Research Ollice;
Dr. David Jacobu , Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington. D.C.

DISPLAYS OF FOREIGN EQUIPlIlE IT and weapons attracted many conference
participants. Observing Chinese field radios are (from left) James C. Williams,
White Sands !\Ii sile Range (WSlIIR). N. Me".; Thomas Carrera, WS;\IR; Tony
Castelnovo, Behavioral Science Research Laboratory. Washin,;on, D.C.; tephen
Doherty, Army )Iaterials and .Iechanies Research Command, Watertown, ]l[ass.;
John P. Kingman, Army Foreign Science and Technology Center, Washington, D.C.
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Dignitaries
at
1968
Army
Science
Conference
AMONC PRINCIPALS who attended the 1968 Army ScHlnce Conference (left
to right) are Dr. Richard A. Weiss, Deputy and Scientific Director, U.S. Army
Re earch Ollice, Office of the Chief of Researeh and Development (OCRD);
Lt Cen A. W. Betls, Chief of Researeh and Development; Dr. William G.
fcMiJIan, aeience adviaer, U.s. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam;
Brig Cen John R. Jannarone, Dean of the Academic Board, U.s. ~filitary
Academy, Brig Gen Charlea D. Y. Ostrom Jr~ Director of Army Research.

Brig Gen James A. Wier (left>, CG.
William Beaumont General Ho pita],
EI Paso, Tex., and Brig Gen Felix J.
Gerace, CG, Army Natick Laboratories.

COFFEE BREAKS provided a time for many earneat conversationa and exchanges of pleaaantries. Shown (I. to r.) are Dr. E. J. Baldes, Army Research
Unit, Fort Rucker, Ala.: John H. Thompson, Edgewood Arsenal, Md.; Dr. Alexander Hammer, Science and Technology Labs, Weapons Command (WECOM) ,
Rock Island Arsenal, II I.; Dr. Thomas E. Davidson, PhYllical and Mechanics
:\letaUurgy ystems Lab, Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y.; Leonard Ambroaini, WECOM.
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('<>J (Dr.) John E. Canham (left) com-

SESSIO B CBAJRME induded (from left) Lewis L. Gober, Mobility Equipment Command (l'IrECO;\O, t. Louis, .10.; Aldred W. Rogen<, Electronics Command (ECOIl1), Fort lIfonmouth, NJ.; Benjamin . Goodwin, Test and E"aluation
Command (TECOM), Aberdeen (Md.) Proving Ground (APG); Dr. I. R. Her. hner Jr~ OCRD j Dr. R. J. Eichelberger, Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL),
APG; Dr. J. V. Richard Kaufman. Munitions Command (IIIUCOJl1), Dover, NJ.
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manding ollicer, Medical Research and
Nutrition Laboratory, Denver, Co10~
chats with Col Edward l\1. Hudak,
chief, Education and Training (R&D),
Headquarters United States Continental Army Command, Fort l\lonroe, Va.
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